












Tog,etKer With Department Reports
AND PAPERS RELATING TO TMK AFFAIRS
OF THE CITY
DOVER, N. H.




Dover, N. H., January 15, 1927.
To Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk :
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript
of the Annual Reports for the year 1926 in the office




Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1926
Organization
The first Wednesday in January at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings
The first Thursday in each month at 8 o'clock, P. M.
Special Meetings
At the call of the Mayor
Mayor
Elected annually in the month of November by the peopk
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell;
Residence, No. 82 Sixth Street.
Office, City Building.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Hon. Charles E. T. Casw
Fred E. Quimby,





















R. F. D. 3, Sixth St.










Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Fred E. Quimby;
Residence, No. 73 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 328; Home, 14-W.
City Messenger
Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Harold R. McEwan ;
Residence, Glenwood Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 180-W; Home, 817-X.
Common Council
Elected annually in the month of November by the people.
Ellsworth N. Brackett, President.
Duncan S. McIntyre, Clerk.
Earl F. Durgin, Ward 1,
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President of the Common Council
Elected annually in the month of January by the Common Counci
Ellsworth N. Brackett;
Residence, No. 14 Central Avenue.
Clerk of Common Council




Elected annually in the month of .January by the City Councils in
Convention. Bond required. $20,000.00
Ellen M. Galucia;
Residence, No. 13 West Concord Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 203-W; Home, 1014.
Assistant to the City Treasurer.
Appointed by the Treasurer.
Doris E. Conant.
Collector of Taxes
Elected annually, prior to the month of June, by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen. Bond required, $20,000.00.
Arthur L. Davis
;






On Finance— The Mayer, Aldermen Hayes and Dam€,
Councilmen Brackett and Joy.
On Claims—Aldermsin Wentworth, Councilmen Irwin
and Joy.
On Bills in their Second Reading.—Alderman Kimball,
Councilmen Greenaway and Murphy.
On Elections.—Alderman Ccurteau, Counciln.en Hj: sty
and Burns.
On Repairs of Schoolhouses—Alderman Dtme, Council-
men Irwin and Goodwin.
On Lands and Buildings— Aldem.8in Kittiedge, Ccuncil-
men Varney and Foss.
On Printing and Stationery—Aldermsin Marcotte, Coun-
cilmen Durgin and McKenney.
On Fire Department—Alderman Hayes, Councilmen
Eaton and Crockett.
On Street Lighting— Aldermsin Upham, Councilmen
Greenaway and Gouin,
On Military Affairs—Alderman Connors, Councilmen
Murphy and Hasty.
On City Hall—The Mayor, Alderman Smith, Council-
men Brackett and Varney.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen
On Poles and l^ires—Aldermen Kittredge, Connors and
Courteau.




Chosen annually in the month of January, for the term of three years.
James F. Dennis, January, 1927
Henry H. Clifford, January, 1928
Edwin M. Carr, January, 1929
Henry H. Clifford, Chairman.
James F. Dennis, Clerk.
Office, City Building.
Overseer of the Poor
Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Sidney E. Taylor;




Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils
Convention.
Allen P. Richmond, M. D.
Office, Odd Fellows' Building.
Telephone, Office, 47-W ; Home, 47-R.
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Fixed by Ordinance





Elected triennially in the month of March by the City Councils in Conven-
tion. The Mayor and President of the Common Council Members
ex-officio.
jsfame Terai Expires
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, January 1, 1927
Ellsworth N. Brackett, January 1, 1927
Gerald A. Scarr, April 1, 1927
Luke H. McEwan, April 1, 1928
John Clancy, April 1, 1929
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Ellsworth N. Brackett, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Superintendent of Water Works
Elected by the Board of Water Commissioners and ho'ds office at the
pleasure of the Board. Bond, $1,000.00.
Walter C. Campbell ;
Residence, No. 88 Cataract Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 203-M; Home, 822-W.
Office Clerk,
Frank E. Nason;
Residence, No. 10 Baker Street.
Telephone, Home, 194-J.
Police Commissioners
Appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Council,
for a term of three years.
Charles E. Lord, Term Expires Sept. 1, 1927
Thomas Webb, Term Expires Sept. 1, 1928
Owen Coogan, Term expires Sept. 1, 1929
Charles E. Lord, Chairman.
Thomas Webb, Clerk.
City Marshal
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
Charles C. Crowley;
Residence, No. 28 Mount Vernon Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 38; Home, 102-M.
Assistant Marshal
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
Raymond P. Loughlin ;
Residence, No. 46 Central Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 38 ; Home, 178-J.
Police Officers
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
William D. Lothrop, Sergt.
William H. Brownell, Perley E. Quimby,
Frank E. Tuttle, Frank W. Jones,
Edward F. McDonough, William S. Scanlon,
Dewey W. Allen, Harry McCarthy,
George A. Labonte.
Justice of Municipal Court
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Council.
Term, until seventy years of age.
Patrick W. Murphy;
Residence, No. 634 Central Avenue.
OfRce, No. 430 Central Avenue.
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Special Justice and Probation Officer




Residence, No. 44 Fourth Street.
Clerk of Municipal Court
Bert Wentworth;
Residence, No. 44 Fourth Street.
Telephone, Home, 113-M.
Committee on Military Affairs
Alderman Bernard J. Connors,
CouNCiLMEN Peter D. Murphy, Harold C. Hasty.
Licensing Board
Created by Ordinance under the Statute.
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, ex-officio. Mayor
Charles C. Crov/ley, ex-officio. City Marshal
Fred E. Quimby, ex-officio. City Clerk
Office, City Building.
City Solicitor




Office, No. 347 Central Avenue.
Telephone, Office, 399-W; Home, 399-R.
Engineers of Fire Department
Elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Carroll M. Nash, Chief Engineer.
Edward F. Knott, First Assistant.
William S. Seavey, Second Assistant.
Carroll M. Nash, Chairman.
Edward F. Knott, Clerk.
Office, Central Fire Station.
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Street Commissioner
Elected in November, 1925, by the people, for three years.
Maurice N. Layn ;
Office, City Building-.
Clerk, John W. Davy.
Appointed by the Street Commissioner.
Park Commissioners
Nominated by the Mayor and confirmed by the Board of Aldermen,
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, ex-officio.
Ellsworth N. Brackett, ex-officio.
J. Edward Richardson, March 1, 1927
Edward J. Ackroyd, March 1, 1929
Henry Law, March 1, 1931
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
City Civil Engineer
Elected annually in the month of September by the City Council
Convention.
Walter S. Wheeler;
Residence, No. 88 Park Street.
Board of Health
One member appointed annually in the month of February by the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen for the term of three years.
Name Term Expires
A. P. Richmond, M. D., Chairman, February, 1927
Thomas Hathaway, February, 1928
William E. Whiteley, February, 1929
Wm. E. Whiteley, Executive Officer and Clerk.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 206-W; Home, 485-W.
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Trustees of Dover Public Library
Elective members chosen in the month of October, annually, for a term
of seven years, by joint ballot of the Library Trustees and the City Councils,
The Mayor and President of the Common Council members, ex-officio.
Hon. CharlesE. T. Caswell, Term expires Jan., 1927
Ellsworth N. Brackett, Term expires Jan., 1927
William H. Roberts, Term expires Oct., 1927
John H. Nealley, Term expires Oct., 1928
DwiGHT Hall, Term expires Oct., 1929
RoscoE G. Blanchard, Term expires Oct., 1930
Archibald B, Paton, Term expires Oct., 1931
Fred Hooper Hayes, Term expires Oct., 1932
Clarence I. Hurd, Term expires Oct., 1933
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Clarence I. Hurd, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Caroline H. Garland, Librarian.
Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery
Elective members chosen in the month of February, annually, for a term
of five years, by joint ballot of the Cemetery Trustees and the Board of
Aldermen. The Mayor a member ex-officio.
Charles E. Wendell, Term expires March, 1927
Edwin J. York, Term expires March, 1928
Charles S. Cartland, Term expires March, 1929
Henry Law, Term expires March, 1930
A. Ray Kennard, Term expires March, 1931
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Harry A. Morrison, Collector.
Frank P. Coleman, Superintendent.
Residence, No. 55 Atkinson Street.
Telephone, 778-Y.
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Trustees of Wentworth Hospital
Elective members chosen annually in the month of March, by the Board
of Aldermen upon nominations submitted by the Mayor. The Mayor and
President of the Common Council members ex-officio.
Hon. CharlesE. T. Caswell, Term expires Jan., 1927
Ellsworth N. Brackett, Term expires Jan., 1927
James Cavanaugh, Term expires March, 1927
Grace B. Henderson, Term expires March, 1928
John C. Lawlor, Term expires March, 1929
ASHTON Rollins, Term expires March, 1930
George T. Hughes, Term expires March, 1931
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. GALuaA, Treasurer.
Grace P. Haskell, Superintendent.
Jane E. Harvey, Assistant Superintendent
Britomarte King, Night Assistant Superintendent.
Esther Hanscom, Operating Room Nurse.
School Committee
Five members elected annually in the month of November by the people
for a term of tv^'o years each ; five members chosen by the City Councils in
convention (from Wards One, Three and Five in the odd years, and from
Wards Two and Four in the alternate year), for a term of two years each.






James F. Whitehead, January, 1928
Ward 4—NoRMAN E. Seavey, January, 1928
Ward 5—Ruth E. Holt, January, 1927
Ward 5 Michael Duffy, January, 1927
Ward 5 George E. Brennan, January, 1928
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, at large.
George D. McDuffee, Chairman.
Norman E. Seavey, Secretary.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Sidney E. Taylor, Truant Officer.
Superintendent of Schools
J. E. Wignot;
Residence, No. 211 Central Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 513-W; Home, 490.
Moderators
Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1—Melvin B. Pray.
Ward 2—Walter S. Wheeler.
Ward 3—Alonzo G. Willand.
Ward 4—Ernest L. Lucas.
Ward 5—Dennis J. Hannan.
Ward Clerks
Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1—Norman A. Shorey.
Ward 2—John W. Hogan.
Ward 3—Frank M. Langley.
Ward 4—Joseph Heeney,
Ward 5—Thomas P. Casey,
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Selectmen
Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1—Charles W. Rollins, James L. Furbush,
Francis W. King.
Ward 2—Harold C. Getchell, William S. Seavey,
Joseph Marcotte.
Ward 3—Newell H. Young, Edwin M. Carr, Fred J.
Merchant.
Ward 4—Charles S. Boody, William D. Ford, James
A. McFadden.
Ward 5—John McArdle, Richard Monroe, Frank
W. Hannan.
Supervisors of Check Lists
Elected biennially in the month of November by the people.
Ward 1—Bert Wentworth.
Ward 2—Henry H. Clifford.
Ward 3—Frank F. Fernald.
Ward 4—Charles M. Corson.
Ward 5—Edward Durnin.
Room 13, City Building.
Inspector of Petroleum and Its Products
Elected annually in the month of March by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen.
Joseph Heeney;
Residence, No. 17 Hanson Street.
Sealer of Weights and Measures







; month of February t
Convention.
Michael McGuinness, Fred E. Goodwin.





Elected annually in the mon ch by the City Councils in
Measurers of Stone
I the month of March by th
Convention.
Fred C. Smalley, William H. Currier.
Elected annually in e City Councils in
Measurers of Leather
Elected annually in the month of March by the City Councils in
Convention,
William S. Fraser, John D. Babb,
Walter L. Rollins.
City Weighers and Measurers of
Wood and Lumber
Elected annuajly in the month of March by the City Councils in
Convention.
Charles A. Avery, Albert H. Mitchell,
John W. Butterfield, Alphonse Norman,
Harry Bressette, Allie Parker,
Albert Blair, William Raycraft,
Daniel A. Blaisdell, Edward Smith,
William M. Courser, Louis A. Scruton,
Alfred Drouin, Clements Stroth,
Earle Eaton, Ernest L. Viles,































































Keeper of the Pound






The first Wednesday in January at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings
The first Thursday in each month at 8 o'clock, P. M.
Mayor
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell;
Residence, No. 82 Sixth Street.
Office, City Building.
President of the Common Council
Alonzo G. Willand;
Residence, No. 37 Belknap Street.
City Clerk
Fred E. Quimby ;
Residence, No. 73 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Clerk of the Common Council
Duncan S. McIntyre;
Residence, Old Rochester Road.
City Messenger




BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN,
1927
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Clifton R. Hayes, Ward 1, R. F. D. 3, Sixth St.
Albert C. Wentworth, "
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JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES, 1927
On Finance.—The Mayor, Aldermen Hayes and Joy,
Councilmen Willand and Hatch.
On Claims.—Alderman Brackett, Councilmen Labonte
and McFadden.
On Bills in their Second Reading.—Alderman Willey,
Councilmen Flanigan and Hannan.
On Elections.— AX&ermdin McKenney, Councilmen King
and Rourke.
On Repairs of Schoolhouses.—Aldermsin Wentworth,
Councilmen Lucas and Davis.
On Lands and Buildirigs— AldermsLU Irwin, Councilmen
Wallace and Foss.
On Printing and Stationery—Alderman Varney, Coun-
cilmen Wentworth and Hannan.
On Fire Department—Alderman Hayes, Councilmen
Durgin and Berry.
On Street Lighting—Alderman Willey, Councilmen
Wentworth and McFadden.
On Military Affairs—Alderman Crockett, Council-
men McFadden and King.
On City Hall—The Mayor, Alderman Crockett, Coun-
cilmen Willand and King.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen
On Poles and Wires—Aldermen Brackett, Varney
alid Burns.
On Suppression of Tree Pests.—The Mayor, Alder-
men Joy and Irwin.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
BY
HON. CHARLES E. T. CASWELL
Delivered January 5, 1927
Gentlemen of the Councils, Citizens of Dover :
In coming before you for the second time to take
the oath of office as mayor of this city, I recognize
the deep obligations under which I have been placed
by the loyal co-operation of the different depart-
ments of the city during the year which has just
closed. Particularly I wish to mention the good
work that has been done and the hearty co-opera-
tion shown by members of the police department,
the school board, the board of trustees of the Went-
worth hospital, the board of trustees of the public
library and the efficient work of the librarian and
her assistants, the street commissioner and those as-
sociated with him, the board of water commissioners,
the board of trustees of Pine Hill cemetery, the em-
ployees of the city building, and particularly the
work of the fire department and the very great serv-
ices of our efficient and always courteous city clerk.
During the ensuing year it is but natural to expect
the same fine spirit of helpful co-operation which
has characterized 1926.
Whatever success may have come to the admin-
istration for the year just closed, I prefer to have
estimated by others rather than myself. I really have
made an honest effort to give the city a fair and ener-
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getic administration. It has not been free from fault,
but it has been the best I could give.
I wish to express my appreciation to those who
carried out my recommendation concerning the an-
nex to the High school building. This need was
felt by us all and I am sure that the results, when
the building is finished and in running order, will be
most gratifying to every citizen of our municipality.
My recommendations for the ensuing year are but
few. I do believe that we should have a public kin-
dergarten in this city. I think it would have a ten-
dency to keep the children from the streets away
from danger, and prepare them much better for
first-year work in our schools. Our private kinder-
gartens have been very helpful, but we need one that
is free to the public. We find that Manchester has
ten or twelve; Concord, six; Nashua, six or eight;
Keene, two; Berlin, one, carried on by the mills;
Franklin, two; Claremont, one; Lebanon, one; and
Plymouth Normal school, one. Portsmouth, with
four kindergartens, has given this type of service
for more than thirty years.
I further recommend a very careful investigation
regarding zoning in our city. We wish to do all
possible for commercial development of Dover; at
the same time we cannot fail to be deeply interested
in protecting the residential section of the city. It
seems that some sort of system is imperative that
will work no injustice to anyone, but help in the
all round development of our city for the future.
Finally, I believe that there should be a continua-
tion of the new road work begun by the street de-
partment and carried on with such success during
the past season.
Whatever is done or left undone by the chief ex-
ecutive of this city, the important thing is to de-
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velop and maintain intelligent co-operation between
all branches of the city government and the citizens,
and co-operation between these branches as well.
Our city is large enough to be a comfortable, pros-
perous municipality, and yet it is small enough so
that we are but one large family, interested in and
atfected by the same communal problems. May
each of us do our best in 1927 to make this civic
family a happy one, and thus give to Dover another
year of progress and prosperity.
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The cash balance in the hands of the city treas-
urer on January 1, 1926, was $42,650.41, two thou-
sand dollars of which was necessarily set aside to
pay outstanding municipal bonds not presented at
maturity, making the active funds available for gen-
eral purposes, $40,650.41. The cash balance in the
general fund January 1, 1927, was $40,003.11.
Available assets represented by outstanding taxes, is
$2,191.65 in excess of one year ago, making a net
gain in resources for the year of $1,544.35, notwith-
standing the fact that it required the withdrawal
from the city treasury of over $10,000.00 to balance
department accounts over which the city councils
have no direct control. For further financial details














6 portable mills 1,250.00
3 boats and launches 950.00
Wood and lumber 8,760.00
Gasoline tanks 17,645.00




Total committed $ 403,484.07








uary 1, 1927 $253,305.15
Decrease for the year $ 26,062.05
Verified as follows:
Increase in debt $ 44,485.50
Less water loan (asset) . . $ 10,000.00
Less increase in valuation 26,070.75
Total deductions $ 36,070.75
Total increase $ 8,414.75
Reduction in water debt . $ 15,000.00
Less reduction in cash bal-
ance 2,647.30
Total $ 17,647.30




To THE Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen :—The committee appointed to audit
the accounts of Arthur L. Davis, tax collector for the
year 1926, reports as follows:
1926




Bj^ paid city treasurer . . . $389,557.77
By discounts given 5,224.40
By abatements 2,657.68
$397,439.85
Balance due on 1926 list $ 20,458.40
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS
Total number permits issued 2,778
Amount received from all permits .... $ 19,129.65
Amount paid city treasurer $ 19,129.65
BROWN-TAIL MOTH DEPARTMENT
To list as committed $ 482.87
28
By paid treasurer ? 380.09
Balance due on 1926 list $ 102.78
The amount collected and paid treasurer for the






bover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS, 1926
Band concerts
$500.00 from money to be received
from registration of motor vehicles.
The arrangements for such concerts to
be under the direction of the joint
standing committee on finance.
Brown-tail moths and other tree pests,
suppression of $ 3,000.00
and all money received in reimburse-
ment for work done on private proper-
ty. To include such sum as may be
considered necessary to unite with
state authorities in the work of exter-
minating the white pine blister rust.
To be expended under the direction
of the board duly appointed to repre-
sent the city in the suppression of
brown-tail moths and other tree pests.
Cemeteries 3,500.00
and income of the department. The
department to assume the care of the
Grand Army lot. All coal to be sup-
plied by the committee on municipal
coal supply.
City Debt 13,000.00
Also $12,000.00 to be received from in-
come of the water department.
City hall committee 5,300.00
and income of the department. All
coal to be provided by the committee
on municipal coal supply.
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Contingent expenses " $ 4,000.00
and all other municipal income not
otherwise herein appropriated. To in-
clude Fourth of July observance, ad-
vertising the city and the payment of
all claims against the city not proper-
ly chargeable to other municipal sub-
divisions. To be disbursed under the
personal direction of the mayor unless
otherwise provided.
County tax 38,000.00
and $392.97 from money received
from municipal license fees.
Currier fund
Income of fund only, to be applied by
the mayor, under conditions imposed
in the trust.
Dover water works 6,050.00
For maintenance of fire hydrants and
for all water required for fire fighting
purposes. The water department to
pay the city hall committee $200.00
for rent of rooms in the city building,
to reimburse the city for interest paid
on the water loan, and to contribute
not less than $12,000.00 toward the re-
duction of the water debt.
Elections 3,500.00
Fire department 25,000.00
All coal to be provided by the com-
mittee on municipal coal supply.
Guppy poor fund
Income of fund only, to be applied by
the mayor, under the conditions im-
posed in the trust.
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Health Department $10,200.00
$550.00 from money received from
taxation of interests and dividends,
and income of department. To include
maintenance of clinics and $50.00 to
be paid the city hall committee for rent
of rooms in the city building.
Highways 65,000.00
Together with reimbursements and
other income, and $35,000.00 to be
provided by a loan to be negotiated by
the joint standing committee on
finance. Said sum of $35,000.00 shall
be expended solely for new construc-
tion and equipment, and only in such
manner and for such purposes as may
have previously been determined up-
on by major vote in a joint confer-
ence or conferences to be called by the
mayor, between the street commission-
er and the joint standing committee on
finance. The street commissioner shall
promptly execute all formal mandates
or orders issued by vote of such joint
conference. ^
The sum of $65,000.00 herein pro-
vided shall be expended for general
maintenance and improvements re-
quired in or by the various sub-divi-
sions and interests under the control
and supervision of the street commis-
sioner, and also for the purpose of ful-
filling all lawful orders for state high-
way maintenance, and the execution of
such specific duties as may be duh^ au-
thorized by the city councils under the
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provisions of an Act "relating to a
sprinkling district in the city of Do-
ver."
Insurance $ 6,000.00
To be apportioned by the mayor.
Interest 7,750.00
and income from interest on daily bal-
ances. The water department to re-
imburse the department for interest
paid on the water debt.
Lands and buildings 1,000.00
Memorial Day Observance
$425.00 from money received from
miscellaneous license fees. To be di-
vided as follows: C. W. Sawyer Post,
G. A. R., $275.00; Dover Post, A. L.,
S50.00; J. W. Christie Post, V. F. W.,
S50.00; L. E. Tuttle Camp, S. W. V.,
$50.00.
Municipal coal supply $ 8,750.00
For coal to be furnished the city hall
committee, the Wentworth hospital,
fire and cemetery departments. To be
purchased and distributed by the joint
standing committee on finance.
Parks and playgrounds 3,000.00
To include supervision of playgrounds
and care of property under the control
of the Board of Park Commissioners.
The above sum, together with any and
all income accruing to the department,




and income from police court fines,
fees, etc., to include the gratuity here-
tofore allowed Ex-City Marshal Wil-
kinson, for the year 1926. The de-
partment to pay the city hall commit-
tee $500.00 for rent of room in the city
building.
Printing and stationery 1,000.00
and $750.00 from money coming from
the state.
Public library 9,100.00
and income of the department. To in-
clude the amount required by law, and
the payment of $1,800.00 to the school
committee for heating and janitor
service.
Repairs of schoolhouses 7,000.00
Salaries 13,250.00
To include the mayor, city clerk, treas-
urer, city messenger, collector of taxes
(and register of motor vehicles), city
solicitor, board of assessors and clerk
of said board, city physician, clerk of
common council, overseer of the poor,
sealer of weights and measures, justice
and clerk of municipal court, and pro-
bation officer.
Schools 107,000.00
and income of the department. To in-
clude all legal requirements, cleaning
schoolhouses, heating and janitor serv-
ice for the public library and the main-
tenance of a physical director for the
public schools;
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School tax $ 2,800.00
and $284.00 from money received
from registration of motor vehicles.
State tax




For payments of claim contracted in
1925 for rewiring the city building
agreeably to the recommendations of
the N. H. Board of Underwriters as
essential to secure a modification in the
insurance rates upon the city building.
Support of paupers
$12,200.00 from money received from
taxation of interests and dividends.
Wentworth hospital 12,000.00
and $13,000.00 from money to be re-
ceived from registration of motor ve-
hicles, together with income of the de-
partment. The above sum shall in-
clude the care and treatment, without
cost, of any member of the fire depart-
ment of the city of Dover requiring
such treatment as the direct result of
injuries received while in the dis-
charge of his oflficial duties. All coal




Showing the amount raised by taxation for the
support of the several departments, and the sources
from which the additional funds required for the

















Showing the resources of the city for the year
and the division of such resources, together with the
department expenditures, overdrafts and balances
remaining to the credit of the departments at the
close of the year.
Department
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1926
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP
FROM THE BOOKS OF THE CITY
CLERK AND CITY TREASURER
To ascertain the sources from which the income
of the various departments have been derived, see
tables immediately preceding; for the financial con-
dition of the various trust fund accounts, see report
of joint standing committee on finance ; for financial
details of the school committee, board of water com-
missioners, trustees of the Wentworth hospital, trus-
tees of the public library, trustees of Pine Hill cem-
etery, overseer of the poor, and the street commis-
sioner, see respective department reports. To avoid
redundancy the details above referred to are omitted
in the following classification of expenditures.
BAND CONCERTS
Appropriation from revenues ? 400.00
Paid Dover city band 400.00








E. L. Lucas, contract 1,180.00
Annie B. Folsom, mailing circulars .... 11.50
Barrett Insurance Agency, indemnity
bond 27.00
T. H. Dearborn, postage 34.96
H. E. Senate, printing 4.00
J. A. Hunter, M. D., professional service 3.00
E. J. York, poles 1.60
J. H. Seavey, hardware 16.51
Friend Mfg. Co., repairs 4.00
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs 11.35
F. W. Neal, hardware 12.99






Transferred from treasury 1,025.00
Total $ 4,525.00
DISBURSEMENTS








High school bonds $ 2,000.00
Bridge bonds 10,000.00











Payrolls, labor $ 5,741.50
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting . 983.81
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 54.50
Dover water works, water 424.97
P. F. Casey Co., electrical supplies .... 2.00
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 28.99
H. E. Senate, printing 2.00
C. E. Brewster Co., toilet paper, etc. . . . 31.90
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 34.30
E. J. York, cement 1.75
Joseph Cote, trucking 4.77
P. J. McShane, oil 3.91
C. B. Dolge Co., disinfectants 13.00
W. C. Swan, care of pianos 20.00
J. H. Seavey, hardware 219.39
Bond matui-ing inl925, not presented for payment.
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Littlefield, Frary & Co., dustbane $ 12.15
John Baty, labor 20.05
E. D. Smith, care of clocks 27.00
W. A. Kimball, repairing furniture . . . 8.00
Morrill Furniture Co., shades, etc 120.17
A. Noel, painting 527.60
E. A. Keevan & Son, repairing roof .... 132.85
American Express Co., express 12.03
Rochester Germ. Co., disinfectants, etc. 184.79
F. F. Davis, electrical supplies 70.25
E. L. Jones, lighting fixtures and rewiring 197.02
C. R. Caswell, blacksmith work 15.65
Atlantic Motor Co., express .65
J. K. Home, new boiler and piping . . . 1,003.17
Dualite Corp., lamps 72.00
J. W. Morrison, oflficial bond 5.00
Grinnell Co., sprinkler heads 13.65
Lothrop Piano Co., castors 1.50
H. H. Kimball, brushes 4.25
Varney's Pharmacy, first-aid outfit .... 7.65
L. E. Rollins, cement work 9.25
Leo J. Cash, brushes 10.75
F. E. Goodwin, carpenter work 11.25
W. J. Flanders, repairing cleaner .50
F. W. Woolworth Co., light sockets . . . 3.00
J. P. Keenan Co., lamps 8.00
L. K. Ross, flannel 1.00
Pacific Mills, dusting cloths 4.50
Better Brushes, Inc., brushes 12.50
Pioneer Mfg. Co., floor oil, etc 43.78
India Alkali Works, disinfectants 12.35
Elect. Development Co., heating coil . . . 3.06
G. C. Bumford, keys 1.00
H. L. Nighswander, polish 3.50
F. F. Bichette, steel ceilings 149.75
West Disinfectant Co., drip machines . . 16.50
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Alert Products Co., plunger $ 5.21
Howard Clock Co., dial and labor 118.90
Am. Dye House, dying curtains 10.00
Joseph Hughes, plastering 19.25
Mitchell Martin, keyes .55
T. H. Dearborn, P. M., postage 1.00
I. B. Williams & Sons, belt 9.66
Dustbane Mfg. Co., sweeping compound 14.77
Colbath Bros., soap .96
J. A. Stackpole, repairing boiler 55.75
S. J. McMullen, Christmas trees 5.00










W. U. Telegraph Co., standard time ... $ 21.48
E. H. Quimby, office supplies and equip-
ment 114.85
G. J. Foster & Co., printing and advertis-
ing 125.50
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 195.60
County of Strafford, abstracts of records 68.20
G. G. Neal. printing and binding 107.50
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H. E. Senate, printing
Dover Tribune, printing and advertising
C. F. Whitehouse, printing
T. H. Dearborn, postage
City hall committee, reimbursements . . .
S. G. Adams Stamp Co., automobile
plates
W. & L. E. Gurley, sealer's supplies ....
Trimming trees:
J. B. Fenderson $ 4.00
Payrolls 1,453.05
G. A. Guppy 165.00
G. C. Bumford 11.60
Thomas Comiskey 8.50
W. H. Wormell 15.00
J. H. Seavey 2.96
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., . . 2.00
Atlantic Motor Co 10.00
F. W. Neal 15.34
Barrett Ins. Agency, official bonds
H. H. Clifford, use of automobile
E. J. York, lumber
Auto Service Bureau, record sheets . . . .
J. M. Curley, taxi service
J. H. Seavey, hardv^are
W. S. Wheeler, surveying
J. B. Fenderson, team hire
J. W. Morrison, official bond
Cavanaugh Bros., office supplies
J. R. Cote, trucking
H. A. Manning Co., directories
P. F. Casey, electrical wiring
Payroll, canvassing for assessors
Annie B. Folsom, copying for assessors .


























Federal Stores, saw and rope $ 9.25
State treasurer, fifteen 1925 polls 30.00
F. W. Woolworth Co., office supplies . . . 1.00
E. L. Corson, trucking 2.00
A. L. Fitch, revaluation of properties . . 462.80
Asso. N. H. Assessors, annuity 2.00
American City Magazine, subscription . 4.00
S. D. Sterling, right of way 150.00
W. E. Seavey, July 4th committee 691.86
Payroll, ringing bells, July 4th 49.00
Killoren Bros., meal, July 4th 2.40
Secretary of state, public laws 20.00
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 2.69
W. J. Foxlow, advertising 8.75
J. H. Dame, carpenter work 10.80
Pacific Mills Band, July 4th 25.00
C. E. Brewster, roll of paper 3.74
K. J. York, cement 5.40
J. P. Curran, opening safe 4.00
McMillan Book Co., record sheets .... 2.34
C. J. Chabot, collector, land tax 45.60
J. P. Keenan Co., electrical wiring .... 65.00
W. A. Grover, surveying 64.00
W. W. Willand, care First Parish clock 25.00
Street commissioner, transporting band
stands 50.55
U. S. Mfg. Co 7.46
Payrolls, vital statistics 172.25
G. S. Baron, taxi service 4.50







From anticipated income 392.97
Total resources $38,392.97
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid County Treasurer $38,392.97
CURRIER FUND




Received from dog licenses $ 1,318.20
EXPENDITURES
Tribune Pub. Co., advertising $ 2.60
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising 3.00
C. D. Reest, license tags 18.30
W. H. Tibbetts, services as dog officer . . 15.00
J. L. Lutolf, hens killed 9.00
H. L. Twombly, hens killed 15.00
Paid school treasurer 1,255.30
Total disbursements $ 1,318.20
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation $ 9,100.00
Paid library treasurer . 9,100.00
DOVER WATER WORKS
Appropriation $ 6,050.00





Total resources $ 3,547.00
EXPENDITURES
Payroll, city election $ 818.26
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising and print-
ing 290.95
Dover Tribune, advertising and printing 202.80
C. F. Whitehouse, printing 180.60
T. S. Gas & Electric Co., lighting 49.90
G. I. Leighton, lunches 164.20
E. M. Carr, preparing ward room 7.80
E. H. Quimby, election supplies 15.30
B. D. O'Kane, election supplies 4.35
Payroll, primary election 705.72
Payroll, state election 829.96
H. E. Senate, printing 11.86
J. B. Page Printing Co., printing 29.50
B. & M. Railroad, land rent 25.00
J. H. Seavey, awls 4.30
Parle Ice & Coal Co., coal 8.75
E. L. Corson, trucking 4.50
H. C. Getchell, cleaning ward room . . . 6.00
Joseph Marcotte, cleaning ward room . . 6.00
Joseph Labrie, repairing stove 4.10
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Lewis Hanson, fuel $ 4.00










R. H. Bunker, grain, etc . 38.03
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting . 381.05
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 89.70
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs 49.49
I. B. Williams & Sons, repairs 1.13
Gamewell Co., supplies 66.44
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 330.00
L. H. Steuerwald, auto license 2.00
Joseph Berard, auto license 2.00
Estate S. W. Caswell, blacksmith work 2.65
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals 111.72
William E. Casey, auto license 2.00
E. Morrill Furniture Co., bedding 54.75
Dover water works, water 62.04
Dover Buick Co., auto repairs 5.22
Owen McKenney, auto license 2.00
James Carroll, auto license 2.00
Nat. W. W. Machinery Co., machine
work , 23.25
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H. L. Dallman Co., brushes $ 26.78
Boston Woven Hose Co., hose and coup-
lings 525.00
J. H. Seavey, hardware 38.90
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 50.53
C. O. Whitley, laundry work 37.16
E. L. Jones, electrical work 39.13
Milk Street Garage, repairs .50
W. L. Flanders, electrical work 15.20
F. S. Hardy & Co., electrical supplies . . 65.72
B. & M. Railroad, freight 1.03
G. W. Garland, distilled water 1.25
E. J. York, lumber 53.11
W. U. Tel. Co., standard time 18.00
Hoitt & Wentworth, painting ......... 15.00
Ahrens-Fox Fire Eng. Co., supplies .... 67.19
W. H. Vickery & Son, supplies 1.70
A. H. Blanchard, expanders, etc 110.59
Gulf Refining Co., gasoline 85.80
American Express Co., charges 2.14
G. A. Guppy, trucking 48.00
W. T. Boothby, tires, etc 167.25
The White Co., repairs 374.18
Carlow Auto Co., repairs 168.25
Granite State Laundry, laundry 18.84
Atlantic Motor Co., express charges . . . 3.40
Felix O'Neil, Jr., watching at fire 3.00
Swift & Co., soap 9.45
Holman Elect. Supply Co., bulbs 5.51
H. E. Senate, printing 2.00
C. B. Dolge Co., disinfectants 6.25
Pettingill-Andrews Co., bulbs 6.18
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., polish 10.00
B. F. Hayes, blankets 11.16
C. F. Whitehouse, printing 8.25
D. B. Brigham, hubs , 9,12
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E. C. Smith, auto license ? 2.00
H. B. Preston, auto license 2.00
Mcintosh Pub. Co., printing 5.00
George Blaisdell, watching at fire 3.00
J. W. Hardy, extinguisher bottles 2.00
No. Shore Fire App. Co., buster bar .... 10.00
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising 1.00
D. Foss & Son, lumber 4.73
M. F. Ellis & Co., brushes and shovels . . 12.14
A. C. Gillis, wind shields 208.60
Fifth Street Garage, repairs 6.45
Joseph Parker, repairing radiator .... 10.00











Transferred from treasury 550.00
Total resources $10,989.30
EXPENDITURES
Payrolls, labor $ 8,429.35
Street commissioner, care of horses, etc, 475.00
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Thomas Commiskey, horse shoeing $ 62.50
H. A. Hayes, horse shoeing, cart, etc. . . . 143.20
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 50.47
American Express Co., express charges 12.60
J. H. Seavey, hardware 12.26
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals 15.30
C. F. Whitehouse, printing 44.50
Mathes Bros. Co., rent of office 240.00
W. E. Whiteley, expense account 24.15
C. B. Dolge Co., disinfectants 42.47
J. F. Curley, taxi service 34.50
City hall committee, rent of office 50.00
C. B. Place, veterinary service 18.50
T. H. Dearborn, P. M., postage 8.64
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware ..... 6.52
E. L. Corson, trucking 10.00
Dover Tribune, advertising 24.70
E. J. York, coal 14.50
Washington Street Stables, use of horses 48.00
Cartland Grocery & Prov. Co., groceries 199.63
A. Normandeau, milk 15.92
White Front Market, groceries 41.34
Demers' Grocery, groceries 24.32
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., 5.50
B. D. O'Kane, groceries 15.95
Varney's Pharmacy, supplies 1.00
H. C. Hacking, repairs 98.40
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 3.55
H. A. Manning Co., directory 5.00
J. B. Page Printing Co., annual reports . 42.83
Gulf Refining Co., can of venom 3.00
W. H. Vickery & Son, repairs 1.95
Barrett Ins. Agency, indemnity insurance 172.76
W. A. Kimball, box 15.45
E. J. Labbe, milk 2.41
C. R. Caswell, iron work 10.45
50










Transferred to commissioner's account . $87,500.00








George D. Barrett, premiums $ 745.74
H. P. Henderson, premiums 969.11
Charles H. Foss, premiums 615.75
For detailed r?03r^. of r?:eipts and disaursemsnts see report of street cornmis-
sioner.
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George M. Stevens, premiums $ 566.20
Frank P. Shepard, premiums 477.50
Mathes Bros. Co., premiums 969.36
Charles E. Cronin, premiums 22.50
John W. Morrison, premiums 406.00
Harry A. Morrison, premiums 370.00
J. H. Grimes & Son, premiums 55.25

















R. H. i^ ish, painting $ 529.62
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E. L. Jones, electrical work $ 31.78
Joseph Hughes, mason work 15.00
J. W. Twombly, carpenter work 251.10
John Baty, plumbing 8.90
E. A. Keevan & Son, roofing 58.00
H. L. Twombly, carpenter work 43.20
E. J. York, lumber, etc 23.29
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 7.04
F. W. Neal, hardware 98.91
J. H. Seavey, paint, etc 78.55
Stephen Burns, painting and glazing . 15.80
C. E. Brewster Co 15.00
J. K. Home, grates and labor 27.11





From anticipated revenues $ 425.00
DISBURSEMENTS
C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R $ 275.00
Dover Post, American Legion 50.00
J. W. Christie Post, V. F. W 50.00




From treasury $ 1,261.19
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EXPENDITURES
Payroll, military enrollment $ 494.50
L. E. Rollins, cement walk to memorial . 47.30
C. A. Bailey, edgestone, Libby memorial 245.00
J. P. Keenan Co., posts and wiring me-
morial 136.05
William Hilton & Sons, bronze tablet . . 77.00
D. Chesley & Co., boulder and grading . 145.20
F. C. Smalley, granite base 28.00
Street commissioner, freight on curbing 13.14






E. J. York, coal $ 6,683.86
Parle Ice & Coal Co., coal 392.85
J. H. Gagne, wood 50.00




Hired of national banks $75,000.00
Paid notes at maturity 75,000.00
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
RESOURCES
Balance from 1923 account ? 698.31
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Street commissioner . $ 200.00
E. J. Labbe, rent 200.00
F. H. Hall, standing grass 60.00
Appropriation 3,575.00
Total resources $ 4,733.31
EXPENDITURES
Payrolls, labor $ 1,495.85
L. E. Rollins, cement work, grading, etc. $ 2,533.74
J. R. Cote, trucking 21.00
J. W. Howe, painting sign 2.00
P. F. Casey Co., electrical work 3.42
Dover water works 38.06
M. Seigel, iron pipe 15.00
F. F. Page, utensils 3.35
A. C. Wentworth, carpenter work 6.70
E. J. York, lumber and cement 45.75
Margaret Marnock, reimbursements . . . 3.55
Washington Street Stables, use of team 37.50
J. H. Grimes & Son, insurance 135.00
J. H. Seavey, hardware 102.80
F. M. Langley, carpenter work 15.60
John Baty, repairs 14.33
F. W. Neal, sundries 9.75
Littlefield, Frary & Co., labor and mate-
rial 6.50
George M. Stevens, insurance 8.00
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., power . 21.15
W. J. Adams, carpenter work 166.51
E. J. Labbe, labor 8.00
C. J. Chabot, collector, taxes 39.60
Total expenditures $ 4,733.16










G. J. Foster & Co., advertising 8.50
Am. Gas Accumulator Co., acetylene gas,
traffic signals, etc 1,039.96
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 399.92
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting . 85.60
C. E. Brewster Co., sanitary fluid, etc . . 15.00
C. C. Crowley, expense account 751.74
P. F. Casey Co., electrical supplies 33.31
C. B. Dolge & Co., disinfectants 16. 1
Carpenter Light Co., lamps 7.50
Morrill Furniture Co., duster 6.75
B. & M. Railroad, freight 2.10
Traffic Signal Corp., ''talking lamp" . . . 253.35
H. A. Manning Co., directory 5.00
India Alkali Works, keg savogran .... 12.42
Wambler Corp., stripping for streets . . . 25.28
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 6.50
J. H. Richard, M. D., professional service 2.00
E. L. Jones, electrical supplies 9.75
James Crateau, storage, motor cycle . . . 2.00
G. L. Churchill, welding motor cycle ... 2.00
Spencer Mfg. Co., police badges 31.68
City hall committee, rent of rooms 500.00
Street commissioner, gasoline 100.77
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 19.25
W. S. Boothby, repairs 42.65
Dover Tribune, printing and advertising 21.30
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A. T. Tibbetts, repairs $ 18.45





From anticipated revenues $ 750.00
Direct appropriation 1,000.00
Total resources $ 1,750.00
EXPENDITURES
J. B. Page Printing Co., printing annual
reports $ 969.70
J. B. Page Co., printing Revised Ordi-
nances 190.08
George G. Neal, binding 210.10
H. E. Senate, printing rosters 36.00







John H. Dame, carpenter work $ 936.15
P. F. Casey Co., electrical work 64.66
D. Foss & Son, lumber and milling 155.34
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E. A. Keevan & Son, roofing $ 294.29
F. A. Welch, painting 84.43
F. W. Neal, hardware and paint 171.28
Preston Roberts, mason work 125.22
Harry Brownell, carpenter work 791.20
Mark Chase, labor 145.60
R. B. Irwin, carpenter work 202.30
C. R. Caswell, blacksmith work 6.80
Johnson Service Co., repairing time clock 78.22
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 39.82
Morrill Furniture Co., shades, etc 147.41
J. R. Goodwin, carpenter work 331.25
F. E. Goodwin, carpenter work 64.80
T. J. Otis, painting 96.65
H. G. Hayes, plumbing 10.75
E. J. York, lumber, etc 640.32
Littlefield, Frary & Co., boiler repairs . 479.89
J. H. Seavey, hardware 67.41
E. L. Corson, trucking . 21.50
Standard Elect. Time Co., repairs 10.65
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, furnishings . . 184.46
F. T. Proctor, painting 122.63
Erskine Forest, filling 12.00
Frank Kelley, cleaning out vault 5.00
B. F. Brownell, labor 48.00
N. H. Shaw, painting 335.90
J. B. Calcutt, labor 10.00
D. Chesley & Co., cement work 211.50
William Douglas, labor 4.00
H. W. Doran, boiler repairs 34.05
W. S. Nichols, trucking 4.00
Street commissioner, asphalt work .... 185.92






Direct appropriation (and rebate) .... $13,266.66
EXPENDITURES
Charles E. T. Caswell, mayor $ 985.23
John W. Morrison, mayor 14.77
Fred E. Quimby, city clerk 2,000.00
Ellen M. Galucia, city treasurer 912.50
Harold R. McEwan, city messenger .... 1,200.00
Arthur L. Davis, tax collector 1,966.60
Board of Assessors 1,800.00
Albert P. Sherry, city solicitor 600.00
Sidney E. Taylor, overseer of poor 500.00
William E. Whiteley, sealer 300.00
A. P. Richmond, city physician 600.00
James F. Dennis, clerk of assessors .... 50.00
Duncan S. Mclntyre, clerk of common
council 100.00
Bert Wentv^orth, probation officer .... 190.80
Bert Wentworth, clerk of municipal
court 400.00






Paid school treasurer 107.000.00





From anticipated revenues 284.00
Total resources $ 3,084.00
Paid state treasurer 3,084.00
STATE TAX
Anticipated revenues $45,225.00





J. P. Keenan Co., rewiring city building $ 1,562.48
Gratuity to state forestry commission . . 500.00







T. S. Gas & Electric Co., lighting streets $24,522.57










Bills paid as per vouchers $14,271.75
Overdrawn 1,953.42
Total $12,318.33
See report of overseer of the poor.
TRUST FUNDS
Received from depositors $15,488.27





From anticipated revenues 13,000.00
Received in 1925, too late to deposit in that year.
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Special appropriation $ 6,000.00
Total resources $31,000.00
Paid treasurer Wentworth hospital . . 31,000.00
See report of hospital trustees.
WOODMAN FUND
Received from executor $ 92.36




Cash on hand January 1, 1926 $42,650.41
Cemetery trust funds
:
J. Osgood, lot No. 5, avenue
A $ 100.00
Sidney M. Towle, lot No. 833,
avenue T 100.00
John W. Towle, half lot No.
835, avenue T 50.00
Charles W. Hodge, lot No.
976, avenue U 100.00
John W. Towle, half lot No.
835, avenue T 50.00
Mrs. Myra B. Remick, south
half lot No. 23, Walnut ave-
nue, group 11 50.00
Dr. John H. Oilman, lot No.
657 100.00
Ida F. Ramsdell and Clara A.
Ricker, lot 363, westerly
side avenue P 100.00
John S. Hurd, lot 361, ave-
nue P 100.00
A. Noel Smith, lot 882, ave-
nue T 100.00
Amazeen and Stirling, lot —
,
avenue P 100.00
Mrs. Grover Philpott, graves
5, 6, lot 9, Catalpa avenue.
Geranium path, group 9 . . 20.00
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Mrs. Roswell Meserve, graves
1, 2, lot 15, Catalpa avenue,
group 9 $ 20.00
David Shevette, graves 5, 6.
lot 18, Catalpa avenue,
group 9 20.00
Thomas Turbaville, grave 12,
lot 25, Catalpa avenue,
group 9 10.00
Jeremiah M. Smart, lot 318,
avenue O 100.00
H. W. Hall, lot 68, avenue N 100.00
C. Henderson, lot 385, avenue
P 100.00
Mrs. Abbie E. Vickery and
Mrs. Amanda M. Simes, lot
123, avenue J 100.00
James M. Bunker, lots 175,
176, avenue D 200.00
George W. Gray, part pay-
ment lots 09, 010, avenue G,
and 025, 026, avenue F . . 200.00
H. G. Wentworth, north half
lot 219, avenue H 100.00
Mrs. Calvin Hale and Mrs.
Mary C. Grimes, lot 39,
avenue H 100.00
Mrs. John E. Ward, graves 7,
8, Catalpa avenue. Gerani-
um path, group 9 20.00
Mary Emma Leighton, Han-
nah E. Leighton and Etta
R. Leighton, south half lot
741, avenue R 100.00
William M. Drew, lot 178,
avenue S 100.00
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Silas Penney, lot 1295, ave-
nue J $ 100.00
Frederick W. Ryder, grave 7,
lot 26 10.00
George R. Smith, M. D.,
graves 1, 2, 3, lot 7, Catal-
pa avenue. Geranium path,
group 9 30.00
Mrs. Abbie T. Doe, lot 1, Wal-
nut avenue, group 11 .... 100.00
Arthur O. Friel, grave 3, lot
16, Catalpa avenue, group 9 10.00
Adrian Welton, graves 5, 6,
lot 16, Catalpa avenue,
group 9 20.00
Mrs. Clara L. Libby, grave 12,
lot 16, Catalpa avenue,
group 9 10.00
Flagg M. Hill, lot 220, avenue
M 100.00
G. W. Tash, E. S. Tash, A. S.
Tash and J. F. Seavey, lots
112, 113, 114, 115, avenue
D 300.00
Alden S. Hatch and Lemont
P. Hatch, lots 970, 971, ave-
nue U 200.00
Charles E. and Martha Han-
son, lot 028, avenue F . . . . 100.00
Jacob M. Currier, lot —
,
avenue B 2,838.27
Andrew J. Mitchell, lot 985,
Watson avenue 100.00
George S. Hanson, lot 258,
avenue M 100.00
Samuel H. Mathes, lot — ... 100.00
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Charles E. Wendell, lots 830,
831, avenue S $ 150.00
Clarence W. F. Wendell, lots
828, 829, avenue S 150.00
Hubert K. Reynolds, graves
5, 6, lot 7, Catalpa avenue,
Geranium path, group 9 . 20.00
Charles C. Bunce and Ella L.
Brown, lot 217, avenue D 100.00
Herbert L. Lewis, grave 5, lot
8, Catalpa avenue. Gerani-
um path, group 9 10.00
Thomas L. Tibbetts, lot 275,
avenue L 100.00
Justus Batchelder, lot 843,
avenue T 100.00
John A. Lord, lot 73, avenue
D 100.00
$ 7,088.27
Liberty bonds, income 3,400.00
Woodman fund, income 92.36
City hall committee 3,873.00
Income telephone booth in corridor .... 49.63
Currier fund, charity 40.00
Dover water works 12,000.00
Guppy fund, charity 80.00
Health department:
Milk licenses $ 170.00
Cartland Groc. Co., refund . . 69.30
$ 239.30
Interest on deposits 1,543.02
Interest, water works reimbursement . . 812.50
Licenses. Dances:
Knights of columbus, K. of
C. hall $ 6.00
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Sacred Heart Alumnae, K. of
C. hall $ 1.00
St. Mary's Relief Association,
K. of C. hall 1.00




Aid Allis, three pocket bil-
liard tables $ 31.50
S. J. Labonte, four pocket bil-
liard tables 42.00
N. G. Kouloungis, four pocket
billiard tables 42.00
Romeo Dandeneau, three
pocket billiard tables .... 31.50
F. E. Fellows, three pocket
billiard tables 31.50
Thomas G. Monroe, three
pocket billiard tables .... 31.50
Joseph Abraham, three pock-
et billiard tables 31.50
George J. Bedard, four bowl-
ing alleys 42.00





No. 1, Michael J. Trainor $15.00
No. 2, William E. King 15.00
No. 3, Tasker & Chesley 15.00
No. 4, George L. Baron 15.00
No. 5, Emile Dion 15.00
No. 6, Wilfred St. Lawrence . . . 15.00
No. 7, John F. Curley 15.00
No. 8, John F. Curley 10.00
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No. 9, John F. Curley $10.00
No. 10, Raymond F. Wentworth 15.00
No. 11, Raymond F. Wentworth 10.00
No. 12, James W. Walker 15.00
No. 13, Not issued
No. 14, Harold E. Smiley 15.00
No. 15, Stanislaus LaBonte .... 15.00
No. 16. Leroy Littlefield 15.00
No. 17, Leroy Littlefield 10.00
No. 18. Dorothy A. Dodge 15.00
No. 19, William A. Crockett . . . 15.00
No. 20, George L. Baron 10.00
No. 21, B. & M. Transportation
Co 15.00
No. 22, Amos Scarponi 15.00
No. 23, Joseph St. Cyr 15.00
No. 24, B. & M. Transportation
'
Co 10.00
No. 25, D., S. and R. Street Rail-
way 15.00




No. 1, Arthur Simoneau $10.00
No. 2, Edward Baer 10.00
No. 3, Abe Siegel 10.00
No. 4, Bernard Goldstein 10.00
No. 5, Moris Silverman 10.00
No. 6, Jacob Shuman 10.00
$ 60.00
Notes payable 75,000.00
Police department, fines, costs and fees 6,841.57
Police department, reimbursement. New
England Tel. & Tel. Co 2.10
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Fire department, reimbursement, New
England Tel. & Tel. Co $ 1.35
Sale of histories 51.00
Fees from city clerk 669.55
Edmund J. Lane, free bed fund, trust,
Wentworth hospital 5,000.00
Reimbursement, pauper department . . . 118.33
Reimbursements, city proper 22.16
Sale of land. Fifth street 221.00
Brown-tail moths 396.73
Filing fees account election 47.00
Strafford National Bank, loan account
high school annex 46,485.50
Strafford Savings Bank, highway note of
city of Dover, payable 1935 25,000.00
Taxes. Local:
1924: Arthur L. Davis col-
lector $ 5.00
1925: Arthur L. Davis, col-
lector 15,931.55
1926: Arthur L. Davis, col-
lector 389,557.77
$405,494.32
Arthur L. Davis, collector, motor vehicle
fees 19,129.65
Taxes. State of New Hampshire
.
Taxes on interest and dividends 13,346.68
Insurance 216.08
Railroad 20,259.82
Savings bank tax 26,502.74
Total resources $718,697.77
EXPENDITURES
Band concerts $ 500.00
Brown-tail moths 3,752.98
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Cemetery funds, perpetual care, income
to be used for benefit of lots, deposited
in Strafford and Merchants savings
banks* $ 7,188.27
Liberty bonds, income deposited in Straf-
ford and Merchants savings banks . . . 3,400.00
Woodman fund, income deposited in
Strafford National bank 92.36
Edmund J. Lane fund, benefit of Went-
worth hospital (free bed fund) 5,000.00
City bonds and notes retired 27,000.00
City hall committee 10,537.96
Contingent 6,543.95
Damage by dogs $ 62.90
To school district 1,255.30
? 1,318.20
Currier fund, charity 40.00
Election expenses 3,373.85
Fire department 25,107.65
Guppy fund, charity 80.00
Health department 10,438.62
Insurance '. . . 5,197.41
Interest 9,214.83









Pine Hill cemetery 4,525.00
Repairs schoolhouses 6,143.40
Salaries 12,819.90
($100.00 account Pine Hill Cemetery Trust funds, received and deposited





Support of paupers 14,271.75
Special appropriation 2,062.48












Balance from 1925 account $ 9,156.68
Cash from superintendent 51,666.62
Total 60,823.30
Expenditures $51,343.53




Balance from 1925 account $ 9,576.02
City appropriation 87,500.00









Balance from 1925 account ' $ 775.38
City appropriation 31,000.00
Miscellaneous (see hospital report) . . . 32,322.02
Total $64,097.40
Expenditures $63,687.64




Balance from 1925 account $ 104.99
City appropriation 107,000.00
Miscellaneous (see school report) $10,132.51
Total $117,237.50
Expenditures $116,972.99




Balance from 1925 account $ 122.93
City appropriation 4,525.00








Balance from 1925 account $ 1,148.04
City appropriation 9,100.00
Miscellaneous (see library report) . . . 824.70
Total $11,072.74
Expenditures $10,132.46









Balance, cash on hand .15
$ 4,733.31
RECAPITULATIONS
City proper, balance $40,003.11
Water works, balance 9,479.77
Highways, balance 261.24
Wentworth hospital, balance 409.76
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Parks, balance .15
Pine Hill cemetery, balance 8.16
Dover public library, balance 940.28





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Dover, N. H., January 3, 1927.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
The undersigned, joint standing committee on
finance of the city of Dover, have examined the books
and accounts of the city treasurer, Ellen M. Galucia,
and compared the footings of the receipts and dis-
bursements with the accounts kept by the city clerk,
and find the same in agreement.
We have carefully examined and v^erified all bonds,
securities and trust funds accounts belonging to the
city, and are satisfied that all funds and other proper-
ty for which the city treasurer is officially responsible
are accounted for, leaving a cash balance in banks
to the credit of the city proper, of $40,003.11.
A complete list of the bonds and securities above
referred to is hereto appended.
Respectfully submitted,
C. E. T. CASWELL,
GUY P. JOY,
ELLSV^ORTH N. BRACKETT,
Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
CONDITION OF TRUST FUNDS
December 31, 1926
DONOR BENEFIT OF AMOUNT
Currier, John H Charity $ 1,040.39
Drew, David Public schools 1,245.72
Drew, David Public schools 1,096.61
Furber, Cora A Cemetery lot 3,169.32
Guppy, J. Belknap Cemetery* 449.12
Guppy, J. Belknap Worthy poor 2,084.47
Hall, Daniel Library 578.50
Hanson, Caroline Hospital 400.00
Hanson, Martha E Hospital 5,287.45
Jacques, Lizzie H Public library 2,441.92
Lothrop, James E Public library 1,038.66
Lothrop, James E Hospital 1,040.17
Lot Owners* Cemetery 123,297.75
Lougee, Nancy E Hospital 1,874.43
Nealley, B. Frank Hospital 5,487.53
Perkins, Hosea B Public schools 1,117.70
Pray, Thomas J. W Public library 1,137.19
Sawyer, Abbie M Garrison hill park . . 4,572.31
Sawyer, Abbie M Hospital 4,390.04
Sanborn, Emma J Hospital 3,294.05
Stackpole, J. H Cemetery lots 1,337.80
Tredick, Benjamin F Cemetery 5,084.98
Woodman, C. and W Cemetery lots 91.69
Woodman, Sarah C Public library 5,237.47
Woodman, Theodore W Cemetery organ .... 3,903.12
Wentworth, Ariochf Hospital 20,000.00
Worthen, Leola Hospital 807.96
Durrell, Mary S Cemetery lots 548.39
Lane, E. B Hospital 1,046.91
Lane, E. B Public library 507.08
Lane, Edmund J Hospital 5,01j6.67
Currier, Jacob M Cemetery 2,857.19
Drew, David Public schools 1,179.39
*Liberty Bonds listed at par value $80.000.00—cost $72,847.30.
t$15,000.00 worth of these bonds, hypothecated with the Straflford National
Bank to secure a loan of $12,000.00 as partial payment to City of Dover, for
money advanced for hospital equipment.
REPORT OF CITY CLERK
His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils:
I have the honor to submit herewith a report of the
fees collected by the city clerk for the year 1926:
Hunting and fishing licenses $ 95.95
Marriage licenses 144.00
Recording personal mortgages 45.50
Discharging documents of record 14.35
Recording conditional sales 21.00
Filing contracts conditional sales 220.15
Dog license fees 111.80
Certified copies of records 5.75
Miscellaneous fees 11.05
Total $ 669.55
Paid city treasurer 669.55
Received from sale of histories $ 51.00
Filing fees, primary election 47.00
Total $ 98.00
Paid city treasurer 98.00
Respectfully submitted,
Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF
REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHICLES
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils :
I have the honor to submit the following report
covering the receipts of this department for the year
ending December 31, 1926:






























Total number permits issued for autos . . 3,361
Total number permits issued for motor
cycles 45
3,406
The amount received for autos $23,059.90
The amount received for motor cycles . . 99.20
$23,159.10
Paid Arthur L. Davis, from October 1,
1926, 767 permits at 25 cents each . . 191.75
Total $22,967.35
Of the above total, $3,837.70 was for 1926
registration paid the city treasury December 31,
1925, and credited to the receipts of that year.
Respectfully submitted,
ARTHUR L. DAVIS,
Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
STATE ELECTION, NOVEMBER 2, 1926
DETAILED VOTE BY WARDS:
Wards 12 3 4 5
Governor
:
HuntleyN.Spaulding,r 673 646 674 761 41
Eaton D. Sargent, d . . 387 542 234 568 308
United States Senator:
George H. Moses, r . . 709 694 692 783 55
Robert C. Murchie, d . 337 464 207 529 294
Representative in Congress:
Fletcher Hale, r 659 629 656 713 46
Francis Clyde Keefe, d 379 535 251 604 303
Councilor:
Guy E. Chesley, r . . . 626 604 653 730 33
Charles G. Waldron . 398 550 242 571 315
State Senator:
George J. Foster, r . .
John D. McCooey, d .
Sheriff:
William S. Davis, r . .
Stephen W. Scruton, d
Solicitor:
Burt R. Cooper, r . . . .
Thomas J. McGreal, d
Treasurer:
Frank R. Bliss, r
Samuel H. Craig, d . .
Register of Deeds:
George G. Welch, r . . 665 619 682 748 38





William W. Martin, r .
Alvan P. Place, d . . . .
County Commissioners:
Alfred C. Brainard, r .
William J. Hartford, r
Mark E. Willey, r . . .
William H. Gouin, d .
Ernest A. Lothrop, d .
Roscoe R. Twombly, d
Representatives
:
Homer Foster Elder, r
Harry R. Smith, r . . .
Frank P. Brown, d, . .
James A. Kearns, d .
Charles A. Cloutman, r
William A. Crockett, r
George I. Leighton, r
Phidine Dion, d . . . .
Joseph P. Hughes, d
George M. Randall, d
John H. Dame, r . . .
Thomas J. Otis, r . .
Lewis A. Scruton, r
Henry E. Perry, r .
Edward D. Smith, r
Grimes, d
Lewis M. Currier, d
Alta E. Bickford, r
James F. Dennis, d
Supervisor:
Edward L. Currier, r
Michael Kilcullen, d
Henry H. Clifford, r




Edwin M. Carr, r . . .
Thomas Mackey, d .
Charles M. Corson, r
Arthur Grimes, d . . .








MUNICIPAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER 23, 1926
DETAILED VOTE BY WARDS:
Wards 12 3 4 5
For Mayor:
Charles E. T. Caswell 608 601 608 722 47
James J. Cavanaugh . 363 489 231 552 288
For Aldermen:
Clifton R. Hayes 590,
Albert C. Wentworth . 591
John D. McCooey . . . 361
Charles G. Waldron . 375
Frederick J. Crockett 575
Guy P. Joy 552
Joseph Marcotte .... 489
James J. Upham .... 492
Wallace G. Varney . . 629
Frank L. Willey 623
Charles L. Middaugh . 198
Lawrence Myers 198
Ellsworth N. Brackett 744
Ralph B. Irwin 728
Owen P. Durnin 518
James B. Towle 502
Alta E. Bickford 44
James A. Moore 46
Stephen T. Burns 285
Bernard C. McKenney 277
For Councilmen:
Harry O. Berry 616
Earl F. Durgin 614
Irving R. Foss 611
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Wards 12 3 4 5
John J. O'Neil 339
Jonn C. Thyng 327
Fred J. Turner 337
Stanislaus J. Labonte 567
Harry L. Wallace 588
Charles A. Wentworth 588
William H. Elliott ... 453
Ernest Hemon 456
Leo F. Redden 476
Edgar A. Davis 625
Harry E. King 622
Alonzo G. Willand ... 624
William Duke 195
Patrick Hughes 200
Thomas B. Markey . . 201
Frank W. Hatch 744
Ernest L. Lucas 774
James A. McFadden . 752
James J. Davy 501
Edward Demers 465
James P. Quinn 483
Walter E. Bowen, Jr. . 46
Albert G. Holt 45
Thomas G. Wright ... 44
Leo D. Flanigan 282
Herbert F. Hannan . . 279
John Rourke 279
For Member of School Committee:
Luke H. McEwan ... 598
Emily F. Davis 356
James Littlefield .... 579
William H. Gouin . . . 479
Frances S. Hall 607
John Q. Pike 213
Elizabeth C. Sawyer . 761
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James L. Furbush . . . 618
Francis W. King 624
Charles W. Rollins ... 622
Arthur J. Bourque . . . 334
Thomas P. Casey .... 329
James Thompson .... 330
William H. H. Brock . 579
Harold C. Getchell ... 590
Robert H. Lamb 580
Harold B. Brown 459
Daniel E. Doherty ... 453
Archie T. Jewell 463
John H. Leavitt qiq
Fred C. Waterman ... qh
Newell H. Young 326
James F. Clark 201
John J. Daley 209
James A. McCabe ... 20I
Charles S. Boody
^3^





4^3Andrew W. Minniter rn9
Albert E. Taylor ....
Alfred C. Thomas . . .
Luther E. Williams
. .^
Frank W. Ham ^Z^
John L. McArdle .... ^^^







CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councils
OF THE City of Dover :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual
report of the fire department for the year ending
December 31, 1926.
ROLL OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief Engineer,
Carroll M. Nash.




Hose Co., No. 1.
William E. Casey,* Captain.
Maurice Dionne, Lieutenant.
Joseph Heeney, Clerk.
Members:—James E. Grimes, George H. McKen
na, John Smith, Edward Jerome, Edward C. Smith, '^
Permanent man.
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Joseph Berard,* Felix O'Neil, Jr., John B. O'Neil,
Bernard Murphy, Charles Gibson, Leon Flanagan,
John Grady, Owen McKenney.*
Engine Co., No. 1.
George A. Guppy, Captain.
George O'Neil, Lieutenant.
Patrick McKenney, Clerk.
Members:—Ira Coleman, James McKone, James
Carroll,* Driver, Alfred Burke, George Baron,
Everett Knott, Bernard Taylor, Joseph Keenan.
Hose Co., No. 3.
James E. McFadden, Captain.
William S. Greenaway, Lieutenant.
Clarence R. Caswell, Clerk.
Members:—Otto H. Brown, Louis H. Steuerwald,*
Driver, Alfred Cunningham, William P. Bohan,
Frank Allard, John E. McFadden, Raymond C.
Allard.
Lincoln Hook and Ladder Co., No. 1.
George W. Morgan, Captain.
Edward V. Smith, Lieutenant.
William A. Piper, Clerk.
Members:—Frank E. Nason, Timothy J. Flynn,
Newell H. Young, Thomas Hathaway, William Cor-
son, Harry Preston,* Robert Dugan, Leo Collins,
Ovid Taylor, Jr.




Fred Morang, 1st Lieutenant.
Robert Goodwin, 2nd Lieutenant.
Albert Gage, Clerk and Treasurer.
Albert Hurd, Steward.
Frank Halliday, Jr., Assistant Steward.
Members :—Ernest Kleuesener, Rennie Shattuck,
Charles Belanger, Vaughan Coleman, Leon M. Viele,
Fred Roberts, Stephen Roberts, Walter Davis.
APPARATUS
There are in the service at the present time six
motor trucks, located as follows: One Ahrens-Fox
pump at the Broadway station, the Winton truck,
V, ..ite combination wagon and Reo combination
truck at the Central station, one Ahrens-Fox pump
at Hose 3 station and one Ahrens-Fox ladder truck
at the Broadway station, one chemical engine at
Dover Point, also we have in reserve two steam fire
engines, one combination wagon, horse drawn, two
hose wagons, two pungs and hook and ladder truck,
horse drawn.
HOSE
There are at present 6,000 feet of 21/2 inch cotton
hose in fair condition, 200 feet of 1 inch chemical
hose in good condition, 350 feet of % inch chemical
hose in fair condition.
HYDRANTS FOR STEAMERS
One on Folsom street.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
Four on Locust street.
One on Sixth street, at Beckwith shop.
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One on Sixth street, at Byron Page's.
One on Court street, at Hanson avenue.
One on Payne street at J. H. Watson's.
One on Silver street, near junction with Knox
Marsh road.
One at junction of Fourth and Washington streets.
One at Sawyer's farm.
One on Broadway, near entrance to the Kidder
Press Co.'s factory.
RESERVOIRS
One on Portland avenue.
One on Portland street.
One on Broadway.
One on Sixth street.
One on Central avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One on Maple street.
One on Chestnut street.
One on Grove street.
One on New York street.
One on Washington street.
One on Locust street.
One on Court street.
FIRE ALARM BOXES
BOX NO.
6, Corner Niles and Payne streets.
7, Cocheco and School streets.
8, Payne and Hanson streets.
9, Washington and Main streets.
12, Walnut and Washington streets.
13, Near American House.
14, No. 1 Mill. Private.
15, Broadway and St. John streets.
16, Portland avenue and Essex streets.
17, Broadway and New York streets.
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BOX NO.
18, Corner Portland and Atlantic avenues.
19, Broadway and Hill street.
21, First street and Central avenue.
23, Chestnut and Third streets.
24, Grove and Fourth streets.
25, Ash and Mt. Vernon streets.
26, Central avenue and Sixth street.
27, Hough and Grove streets.
28, Central avenue, near Hill street.
29, Central avenue, near Abbott street.
31, Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
32, Central avenue and Orchard street.
34, Central avenue and Silver street.
35, Spring and Locust streets.
36, Burnham and Demerritt's court.
37, On Engine House at Sawyer's.
38, Central and Stark avenues.
39, Back River road, near Header's greenhouse.
42, Washington and Green streets.
45, Washington and Lexington streets.
46, Silver and Atkinson streets.
47, Arch, near Washington street.
48, Bellamy road.
51, Court and South Pine streets.
53, Hanson avenue, near Mount Pleasant.
54, Sawyer's farm.
63, Fisher, near Elm street.
64, Washington and Prospect streets.
65, Private, Pacific Mills.
123, First and Chestnut streets, on Cotton House.
124. Corner of Oak and Florence street extension.
172, Ham and East Concord streets.
241, Sixth and Home streets.
242, Sixth and Grove streets.
243, Mineral and Sixth streets.
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BOX NO.
261, Milk and Mt. Vernon streets.
262, Maple and Ash streets.
291, Page's Corner.
292, Gage's Hill.
324, American Woolen Co., upper bill.
325, American Woolen Co., lower mill.
481, Silver and Arch streets.
521, County jail.
FIRE ALARMS
One steam whistle attached to the I. B. Williams
& Sons belt factory, one tower striker attached to
the city hall bell, one tower striker attached to the
American Woolen Co.'s bell, and one repeating box
at the Central fire station, from which any box in the
city may be struck, also three indicators and four
tappers.
TABULATION
Total value of property $242,316.41
Damages to property 54,564.56










Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
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LIST OF FIRES AND ALARMS, 1926
Jan. 1—still; dwelling; Dr. Reynolds; no damage.
Jan. 2—Still; dwelling; R. G. Hayes, no damage.
Jan. 2—Still; dwelling; Ed. Colbath ; no damage.
Jan. 4—Box 37; office; James Parle; no damage.
Jan. 7—Still; dwelling; H. C. Kinney; no damage.
Jan. 8—Still; dwelling; J. F. Crosby; no damage.
Jan. 12—Box 34; dwelling; Ed. Brown; no dam-
age.
Jan. 15—Still; dwelling; John Cote; no damage.
Jan. 16—Still; dwelling; M. McManus; no dam-
age.
Jan. 19—Still; signal shanty; B. & M. R. R. ; no
damage.
Jan. 19—Still; dwelling; no damage.
Jan. 21—Still; dwelling; Herbert Chase; no dam-
age.
Jan. 21—Still; dwelling; Albert Pray, no damage.
Jan. 22—Still; dwelling; M. Gibbs; no damage.
Jan. 22—Still; dwelling; Pacific Mills; no dam-
age.
Jan. 25—Still; store; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 26—Still; dwelling; Am. Woolen Co.; blan-
ket insurance.
Jan. 29—Still; dwelling; Clarence Kay; no dam-
age.
Jan. 29—Still; dwelling; Ralph Towle ; no dam-
age.
Jan. 30—Still; shoe shop; J. Ireland; no damage.
Feb. 6—Still ; store ; Owen Coogan.
Feb. 6—Box 31; garage; John Mathes; damage
to building $16,000; insurance paid, $16,000; dam-
age to contents, $7,556.41 ; insurance paid, $7,556.41.
Feb. 6—Box 31; lodge room; Knights of Pythias;
smoke damage.
Feb. 9—Still; dwelling; J, Minniter; no damage.
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Feb. 16—Still; dwelling; John Cote; no damage.
Jan. 20—Box 32; store; C. Sherwood; damage to
building, $1,000; insurance paid, $1,000; damage to
contents, $10,000; insurance paid, $10,000.
Same as above ; store ; smoke damage.
Feb. 21—Still; auto; R. Hamilton; no damage.
Feb. 25—Still; dwelling; Sawyer estate; no dam-
age.
Feb. 26—Still; dwelling; Harris Shaw; no dam-
age.
Feb. 28—3-3-3; dwelling; Mr. Crockett; damage,
$350; insurance paid, $350.
Mar. 5—Still ; store ; Fred Page ; no damage.
Mar. 5—Still; garage; Tasker & Chesley; no dam-
age.
Mar. 6—Still; dwelling; N. Paul; no damage.
Mar. 7—Still; dwelling; John Minniter; no dam-
age.
Mar. 8—Box 13; dwelling; Lothrop Brothers;
damage, $700; insurance paid, $700.
Mar. 16—Still; dwelling; H. D. Freaman ; no dam-
age.
Mar. 18—Still; chicken coop; Charles Finley; no
damage.
Mar. 22—Box 34; dwelling; Caroline Wendell;
damage to building $2890; insurance paid; damage
to contents, $1500; insurance paid, $1500.
Mar. 22—Still; dwelling; Caroline Wendell; no
damage.
Mar. 23—Still; dwelling; L. Norton; no damage.
Mar. 23—Still; dwelling; J. King; no damage.
Mar. 26—Still; dwelling; James Shaw; no dam-
age.
Mar. 26—Still; dwelling; Clarence Kay; no dam-
age.
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Mar. 28—Still; dwelling; Mr. Shasheen; no dam-
age.
Mar. 29—Still; field; Mr. Courser: no damage.
Mar. 29—Still; unoccupied; Owen Coogan; no
damage.
Mar. 29—3-3-3; woods; Mr. Grenier; no damage.
Mar. 29—Still; dwelling; J. W. Varney; no dam-
age.
Mar. 30—Still; dwelling; Loren Swain; damage,
$10.00; insurance paid, $10.00.
Apr. 1—Still; dwelling; I. B. Williams Est.; no
damage.
Apr. 3—Still; restaurant; Belknap church; no
damage.
Apr. 12—Still; garage; Mathes Est.; no damage.
Apr. 12— Still; school; city of Dover; no damage.
Apr. 12—Box 38; dwelling; Fay Keefe ; no dam-
age.
Apr. 14—Still ; field ; Winslow Leavitt ; no damage.
Apr. 15—Box 24; dwelling; Arthur Toof ; damage
to building, $1435; insurance paid, $1435; damage
to contents, $390.10; insurance paid, $390.10.
April 15—Still; dwelling; O. Kimball; no damage.
Apr. 16—Still; field; Page estate; no damage.
Apr. 17—Still; B. & M. banking; B. & M. R. R.
;
no damage.
Apr. 17—3-3-3; field; J. Dame; no damage.
Apr. 19—Still; dwelling; J. Mathes; no damage.
Apr. 19—3-3-3; field; J. Cook; no damage.
Apr. 20—3-3-3; Still; field: Dr. Perkins; no dam-
age.
Apr. 21—Still; dwelling; M. Freeman: no damage.
Apr. 21—Still; dwelling; M. Freeman; no dam-
age.
Apr. 21—Still; field; Snow estate; no damage.
Apr. 21—3-3-3; field; James Redden; no damage.
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Apr. 21—Box 17; dwelling; Bolus Peters; no dam-
age.
Apr. 23—Still; field; Kidder Press Co.; no dam-
age.
Apr. 23—3-3-3; woods; Cassily & Davis; no dam-
age.
Apr. 23—Still; field; P. Malo; no damage.
Apr. 23—Still; field; Ex-Gov. Felker; no damage.
Apr. 27—Still; dump; Pine Hill cemetery; no
damage.
April 29—3-3-3; field; Mr, Greenier; no damage.
May 1—Still; park; city of Dover; no damage.
May 2—Still; field; Mrs. Frank Leathers; no dam-
age.
May 2—Still; field; Hussey Est.; no damage.
May 2—3-3-3; woods; Sawyer Est.; no damage.
May 3—Box 521 ; field; Strafford County; no dam-
age.
May 4—Still; restaurant; Morrill Est.; no dam-
age.
May 6—Still; field; Ex-Gov. Felker; no damage.
May 8—3-3-3 ; woods ; no damage.
May 12—3-3-3; two dwellings and woods; dam-
age, two buildings burned and some woodland.
May 13—Still; dwelling; C. Sproule; no damage.
May 14—Still; dwelling; Frank Grimes; no dam-
age.
May 28—Box 172; dwelling; Arthur Billings; no
damage.
May 29—Still; automobile; Mr. Guilford; no dam-
age.
May 31—Still; dwelling; John Boyd; no damage.
May 31—Still; dwelling; B. F. Elwell ; no damage.
June 2—Still; field; B. F. Hicks; no damage.
June 8; Still; automobile; Greenbury Bros.; no
damage.
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June 14—Box 26; store; Mrs. Cartland; damage
to building, $714.14; insurance paid, $714.14; dam-
age to contents, $1,613.17 ; insurance paid, $1,613.17.
June 23—Still; auto truck; Strafford Motor Co.;
no damage.
June 24—Box 9; unoccupied; Pacific Mills; blan-
ket insurance.
June 24—Still ; auto truck ; unknown ; no damage.
July 2—Still; field; Mr. Belanger; no damage.
July 3—Box 23; wood timbers; B. & M. R. R.
;
no damage.
July 3—Box 15—dwelling; Samuel Wiseman;
damage to building, $2,200; insurance paid, $2,200;
damage to contents, $800 ; insurance paid, $800.
July 4—Still ; shed ; C. H. Farnham ; no damage.
July 4—Still; shed; J. Keenan; no damage.
July 4—Box 12; dwelling; Freeman Davis ; no
damage.
July 4—3-3-3; three buildings destroyed; called
for help.
July 4—Still; dump; no damage.
July 4—Still ; stove ; Robinson Bros. ; no damage.
July 4—3-3-3; field; Mr. Belanger; no damage.
July 5—3-3-3; woods; no damage.
July 5—Box 21; dwelling; John McCooey; dam-
age to building, $800 ; insurance paid, $800 ; dam-
age to contents, $250; insurance paid, $250.
July 5—Still; dwelling; F. N. Davis; no damage.
July 5—Box 17; dwelling; Charles Chesley; dam-
age, $14.00; insurance paid, $14.00.
July 5—Still; dwelling; Charles Jenness, damage,
$35.00; insurance paid, $35.00.
July 5—Still; dwelling; Bert Cummings; no dam-
age.
July 6—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Hanson; damage,
$43.00; insurance paid, $43.00.
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July 12—Box 521; dump; city of Dover; no dam-
age, i
July 16—Still; dwelling; Harry Clark; no dam-
age.
July 16—Still; dwelling; Mr. Farley; no damage.
July 25—Still; bridge; B. & M. R. R. ; no damage.
July 30—Still; wire in tree; Twin State Gas &
Electric Co. ; no damage.
Aug. 3—Box 18; dwelling; Advent church; dam-
age to building, $96.56; insurance paid, $96.56;
damage to contents, $160; insurance paid, $160.
Aug. 9—3-3-3; dwelling; John Brennan; damage,
$1200; insurance paid, $1200.
Aug. 9—Box 24 ; dwelling ; Matt H. Holland ; dam-
age, $101; insurance paid, $101.
Aug. 9—Still; R. R. bridge; B. & M. R. R. ; no
damage.
Aug 17—Still; dwelling; Thomas Commisky; no
damage.
Aug. 18—Still; dwelling; Frank Laskey; no dam-
age.
Aug. 20—Still; dwelling; F. N. Davis; no damage.
Aug. 28—Still; dwelling; Ed. Carr; no damage.
Aug. 29—3-3-3; woods; called on Dover for help.
, Aug. 30—Still; dwelling; no damage.
Sept. 1—Box 242; shed; Mrs. John McDonald;
no damage.
Sept. 1—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Hanson; no damage.
Sept. 3—vStill; truck; Frank E. Grimes; no dam-
age.
autol25fcfR OsOpjino,aket ow—1-nd C
Sept. 3—Box 12—automobile; Alice Cates; dam-
age, $116.65; insurance paid, $116.65.
Sept. 4—Still ; wire ; wire in tree ; Twin State Gas
& Electric Co.; no damage.
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Sept. 4—3-3-3; woods situated in town of Mad-
bury.
Sept. 4—3-3-3 ; woods situated in town of Mad-
bury.
Sept. 10—3-3-3; dwelling; E. Janetos; called on
Dover for help.
Sept. 10—Still; dwelling; Benj. Adnoff; no dam-
age.
Sept. 14—3-3-3; woods and shed; Carroll Foss;
no damage.
Sept. 14—Still; woods and shed; Carroll Foss;
no damage.
Sept. 17—Still; dwelling; Mr. Bohan; no damage.
Sept. 20—Still; dwelling; Eugene Rickert; no
damage.
Sept. 20—Still; hotel; American Woolen Co.; no
damage.
Sept. 21—Still; hotel; Mr. Langley; no damage.
Sept. 21—Still; R. R. banking; B. & M. R. R. ; no
damage.
Sept. 21—Still; R. R. banking; B. & M. R. R.; no
damage.
Sept. 25—Still ; dwelling ; Maurice Freaman ; no
damage.
Sept., 29—Still; dwelling; C. E. Brewster Co.; no
damage.
Sept. 30—Still; dwelling; C. E. Brewster Co.; no
damage.
Sept. 30— Still; dwelling; Ovid Taylor; no dam-
age.
Oct. 2—Still ; field ; Mr. Hull ; no damage.
Oct. 5—Still; dwelling; Gorman Est.; no damage.
Oct. 11—Still; dwelling; Benj. Adnoff; no dam-
age.
Oct. 12—Still; automobile; C. E. Ricker; no dam-
age.
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Oct. 12—Box 26; garage; Seavey Est.; damage,
$75.00; insurance paid, $75.
Oct. 12—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Howard; no dam-
age.
Oct. 1 6—Still ; dwelling ; Bolus Peters ; no damage.
Oct. 17—Still; auto truck; M. & M. Bakery; no
damage.
Oct. 19—Still; dwelling; B. & M. R. R. ; no dam-
age.
Oct. 23—Still; dwelling; Frank Grimes; no dam-
age.
Oct. 31—Still; automobile; Joseph O'Neil ; dam-
age, $176; insurance paid, $176.
Oct. 31—Still; bakery; Benj. Adnoff; no damage.
Nov. 3—3-3-3; dwelling; called for help from
Durham, N. H. ; no damage.
Nov. 6—Still; woods; Elizabeth Sawyer; no dam-
age.
Nov. 7—Still; dwelling; C. H. Farnham; no dam-
age.
Nov. 7—Still; woods; Elizabeth Sawyer; no dam-
age.
Nov. 10—Still; woods; Elizabeth Sawyer; no dam-
age.
Nov. 11—Still; dwelling; William Crockett; no
damage.
Nov. 16—Still; printing office; Mr. Littlefield;
damage, $40.00; insurance paid, $40.00.
Nov. 16—Still; dwelling, William Cullen; no dam-
age.
Nov. 16—Still; market; Owen Coogan ; damage,
$25.00; insurance paid, $25.00.
Nov. 17—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Clarence Kay; no
damage.
Nov. 24—Still; auto truck; Brown-Beckwith Co.;
no damage.
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Nov. 24—Box 26; dwelling; Mary Clark; damage
to building, $552.17; insurance paid, $552.17; dam-
age to contents, $82.00; insurance paid, $82.00.
Nov. 24—Still ; restaurant ; Henderson Est. ; no
damage.
Nov. 29—Box 16; dwelling; Alphonse Royer;
damage, $135.00; insurance paid, $135.00.
Nov. 29—Box 23; dwelling; E. R. Shortridge
;
damage to building, $539.00; insurance paid,
$539.00 ; damage to contents, $65.00 ; insurance paid,
$65.00.
Dec. 3—Still; field; John Watson; no damage.
Dec. 3—Still; dwelling; Thomas Webb; no dam-
age.
Dec. 5—Still; dwelling; Gibbs Est.; no damage.
Dec. 6—Still; automobile; Clayton Dodge; no
damage.
Dec. 10—Still; dwelling; James Collins; no dam-
age.
Dec. 11—Still; dwelling; Frank Dorr; no damage.
Dec. 16—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Wallace Spinney;
no damage.
Dec. 18—Still; dwelling; Mary Mathes; no dam-
age.
Dec. 18—Box 8; dwelling; Thomas Brennan; no
damage.
Dec. 21—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Clarence Kay; no
damage.
Dec. 21—Still; dwelling; John McFadden; no
damage.
Dec. 23—Still; dwelling; Wm. Hammond; no
damage.






3-3-3; dwelling; James Daley; called on
Dover for help.
Dec. 26—Still; dwelling; Mrs. Mary Mathes; no
damage.
Dec. 28—Still; dwelling; Frank Cassily; damage,
$25.00; insurance paid, $25.00.
Dec. 29—Box 32; dwelling; Peter Cote; no dam-
age.
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Valuation of property endangered . . . . $47,366.00
Damage to property 7,281.42
Insurance upon property endangered . . 27,950.00
Insurance paid 6,776.00
Net loss over insurance paid 505.42
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I herewith submit a report of the expenditures of






Dover Children's Home 39.00
Estate of Frank Lahey 79.33
$12,318.33
EXPENDITURES
Relief of soldiers and fam-
ilies $ 863.41





Overseer of the Poor.
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CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURES
Groceries and provisions $ 5,660.01
Rents 1,979.50
Board of adults 2,792.33
Board of minors 1,815.97
Fuel 846.44








Stationery and postage 7.36
$14,271.75
ITEMIZEED ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURES
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS
F. W. Hooper $ 167.06
People's Market 391.93
Ralph H. Bunker 342.07
C. A. Pierce & Co 238.29
White Front Market 522.87







Cassily & Durnin 133.41
Cartland Grocery Co 670.98
Carroll & Doe 158.91
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Killoren Bros $ 172.16
Groah's Grocery 21.83
Lewis Newsky . 550.05
RENTS
H. S. Howard ? 300.00
Annie Casey 72.00
S. Wiseman 84.00
Mrs. A. Couillard 156.00
Mrs. F. C. Snow 120.00
H. D. Freaman 120.00
F. N. Davis 162.00
Bernard Davy 26.00
John Sagar 19.00
Mrs. Clara Cheney 120.00
James G. Houston 120.00
Owen Coogan 14.00
F. C. Smalley 80.00
Alice Dobbins 120.00
Peter Nadeau 117.00
James F. Dennis 70.00
Martin McManus 76.00




S. Wiseman $ 9.90
H. D. Freaman & Co 82.24
Daum's shoe store 27.55
Mrs. R. H. Gardner 6.50
Lothrops-Farnham Co 57.77
A. E. Ouellette & Co 1.50




B. F. Hayes $ 3.42
H. E. Hughes 12.50
Colby Boot Shop 14.53
F. W. Hanson Co 25.70
MILK
Clara Cheney $ 73.00
J. E. Colprit 17.36
J. A. Dodge 73.92
Theo Lampesis 70.43
Raymond D. Towle 10.92
A. Normand 16.56
R. H. Forbes 82.64
BOARD (ADULTS)
Gertrude Griffin $ 40.00
Elizabeth Griffin 70.00
Strafford County Farm 2,467.33
A. L. Palmeter 135.00
Mrs. Thomas Wright 80.00
BOARD (MINORS)
Dover Children's Home ... $ 1,189.50
St. Charles' Orphanage .... 495.00
Mrs. John Hanson 32.50
Jennie Gianopolos 98.97
FUEL
E. J. York $ 422.39
Parle Ice & Coal Co 302.05
E. M. Kenniston 5.00






George Cheney $ 30.00
$ 846.44
MEDICAL SUPPLIES
A. W. Brown $ 6.50
Varney's Pharmacy 7.90
W. H. Vickery & Son 128.35
Dover Drug Co 27.75




R. G. Blanchard, M. D $ 5.00
J. J. Buckley, M. D 5.00
Dover Children's Home . . . 50.00
$ 60.00
TRANSPORTATION
Edv^ard F. McDonough $ 20.00
A. C. Brainard 10.00
Charles C. Crov^ley 25.00
A. H. McDaniel 2.00
Curley's Taxi Service 6.00
William H. King 20.00
S. E. Taylor 3.40
$ 86.40
TRUCKING
E. L. Corson $ 5.00
STOVE REPAIRS
Littlefield, Frary & Co $ 10.35
MISCELLANEOUS
Marshall Press, printing ... $ 3.50








A. P. Richmond, M. D., Chairman.
William E. Whiteley, Executive Officer
and Clerk.
Thomas Hathaway.
Office : Room 20, City Building.




Room 6, Union Block, 123 Washington Street.
Tuberculosis,
Robert B. Kerr, M. D., Physician.
Miss Edith L. Price, R. N., Nurse.
Dental,
Dental Faculty of Dover.
Wednesday mornings 9 to 12.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Executive Officer of the Board of Health
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
In accordance with the usual custom, I submit the
following review of the operations of the local de-
partment of the public health and sanitation, for the









Horseshoeing and blacksmith work .... 225.40
Medical and fumigating supplies 70.42
Rent of clinic rooms 240.00
Printing and office supplies 160.30
Telephone service 50.47
Care of quarantined cases 316.27
Taxi service and horse hire 82.50
Express and freight 14.60




Milk, cream and shipping case $ 16.77
Accident and indemnity insurance 172.76
No dumping signs and holders 3.75
Rent of office 50.00




REGISTERED MORTALITY FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1926
Population (estimated) 15,000
Rate per 1000 deaths 12.6
Births 287
Birth rate per 1,000 19.13
Death rate per 1,000 under one year . . . 55.74
Deaths exclusive of still births (local) . . 189
Deaths, non-residents 31
Dead from other places brought to Do-
ver for burial 79
Still births 13
Burial permits issued during the year . . 312
DEATHS BY AGE
Under one day 5
Under one month 6
Over one month to one year 5
One to five years 4
Five to ten years 3
Ten to fifteen years 1
Fifteen to twenty years . 1
Twenty to thirty years 5
Thirty to forty years 6
Forty to fifty years 12
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Fifty to sixty years 28
Sixty to seventy years 42
Seventy to eighty years 42
Eighty to ninety years 22
Ninety to one hundred 5
Not given 2
INFECTIOUS AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
Number and classification of infectious and con-
tagious diseases reported by doctors, nurses and
house holders during the year.
Disease
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III. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense
:
71 Septic meningitis 1 74 Cerebral apoplexy
72 Locomotor ataxia 1 78 Epilepsy
74 Apoplexy 6 83 Softening of brain
74 Cerebral hemorrhage 13 84 Paralysis agitorus
74 Hemorrhage of membrane 88 Endocarditis
of brain 1 88 Acute moyocarditis 2
74 Cerebral embolism 2
IV. Diseases of the Circulatory System:
89 Angina pectoris 12 90 Myocarditis 6
90 Chronic endocarditis 6 9C Heart disease 1
90 Chronic myocarditis 18 91 Aneurysm of aorta 1
90 Fatty degeneration of heart i 91 Arteriosclerosis 6
90 Valvular heart disease ... 4 91 General artesiosclerosis . 2
V. Diseases of the Respiratory System:
99 Bronchitis 1 101 Pneumonia 1
100 Broncho pneumonia 7 102 Pleurisy with offusion 1
101 Lobar pneumonia 10
VI. Diseases of the Digestive System,:
118 Intestinal obstruction 3 122 Cirrhosis of liver 1
VII. Non-Venereal Diseases of the Genito-Uri-
nary System and Annexa
:
114 Gastroenteritis 1 129 Chronic interstitial nephri-
128 Uremia 1 tis 2
128 Acute nephritis 1 129 Chronic nephritis 8
129 Chronic paranchymatous 129 Chronic brights disease ... 1
nephritis 3 !'• 8 Salpingitis 1
VIII. The Puerperal State
14 5 Premature birth 1 146 Puerperal septicemia 1
IaG Septicema 1 148 T o x i m i a of pregnancy
146 Puerperal peritonitis 1 eclampsia 1















Suicide by inhalation illu-
minating: ?as 1
XIV. External Causes
175 Ptomain poisoning 1
179 Accidental burning 1
181 Ether vapor 1






162 Umbilical cord hemorrhage 1
164 Senility 2
201 Fracture of hip 1
201 Fracture of skull 1
202 Injury at birth 1






NEGLECT OF MILK ON THE PORCH
The neglect of milk between the time it is left by
the delivery man and before it is taken in the house,
is a weak link in the chain of precautions taken to
protect the milk supply. At all times, with unim-
portant exceptions, bottles are exposed to wind-
borne dust, to licking by hungry cats and to ab-
horrent pollution by dogs.
In summer milk is exposed to heat and perhaps
sunshine from the early morning delivery until
breakfast time. The usual vigilance necessary
to keep milk from souring is relaxed and the product
is abandoned to action of the elements.
Likewise in winter, precautions against freezing
cease when milk is left on the porch. In cold weath-
er it freezes, expands, pushes up the cap and exposes
a column of frozen milk to contamination.
Thawed milk is abnormal, its wholesomeness for
baby feeding is questioned, and freezing represents
a failure of the cap to protect the milk.
Our most perishable food, one highly sensitive to
dangerous contamination, is never really delivered
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to the housewife in the way that other and less per-
ishable foods are delivered, through the door.
The cricumstances outlined indicate the necessity
for the protection of milk by requiring delivery men
to place the bottle in a closed receptacle.
BOTTLED MILK
Sanitary Drinking Cups—The use of these cups
has become popular with restaurants, cafeterias and
other dispensers of milk to the public. It eliminates
expensive glass washing and breakage, and is by
far the most sanitary way to serve milk.
Unlike bulk milk, served in glasses, pure milk
served in the original sterilized bottles has no way
of becoming contaminated and is thus always safe.
MILK SUPPLY
Licenses for the sale of milk and cream have been
issued during the past year to the following:
Stores
George M. Brown, Frances Giera,
Dover Drug Co., Frank A. Leathers,
Cash and Carry Market, James H. Varney,
Quality Cash Market, Frank H. Hall,
Patrick Cassily, A. C. Brainard,
George E. Brennan, George F. Wentworth,
C. A. Pierce Co., Raymond D. Towle,
Colbath Bros., Lyman F. Norton,
Andre Gagnon, Jr., Chauncy J. Chamberlain,
People's Market, James Redden,
Lewis Newsky, George Spiridondes,
P. A. Groah, John C. Thyng,
Martin Whitehouse, E. J. Gage Farm,
Peter F. Duffy, Frank S. Lord,
Redden Bros., Charles E. Jordan,
Demers' Grocery, Mark Annis,
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Neighborhood Store,







































































J. Arthur Normandeau, Charles Cammett,
James McElroy, Phillipe LaFrance,
Walter H. Lucas, Frank S. Bennett,
George T. Lord, Albert O. Pray,
Hiram H. Roberts, William E. Treman,
Frank E. Davis, James Donnelly,
Delphin Desjardins, Frank L. Hayes,
Harry Wilson, Francis Cassily,
MILK INSPECTIONS
Samples collected 65
Samples cream collected 9
Samples sent to state laboratory . , 74
The inspection of dairy farms during the year was
practically negligible. The inspection is essential if
the department is to keep in touch with production
sources and insure the delivery of clean milk.
The department has no means of conveyance at
its command to adequately carry out this phase of
the work, and resources available for transportation
limit its scope to only those cases where recorded
data indicate variance from the rules of sanitation.
WATER SUPPLY
Adequate and safe water supply essential.—The
water shed or drainage area must be freed, as much
as possible, from human habitation, for the purpose
of protecting the supply from pollution and possible
infection.
Samples have been taken at different times from
the supply and submitted to the state chemist with
the following results:
SHIPMENTS




June 17—A very slight colon contamination.
July 28—Very good water.
September 7—A trace of colon contamination.
October 27—A trace of colon infection noted.
December 8—Good.
SANITARY INSPECTIONS
This work has been given special attention
throughout the year; it covers quite a wide range
and includes the placarding of houses during periods
of infection, the fumigating of rooms occupied by
infected patients, the investigation of suspected
sources of contamination, visits to schools, restau-
rants, bakeries and grocery stores.
These tours of inspection require no little time.
In the inspections of tenements it has been found
necessary in several instances to order ducks and
hens removed from cellar. It is one of the duties of
the executive officer of the board of health to see
that nuisances are abated and dead animals re-
moved.
The condition of the streets, yards and alleys
throughout the city are kept comparatively clean
and free from offensive matter. Special attention
has been given to these collections, as they are con-
sidered of great importance to the health of the city.
INCINERATION
The incinerator is taking care of all refuse and
combustible material collected by the department or
delivered by private conveyance. All bedding and
other matter collected from infected premises has
been destroyed under careful supervision, as well
as old book accounts, papers and accumulated rub-
bish from business establishments. A total of 10,-
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554 loads of material was hauled to the incinerator
during the year, including extra deliveries in the






The number of dead animals collected and de-











The large number of cats and dogs destroyed were
principally contributed by automobile owners, and
their removal occasions considerable time and ex-
pense to the department.
CLEAN-UP CAMPAIGNS
To have a clean city, each and every householder
must become interested in this most important work,
as that is the only way in which a high standard of
cleanliness can be obtained.
The spring clean-up opened on May 3 and con-
tinued to May 8, inclusive. The fall clean-up opened
October 18 and continued to October 23, inclusive.
Many loads of rubbish were hauled and great
assistance rendered by teams other than the de-
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partment's. These contributors commenced the
campaign days before the regular opening.
PLUMBING
The sewage from each building on every street
provided with a common sewer should be connected








The dental clinic conducted by the Dover Dis-
trict Nursing Association from January 1 to Decem-
ber 15, 1926, rendered 509 treatments as follows:
125 prophylaxis, 137 extractions, 220 fillings, 27
miscellaneous.
Eight dentists co-operated to make this work pos-
sible. The clinic is open each Wednesday forenoon.
SCHICK TEST
Diphtheria does not develop from unsanitary con-
ditions or unhealthy surroundings. You can only get
it by contact with another person who has the disease.
The importance of the Schick test cannot be too
strongly emphasized. The information which it
yields as to susceptibility of an individual, enables
the application of a method for transforming sus-
ceptibility into immunity, thus protecting the person
against possible attack of diphtheria.
It has been arranged by the city physician. Dr.
A. P. Richmond, to give the test free of charge at
his office to all who apply.
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TUBERCULOSIS PREVENTION
The program of prevention of tuberculosis cen-
ters around the work of the tuberculosis clinic and
nurse. The clinics are held monthly in Union block
on Washington street. The services of the clinic
physician, Dr. Robert B. Kerr, and the nurse, Miss
Edith L. Price, are provided by the New Hampshire
Tuberculosis Association. The clinic rooms are pro-
vided by the city of Dover through its board of
health.
During the year a continued effort has been made
to find tuberculosis patients in the early and curable
stages, to provide adequate treatment and supervi-
sion and encouragement to assist them in the strug-
gle back to health and to aid patients to sanatorium
treatment.
In the search for early cases, an effort has been
made to persuade those who have been in close con-
tact with active cases to go to the clinics for examin-
ation. In this way a number of early and easily
curable cases have been discovered. During the
year several patients have been admitted to the san-
atoriums.
During the coming year it is the plan of the asso-
ciation nurse to hold several clinics distinctively for
the examination of children who are definitely under
nourished and therefore possible victims of tubercu-
losis.
These clinics will be held in the schools. Follow
up service for children found infected will be pro-
vided through the regular clinics held in Union
block.
This work will result, not only in the discovery of
early cases, but in the development of interest and
action to correct malnutrition.
During the past year eleven clinics have been held.
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Forty-two old patients and thirty-two new cases have
been examined and treated in the clinics. Three pa-
tients have been admitted to the sanatoriums.
Of the new people examined, six were in the in-
cipient stages of the disease, eight moderately ad-
vanced, one far advanced. Of twelve suspicious
cases needing further observation and preventive
treatment, six were negative and greatly relieved to
learn that they were not infected.
The tuberculosis nurse. Miss Price, has made 347
visits to the homes of patients, instructing them as to
details of treatment, teaching patients how to care
for their infected sputum and arranging for journey
to sanatoriums.
PUBLIC COMFORT STATION
A public comfort station is a structure planned for
the convenience of the general public, in which the
use of sanitary toilet facilities constitute the princi-
pal service rendered.
Failure to provide public toilet facilities is to fail





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils :
We have the honor to submit the following report
of the business of the Dover police department for
the year 1926.
Governor John G. Winant and his council re-
appointed Owen Coogan for the three year term
beginning September 7, 1926.
The organization of the commission is as follows:
Charles E. Lord, chairman ; Thomas W. Webb, clerk
;
Owen Coogan.
The department has been very active, which can
be seen by the city marshal's report, which is at-
tached to and made a part of this report.
On recommendation of the city marshal, the com-
missioners are asking the city councils to furnish an
automobile suitable for the use of the police depart-
ment, which we consider is very essential for the
efficiency of the service.
During the year there was but one change in the
personnel of the force : Officer Earl E. Hostler re-
signed, and Reserve Officer Dewey W. Allen was
promoted to fill the vacancy.
The commissioners feel that due to the rapid
growth of the automobile on our highways it is neces-
sary to keep on our reserve list younger men, who
are capable of directing traffic and quick of action.
We are endeavoring to give the ex-service man the
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preference and at the present time have six ex-serv-
ice men connected with the department. We feel
that we have a very capable and efficient police
force, of which the citizens of Dover need not be
ashamed.
PERSONNEL OF THE DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEAR 1927
Charles C. Crowley, City Marshal.
Raymond P. Loughlin, Assistant Marshal.
William D. Lothrop, Sergeant.
PATROLMEN
George A. Labonte, William S. Scanlon,
Harry McCarthy, Frank W. Jones,
Edward F. McDonough, Perley E. Quimby,
Dewey W. Allen, Henry E. Griffin.
RESERVE OFFICERS



















To THE Honorable Board of Police Commissioners
OF the City of Dover :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit here-
with the annual report of the city marshal for the
year ending December 31, 1926.
The number of arrests during the year has been
325, of which 315 were males and 10 females.
The arrests were for the following causes, viz
:
Assault 8
Assault with intent to rape 1
Assault with intent to rob 1
Assault with intent to kill 3
Adultry 2
Abandoning child without cause 1
Breaking and entering 1
Breaking and entering and larceny 4




Begging on street 1
Carrying revolver without license 1
Defaulting bail 1
Drunkenness 125
Did not stop after causing accident 1
Did permit unlicensed person to operate on
highway 1
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Disorderly conduct . 2
Did permit dogs to run at large 1
Did encourage child under 14 years to dance





Illegal sale of liquor 2
Illegal possession of liquor 34
Illegal transportation of liquor 22
Insane 3
Keeping liquor for sale 32
Loitering about B. & M. R. R. station after
being warned away by an officer 1
Larceny 4
Larceny of automobile 3
Lascivious cohabitation • 1
Manufacturing liquor 9
Neglecting to stop after damage to property . 1
Non-support 3
Operating automobile recklessly 2
Operating automobile without license 4
Operating automobile at rate of speed great-
er than reasonable and proper 1
Operating automobile at excessive rate of
speed 1
Operating automobile under influence of li-
quor 9
Operating automobile without lights 1
Passing worthless checks 1
Receiving stolen property 1
Refusing to give name or registration when





Unlawfully carrying loaded revolver 1
With intent to defraud 1
Witness 2
325
They were disposed of as follows:
Appealed 8
Bound over to superior court 17
Continued for sentence 21
Committed to state hospital 1
Committed to Strafford county farm for ob-
servation 2
Committed to house of correction 37
Committed to county jail 25
Discharged without trial 11
Discharged after trial 7
Defaulted bail 8
Delivered to out of town police 10
Delivered to U. S. marshal 3
Delivered to county sheriff 1
Delivered to bondsman 1
Fine suspended on payment of costs 3
Held without bail for superior court 4
Nol prossed 7
Paid fine and costs 123
Placed on file 2
Suspended, mittimus at call of court 27
Suspended, mittimus at call of city marshal . 7
325
Number of lodgers put up at police head-
quarters for the year 493
Number of doors and windows found un-
locked by the patrolmen and owners no-
tified 280
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Number of street lights reported out by pa-
trolmen and the Twin State Gas & Electric
Co. notified 398
Value of lost and stolen property recov-
ered by the department and delivered
to the owners $ 6,751.00
Fines paid into city treasurer 6,841.57
Refund, N. E. T. & T. Co., overcharge,
paid city treasurer 2.10
Fines paid into the state 607.12
FINANCES
Appropriation $22,700.00





There have been six automobiles seized by the
officers for illegal transportation of alcohol, and all
cars thus seized have been turned over to the county
officials.
There have been forty-six convictions of the pro-
hibitory laws, and there has been collected from
these violators in fines and costs the sum of $6,-
089.40.
Four new traffic beacons have been purchased
and installed as follows: at Franklin square, at the
junction of Portland avenue and Atlantic avenue,
the junction of Central avenue and New York
street, and the junction of Sixth and Chestnut
streets.
It is recommended that there be an automobile
purchased for the department to enable the officers
to answer the constantly increasing calls. At pres-
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ent we have no means of transportation except by-
public automobiles, which are not always available.
The expense of such service totals several hundred
dollars each year.
During the past year there have been some
changes in the personnel of the department. Patrol-
man Earl E. Hostler resigned, and Dewey W. Allen
was elected to fill the vacancy.
At this time I wish to extend to Honorable Patrick
W. Murphy, Clerk Bert Wentworth, City Solicitor
Albert P. Sherry, the county officers, and Ralph W.
Caswell, commissioner of law enforcement, my
heartiest thanks and sincere appreciation for their
valuable assistance and co-operation. I desire also
to commend the officers of the department for the
manner in which they have performed their duties,





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
CLERK OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT
1926
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
The following cases have been entered in the crim-
inal docket for the year ending December 31, 1926:
Assault 12
Assault to kill 3
Aggravated assault 2
Adultery 2
Attempt to rape 1
Bastardy 2
Being present v^hen gambling was going on . 2
Begging 1
Breaking and entering with intent to steal . . 15
Delinquent child 1
Disorderly conduct 5






Hunting without being accompanied by par-
ent or guardian 1
Illegal manufacture of intoxicating liquor . . 8
Illegal transportation of intoxicating liquor . 20
Illegal possession of intoxicating liquor .... 34
Illegally keeping intoxicating liquor for sale 33
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Illegal sale of intoxicating liquor 6




Not returning to scene of accident 2
Operating an auto at a rate of speed greater
than was reasonable 2
Operating an auto while under the influence
of intoxicating liquor 9
Operating an automobile recklessly 2
Operating an automobile without having a li-
cense to do so 4
Operating a motorcycle without lights 1
Permitting a dog to run at large that .will kill
sheep 1
Permitting a 13 year old girl to run an auto-
mobile 1
Receiving stolen goods 1
Refusing to give name when asked 1
Separating herself from her child without
cause 1
Truant 1




Bound over to superior court 24
Continued 1
Continued for sentence 24
Committed to house of correction 41
Committed to jail 21





Found not guilty, discharged 4
Nol prossed 10
Placed on file 1
Paid costs ^
Paid fine 2
Paid fine and costs 127
Suspended 33
Sent to state industrial school during minority 1
317
Sixteen cases have been entered on the civil
docket.
There has been collected in fines and
costs $10,041.66
Paid commissioner of motor
vehicles $ 505.00
Paid Strafford county, liquor
fines 1,625.00
Paid fish and game commis-
sioner 102.12
Paid city treasurer 6,841.57










To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit my annual re-
port for the year ending December 31, 1926, show-
ing the financial condition, also giving the summary
of the work accomplished b,y the various depart-
ments under my supervision.
RESOURCES
Balance for the year 1925 (highway de-
partment) $ 1,252.12
Balance (state highway joint fund) . . . 2,579.50
Special for tractor 5,744.40
Total balance $ 9,576.02
Appropriation, year 1926 65,000.00
Special appropriation (construction) . . 22,500.00
$97,076.02
Receipts and reimbursements 4,496.83
$101,572.85
Expenditures 101,311.61
Balance on hand December 31, 1926 .$ 261.24
State highway (joint fund) balance . . . 91.35
Actual highway balance $ 169.89
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EXPENDITURES
Payrolls, district No. 1 $35,787.85









Gasoline and oil 3,170.82
Truck, tractor, cart repairs . 2,137.50
Lumber 413.92




Payrolls, district No. 1 $35,787.85
Payrolls, outside districts 4,286.98
Total $40,074.83
HAY AND GRAIN
Ralph H. Bunker $ 593.10
Edwin J. York 720.25
George E. Buzzell 103.40
Anton Folger 162.88
Strafford county farm 157.25
Total $1,736.88
SHOEING HORSES
Thomas Commiskey $ 116.75
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Charles Ouellette $ 67.75
C. J. Sullivan 63.50
C. R. Caswell 66.95
J. Herbert Seavey 20.79
Total $ 335.74
ASPHALT PLANT
Standard Oil Co., furnace oil $ 897.24
Standard Oil Co., asphalt 3,983.14
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 6.18
American Ry. Ex. Co., express 16.36
Walter Freeman, cutting wood 24.00
E. M. Keniston, stove pipe 2.15
Littlefield, Frary & Co., pipe and fittings 17.21
National Woodworking Machine Co., la-
bor and material 86.27
Ralph H. Bunker, oil and waste 77.26
Warren Bros., repairing kettles and en-
gine 671.43
H. C. Getchell, trucking 70.00
Edwin J. York, coal 424.61
Park commissioners, wood 200.00
Dover water works, labor and stock . . . 23.11
New England Road Machinery Co., en-
gine repairs 141.48
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware 19.21
F. F. Davis, mop and dipper 1.23
C. J. Sullivan, labor 10.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 11.83
Maurice N. Layn, car fare 6.00
F. W. Neal, hardware 13.16




The Barrett Co., tarvia "B" $ 5,004.87
Standard Oil Co., binder '*A" 1,357.73
American Tar Co., cold patch 278.00
Independent Coal Tar Co., cold patch . 10.74
Trimont Oil Co., cold patch 66.15
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 93.25
Total $ 6,810.74
STATE HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
F. E. Everett, commissioner, requisition $ 6,360.10
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 36.86
Dover water works, water 5.70
Total $ 6,402.66
GASOLINE AND OILS
Standard Oil Co., gasoline $ 2,807.90
J. Herbert Seavey, oil , 95.31
The Dover Buick Co., oil 52.60
Ralph H. Bunker, oil 174.56
Total $ 3,130.37
LUMBER
Edwin J. York $ 392.18
D. Foss & Son 21.74
Total $ 413.92
STEAM ROLLER EXPENSE
The Buffalo Steam Roller Co., repair
parts $ 130.84
American Ry. Ex. Co., express 10.39
Atlantic Motor Express, express 1.25
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Ralph H. Bunker, oil and waste
J. Herbert Seavey, waste
Littlefield, Frary & Co., pipe fittings .
C. J. Sullivan, labor
Total
TRUCK, TRACTOR AND CART REPAIRS
Harry N. Goodwin $
J. Herbert Seavey
Joseph Parker
Kinworth Motor Supply Co




Hanson Broadway Garage .
Lone Star Garage
Boothby's Tire Shop




National Woodworking Machinery Co.
Brackett, Shaw & Lunt Co
George R. Conyne
Bradley's Dover Garage











































D. Foss & Son $ .95
Total $ 2,177.95
MISCELLANEOUS
Mead-Morrison Manufacturing Co., trac-
tor "55" ? 5,700.00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 49.40
Edwin J. York, coal, pipe, cement 590.08
Newfields Iron Foundry, castings 42.00
Thomas H. Dearborn, P. M., envelopes . 10.99
Dr. F. I. Smith, veterinary service 5.00
L. E. Rollins, labor and material 68.14
Bethaline Rollins, use of cart 18.00
H. I. Dallman Co., street brooms 21.00
Acme Road Machinery Co., culvert pipe 196.60
Keystone Driller Co., excavator shovel . 5,876.80
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 87.60
Strafford County T. & T. Sales Co., trucks 7,000.00
D. Foss & Son, glass 3.59
F. P. Stevens, labor 1.50
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co., service 26.36
J. Herbert Seavey, miscellaneous hard-
ware 139.47
Kidder Press Co., blue prints .80
H. L. Farrand, harness repairs 56.90
Parle Ice & Coal Co., extra teams 81.00
The Tropical Paint & Oil Co., street
marking paint 111.20
Jenness Hardware Co., shovels 16.20
C. R. Caswell, new cart 114.20
John W. Morrison, truck insurance .... 76.80
M. F. Ellis, street brooms 60.93
Littlefield, Frary & Co., pipe 5.72
F. W. Greenlaw & Co., repairing roof . 105.75
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., care of
machine 7.70
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Edward H. Quimby, office supplies .... $ 5.65
F. F. Page, paint 12.35
Jones Auto & Elec. Supply Co., wiring
city barn 132.81
H. C. Hacking, harness repairs 38.05
The Barrett Insurance Agency, liability
insurance 849.83
Thomas Commiskey, labor 13.10
C. J. Sullivan, labor 21.95
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 155.98
Charles Dame, gravel 37.05
John H. Dame, gravel 6.15
S. D. Sterling, gravel 8.55
Frank L. Hayes, gravel 263.70
Tribune Publishing Co., office supplies . 22.50
Walter S. Wheeler, engineer service . . . 17.50
H. A. Manning Co., directory 5.00
C. R. Caswell, labor .50
Dover water works, use of hydrants . . . 39.44
The Lothrops-Farnham Co., rubber boots 15.00
F. F. Davis, pails 1.58
J. E. Murphy, iron reinforcement 6.00
Finance Committee, car fares 19.44
The Marshall Press, treas. check book . 8.50
Otis W. Butler, pruner 6.00
Parle Ice & Coal Co., coal 98.35
Mitchell Martin, filing saws 2.70
Irvin E. Goodwin, labor, city barn .... 122.40
Howe Signs, lettering street signs .... 2.50
A. E. Cobbett, lettering street signs .... 25.03
Pacific Mills, waste 5.38
George M. Stevens, truck insurance . . 207.02
F. W. Neal, hardware 26.48
John Baty, boiler grate 8.50
C. E. Brewster Co., office supplies 1.70
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A. Ray Kennard $ 21.03
Eugene Wentworth 20.43
Albert Greenier 33.38
Joseph W. Frye 12.40
Patrick Durkin 56.09
Joseph B. Quaid 4.43
Frank P. Coleman 15.22
Thomas Mannix 7.35







J. Ledger Moreau 18.54
Joseph Duquette 15.13
Warren Foss 10.00
Ovid Taylor, Sr 10.08
Frank Stone 11.53






Mary F. Roy 12.20




Israel Hemon $ 12.60
Mrs. W. E. Wiggin 14.15






A. M. Clay $ 18.20
E. S. Shortridge 84.57
Est. James Mahoney 40.00
James P. Keenan 111.66
Charles E. Gowen 62.63
William S. Potter 29.43
Owen Coogan 117.46
Lloyd A. Steeves 156.74
Labor, private sewers
:
F. N. Davis $ 21.00
Mathes Bros. Co 9.75
Bessie L Parker 18.68
Benjamin Adnoff 18.34
Frances S. Hall 29.20
Edna Y. Demeritt 10.04
Eugene G. F. Rickert 6.03
Everett J. Galloway 4.00
Newell Shaw 7.75
Frank W. Hatch 37.08
Mrs. Eliza Gorman 20.56
Nelson Paul 4.00
John Angelopoulos 5.25
Charles R. Hale 6.00
William S. Reynolds 7.59
Mrs. Mary E. Morgan 4.90
Henry D. Freaman 20.83
Timothy Minehan 5.60
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Moses A. Fall $ 25.00
Edwin M. Carr 25.00
James G. Houston 25.00
Mrs. Mary E. Cassidy 25.00
Daniel Duggan 25.00




Dover Construction Co 25.00
John Angelopoulos 25.00
Edward F. Dondero 25.00
Lewis Dondero 25.00
r rancis J. Farley 25.00
Nelson Leterneau 25.00
Robert H. Weaver 25.00
Oiling charges:
Arthur L. Davis, collector $ 79.59
Backfilling trenches:
Dover water works $ 100.37
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 49.75
Miscellaneous:
Henry D. Freaman, labor hauling stone $ 18.05
Dover, S. & R. St. Ry., repairing sidewalk 8.12
Edwin J. York, cement bags 85.00
L. H. Shattuck Co., Inc., labor and mate-
rial 100.61
Loring Worster, cinders 1.00
Edmund Carrier, cinders 7.00
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F. N. Davis, cinders $ 12.40
J. W. Ferris Co., Inc., use of steam roller 14.10
Town of Madbury, use of steam roller . 83.63
Wm. A. Grover, use of steam roller . . . 9.00
John W. Davy, wood 14.00
John Hughes, asphalt 20.00
Manchester T. L. & P. Co., poles and
wires 75.00
Cochecho Country club, oiling driveway 70.25
The Tydol Co., relaying sidewalk 18.50
Fred W. Drew, gasoline 110.99
Dover water works, gasoline and back-
filling 256.35
Trustees Pine Hill cemetery, gasoline . . 45.26
Maurice N. Layn, gasoline 6.51
Police department, gasoline 100.77
Board of health, board of horses 475.00
City of Dover, moving band stands .... 50.55
Military fund, freight on curbing 13.14
Committee school house repairs, labor
and material 185.92





Total . ^ $ 4,496.83
DISTRICT SURVEYORS
District No. 1—Street commissioner, city proper.
District No. 2—Street commissioner, Granite State
park roads.
District No. 3—Charles G. Cotton, Blackwater.
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District No. 4—Superintendent county farm, coun-
ty farm road.
District No. 5—Street commissioner, Sixth street
and Glenwood avenue.
District No. 6—Lindley I. Jenness, Cocheco.
District No. 7—Thomas J. Otis, Tolend road.
District No. 8—J. Roland French, Tolend road,
(Heath).
District No. 9—State highway, Littleworth road.
District No. 10—Street commissioner, Knox March
road.
District No. 11—James Redden, Durham and Bel-
lamy roads.
Districts No. 12-13—Leonard Z. Corson, Back Riv-
er and Garrison road.
District No. 14—Erskin Forrest, Piscataqua road
and Spruce lane.
Districts No. 15-16—Albert H. Gage (state road),
Dover Point road.
Districts No. 17-18—B. Frank Brownell, Dover
Neck and Middle roads.
District No. 19—Street commisioner, Eliot bridge
road.
EXPENDITURES OUTSIDE DISTRICTS
District No. 3—Breaking out roads $ 144.00
885 loads gravel 922.37
$ 1,066.87
District No. 4—Breaking out roads $ 122.00
90 loads gravel and grading 324.52
$ 446.52
District No. 5—Two culverts, walls and
ends rebuilt $ 522.37
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1043 lineal feet guard rail $ 309.52
938 loads filling, 864 loads gravel . . . 1,738.25
One culvert rebuilt with cement .... 227.25
$ 2,797.39
District No. 6—Reyner brook bridge re-
placed with cement culvert Qx6 ft. $ 1,541.81
511 feet guard rail, 875 loads filling
and gravel 728.47
One 14 ft. X 10 in. metal culvert, 54
loads gravel 218.75
Breaking out roads 200.00
Payroll from year 1925 330.20
$ 3,019.25
District No. 7—Breaking out roads $ 253.25
67 loads cinders and regrading 133.16
$ 386.41
District No. 8—Breaking out roads .... $ 64.50
24 loads gravel, 129 loads cinders,
roads regraded 197.30
$ 261.80
District No. 10—906 loads gravel $ 1,116.42
Two 12 ft. X 10 in. wood culverts, two
14 ft. X 10 in. wood culverts 14.95
$ 1,131.37
District No. 11—Breaking out roads ... $ 152.00
40 loads gravel, cutting bushes 154.59
$ 306.59
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Districts No. 12-13—Breaking out roads $ 163.50
493 loads gravel, 14 loads clay, one 18
ft. X 10 in. akron pipe culvert, one
14 ft. X 10 in. metal culvert 499.07
$ 662.57
District No. 14—Breaking out roads ... $ 180.24
408 loads gravel 417.58
$ 597.82
Districts No. 15-16—Burning brush .... $ 20.62
Districts No. 17-18—Breaking out roads $ 290.00
78 loads gravel, 117 loads cinders, one
24 ft. X 8 in. metal culvert, one 16
ft. X 10 in. w^ood culvert 557.10
$ 847.10
District No. 19—Breaking out roads,
(Oak street) $ 31.50
949 loads gravel, 139 loads cinders . 1,478.14
$ 1,509.64
Districts No. 2, 5, 19—Roads broken out by highv^ay
department.
ASPHALT CONSTRUCTION
Central avenue (Oak to Varney street),
470 lineal feet, 2,600 square yards . . $ 1,975.12
Pierce street, 652 lineal feet, 1,856
square yards 1,636.02
Second street, 733 lineal feet, 2,578
square yards 2,365.02
Summer street, 1,318 lineal feet, 4,946
square yards 3,319.77
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Orchard street, 783 lineal feet, 2,461
square yards $ 1,736.72
Walnut street (Orchard to Waldron
street), 148 lineal feet, 263 square
yards 169.53
Chestnut street (Sixth to Central ave-
nue), 170 lineal feet, 659 square yards 390.23
Total, 4,274 lineal feet, 15,363 square
yards $11,592.41
Loads stone hauled from Second street to
Williams street 58
Loads stone hauled from Second street to
Fourth street 262
Loads stone hauled from Second street to
Main street 5
Loads stone hauled from Second street to
city farm 42
367
Loads stone hauled from Summer street
to School street 72
Loads stone hauled from Summer street
to Williams street 47
Loads stone hauled from Summer street
to city farm 282
Loads stone hauled from Summer street
to dump 23
Loads stone hauled from Summer street
to Stark avenue 35
459
Loads stone hauled from Central avenue
to Reservoir street 71
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GRAVEL CONSTRUCTION
Florence street, 590 loads gravel and
filling ? 822.08
Perl street, 451 loads gravel and filling . 471.78
Other gravel construction, see outside districts No.
5, 6, 10, 12, 14, 19.
RESURFACED
Forest street, 380 loads gravel $ 338.32
Essex street, 100 loads gravel 104.09
East Concord street, 125 loads gravel . . 195.72
Waldron street, 115 loads gravel 188.58
Fourth street, 262 loads stone, Z9 loads
gravel 102.58
Cataract avenue, 96 loads gravel 172.12
Oak street, 44 loads cinders 69.30
Hanson avenue, 24 loads cinders 33.00
George street, 60 loads gravel 82.34
Mineral street, 271 loads gravel 341.28
Folsom street, 17 loads gravel 16.54
Nelson street, 28 loads gravel 58.14
Portland avenue, 31 loads gravel 78.97
Sixth street, 57 loads gravel 111.78
Abbott street, 45 loads gravel 94.39
Reservoir street, 71 loads stone 54.65
Williams street,* 105 loads stone 19.40
Total, 438 loads stone, 1,353 loads
gravel, 68 loads cinders $ 2,061.20
REGRADED
Ham street. Grove street, St. Thomas
street, 51 loads gravel $ 99.06
REPAIRING
Material used: 175 loads gravel, 53 loads cin-
•Williams St., cost of spreading only charge.
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ders, 111/2 loads asphalt, 1701/2 loads cold patch, 6
loads stone.
STREET CLEANING
Street cleanings: 667 loads; gutters, 195 loads;
leaves, 493 loads; limbs from trees, 30 loads. In
cleaning catch basins, 123 loads were taken out and
hauled away.
. CULVERTS, DRAINS AND DRIVEWAYS
Arch street—One 14 ft. wood, 10 feet of 12 in.
cement pipe.
Ash street—Two 7 ft. wood.
Broadway—One 10 ft wood, two 12 ft. x 10 in.
metal.
Rutland street—One 14 ft. x 10 in. metal.
Mt. Vernon street—One 8 ft. wood.
Washington street—Two 14 ft. wood.
Rogers street—One 12 ft. x 8 in. metal.
Oak street—One 18 ft. x 10 in. metal, one 16 ft.
wood.
Payne street—One 24 ft. x 12 inch metal.
Dover street—One 8 ft. wood.
Prospect street—Two 14 ft. wood.
Driveways were put in on Hough, Forest and
Court streets, 5 batches of asphalt used.
CATCH BASINS
New—Ham street, one; rebuilt—Folsom street,
one; Orchard street, one; Preble street, one; Payne
street, one; George street, one; repaired—Third
street, three; Court street, one; Central avenue, one;
Belknap street, one.
ROAD MACHINE AND DRAGS
Used on the following streets: Towle avenue.
Arch, Fourth, Washington, Oak, Ash, Maple, Home
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and Grove streets, Glenwood avenue, Mineral, Abbott
and Payne streets, Roosevelt avenue, Union, Court,
and Watson streets, Watson lane, Hanson avenue,
Essex, Forest, Hancock and Rogers streets, Portland
avenue, Cocheco, Fisher, Belknap, Rutland, Pros-
pect, Highland and Niles streets.
MAINTENANCE OILING
In doing this work it required 967 loads of sand,
48,149 gallons of tarvia '*B'' and binder '*A." Cost
of material and labor, $9,149.99.










Catch basins (keeping open)







270 loads of sand used. Labor, $ 1,077.00
SAND AND GRAVEL STORED
For sanding sidewalks, 238 loads.
For general use, 247 loads.













Labor and trucking 907.08
Miscellaneous 138.19
Total $ 6,684.41
Total number of batches made, 1,6131/2-




Boston & Maine R. R., freight 120.37
Charles A. Bailey, curbing 1,025.77
Walter S. Wheeler, engineer service . . . 22.50
Joseph P. St. John, labor 92.56
D. Chesley & Co., labor and material . . . 280.91
F. Henry Marshall, gravel 27.50
Edwin J. York, cement 71.55
F. W. Neal, lampblack 3.20
Edwin J. York, freight on curbing 61.56
Total $ 7,539.78
ASPHALT SIDEWALKS
Grove street, 2,010.70 lineal ft., 1,249.98 sq. yds.
Hough street, 1,220 lineal ft., 766.24 sq. yds.
Sixth street, 119 lineal ft., 100.48 sq. yds.
Park street, 538.78 lineal feet, 323.06 sq. yds.
New York street, 1,031.28 lineal ft., 703.80 sq. yds.
Court street, 1,455.32 lineal ft., 929.77 sq. yds.
Rutland street, 807.56 lineal feet, 450.74 sq. yds.
Lincoln street, 608.9 lineal ft., 409.87 sq. yds.
Union street, 62.12 lineal feet, 31.06 sq. yds.
Total, 7,853.66 lineal feet, 4,965 sq. yds.
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GRANOLITHIC SIDEWALKS
Hamilton street, 115 lineal ft., 73.04 sq. yds.
Belknap street, 50 lineal ft., 33.32 sq. yds.
Central avenue, 106 lineal ft., 101 sq. yds.
Nelson street, 56 lineal ft., 46 sq. yds.
Total, 327 lineal ft., 253.36 sq. yds.
CURBING
Central avenue, 85 feet new 6 in.
Silver street, 343 feet 9 inches new 6 in.
Cushing street, 509 feet new 6 in.
Total, 937 feet 9 inches.
Central avenue, 104 feet reset.
Hough street, 120 feet 6 inches reset.
New York street, 17 feet 6 inches reset, 305 feet.
Lincoln street, 63 feet reset.
Total new and reset curbing, 1,242 feet 9 inches.
BRICKS RELAID
Central avenue, 90.83 square yards.
Hough street, 90.40 square yards.
New York street, 14.58 square yards.
Franklin square, 7.11 square yards.
Central avenue, opposite Sixth street, 11.55 square
yards.
Central avenue, corner Summer street, 11.11
square yards.
Total, 225.58 square yards.
Repairing was done on Locust, Washington and
Walnut streets, Broadway, Payne street, Portland
avenue. First and Pierce streets. .
Cinder Sidewalks
resurfaced and repaired
Street and number of loads used: Waldron, 34;
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Central avenue, 76 ; Fourth, 45 ; Chestnut, 38 ; Silver,
5; Lincoln, 30; Portland, 12; Broadway, 3; Ham,
27; East Concord, 20; Grove, 14; Rutland, 7; Mt.
Vernon, 14 ; Cocheco, 21 ; Ash, 36 ; Baker 18 ; Hough,
32; George, 2; Home, 70; Payne, 5; Rogers, 3;
Arch, 19; Washington, 23; Hanson avenue, 13;
Kirkland, 6; Middle, 2; South Pine, 10; Union, 16;
Hill, 16; Cushing, 9; Folsom, 7; Stark avenue, 21;
Pidgin, 7; Atkinson, 8; Walnut, 12; Belknap, 11;
School, 12; Perl, 13; Court, 11; Sixth, 38; Hamil-





Edwin J. York, pipe . 342.05
Newfields Iron Foundry, castings 30.00
Walter S. Wheeler, engineer service . . 45.00
John Hughes, labor 18.00
Total $ 1,390.95
NEW CONSTRUCTION
Third street, 458 feet 12 inch akron pipe $ 932.70
Grove street (extended), 34 feet 8 inch
akron pipe 65.20




Towle avenue. Ham, Payne, Elm, Nelson, First,
Washington, Folsom, Cushing, Sixth, Court, Preble,





L. E. Rollins, labor 950.82
J. E. Murphy, reinforcement 19.05
Edwin J. York, lumber 135.24
Edwin J. York, cement 416.29
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware 5.65
William A. Grover, engineer service . . . 38.75
Total $ 1,673.17
REYNER BROOK BRIDGE
Owing to the condition of this bridge, it was
thought advisable to replace the same with a cement
culvert, a cement culvert six feet by six feet (6 ft. x
6 ft.) has been built, the road widened, guard rails
put up, which makes a great improvement over past
conditions. Material and labor, $1,541.81.
LOWER WASHINGTON STREET BRIDGE
This bridge has been partially replanked. Ma-
terial and labor, $124.68.
The interior of the city barn has been changed
over, by so doing we now have the trucks and trac-
tors in the same apartment.
During the year there has been added to the
equipment of the highway department one Mead-
Morrison tractor ''55" with snow plow attached, two
International trucks and one Keystone Driller Co.
excavator shovel.
I wish to extend to the members of the city coun-
cils my thanks for the new equipment furnished the
highway department, which has enabled me to in-
crease the amount of work accomplished by the
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various departments, also to those who in any way-
assisted me in my duties, also to the employes of the
highway department who through their co-operation









James Cavanaugh, March, 1927
Grace B. Henderson, March, 1928
John C. Lawlor, March, 1929
AsHTON Rollins, March, 1930
George T. Hughes, March, 1931
(Ex-Officio)
Hon. Charles E. T. CASWELL,Mayor, . .Jan. 1, 1927
Ellsworth N. Brackett, President Com-
mon Council, Jan. 1, 1927
Organization
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Hospital Staff
Consulting Physicians and Surgeons:
Inez Ford-Nason, M. D.
Joseph H. Richard, M. D.
George R. Smith, M. D.
Allen P. Richmond, M. D.
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Attending Surgeons:
ROSCOE G. BLANCHARD, M. D.
Edward C. Batchelder, M. D.
Roland J. Bennett, M. D.
John C. Lawlor, M. D.
Attending Physician:
Harry O. Chesley, M. D.
X-Ray Staff:
Harry O. Chesley, M. D.
George R. Smith, M. D.
Oculists and Aurists:
Louis W. Flanders, M. D.
John A. Hunter, M. D.
Pathologist:
Roland J. Bennett, M. D.
Superintendent, Grace P. Haskell, R. N.
Assistant Superintendent, JANE E. Harvey, R. N.
Night Asst. Superintendent, Britomarte King, R. N.
Operating Room Nurse, Esther Hanscom, R. N.
Training School Committee: R. G. Blanchard,
M. D., Chairman, Examiner in Medical Nursing;
E.C. Batchelder, M. D., Examiner in Surgical Nurs-
ing; Louis W. Flanders, M. D., Examiner in Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat; James J. Buckley, M. D., Examiner
in Obstetrical Nursing.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
We have the honor to submit herewith the twen-
ty-first annual report of the board of trustees of the





























































The number of days of free and partially free
service rendered and the number of days' service for
which regular rates have been charged, during the
twenty-one years the hospital has been in operation




ber of partially paying and absolutely free patients
bear to the total number of patients admitted.
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lished, and a conscientious endeavor has been made
to convey to the citizens of Dover a comprehensive
outline of the many problems confronting the board
of trustees and the administrative officers of the in-
stitution.
It has not been the policy of the hospital to em-
phasize its charitable dispensations, yet the number
of free and partially free patients given treatment
have been presented in each succeeding annual re-
port.
Of the 12,911 patients admitted to the hospital
since its establishment in 1906, 1,659 patients have
been given absolutely free service, and 386 have only
paid a small part of the regulation charges. Thus
it will be seen that nearly sixteen per cent, of the
patients admitted have been given free or partially
free service. This conclusion is drawn simply upon
the number of admissions. If each patient were to
be given exactly the same number of days' service,
it would be fair to assume that the cost of this free
service would be in proportion to the number ad-
mitted. Yet the facts do not warrant this conclu-
sion, as the records show that the average length of
time paying patients remain in the hospital is thir-
teen days, while those receiving absolutely free serv-
ice,—not including those who pay only in part,
—
show an average stay of twenty-seven days, or more
than twice the length of time of the paying patients.
It seems unnecessary to carry this computation
further, as it must be obvious to even the most in-
different student of the foregoing tables, that the
free service of the Wentworth hospital has made a
very appreciable demand upon the financial re-
sources of the institution. Yet the value of these
beneficient ministrations to the community is im-
measurable, and cannot be computed in dollars and
cents. It might be stated that only residents of Do-
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ver are entitled to or receive the charitable offices
of the institution.
Basing the average daily per capita cost per pa-
tient upon the relation v^hich the total number of
days' service bears to the actual operating cost of
the institution for the past year, exclusive of fuel,
we find that it would have required a revenue of
$6.12 per day for each patient treated to balance the
account. The highest price charged for hospital
service is $7.14 per day, while the minimum charge
(exclusive of the charge for infants), is $2.00 per
day for children under 12 years of age. On this
basis, the free service rendered during the past year
would represent a total cost of $13,016.24. Adding
to this total the loss sustained on all service rendered
for a sum less than $6.12 per day, we find it would
have required the sum of $33,651.55 to meet the
total deficit.
It must be apparent to all that a seventy-five bed
hospital cannot be conducted with a staff which
might be perfectly adequate to the needs of a thirty
bed institution. In order to be prepared to meet
whatever demands may be made upon it, the hos-
pital must at all times be prepared to efficiently func-
tion at its maximum capacity.
The Wentworth hospital has been registered in
the highest class under the requirements of the
American Hospital Association and meets the de-
mands of the American College of Surgeons. Its
equipment is modern and of the highest standard,
and its technique is of the best. In response to a very
evident public demand and to perfect the standard-
ization of the hospital, the board of trustees, in 1925,
added an X-Ray equipment and established a path-
ological laboratory. These departments are not only
necessary to secure the highest standard of efficiency
in therapeutical and surgical practice, but insure ac-
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curacy in the diagnosis of the attending physician
or surgeon.
Each of these departments, when they reach nor-
mality in functional activity, will be practically self-
supporting. The receipts from these sources for the
year 1926 were $1,474.50, although the laboratory
only entered upon a regularly established schedule
last June. The number of examinations conducted
by the pathologist during the past year was 2,072.
The hospital has added a motorized ambulance
of the last type to its auxiliary equipment, supplant-
ing the horse-drawn vehicle formerly in use.
Those having occasion to visit the hospital, either
by vehicle or on foot, find the new asphalt pavement
leading to the administration building a welcome
addition to the hospital improvements for the year.
The board of trustees desire to gratefully acknowl-
edge the receipt of the sum of $5,000.00 under the
will of the late Miss Abbie F. Lane, donated for a
free bed in memory of her father, the late Edmund
J. Lane, also the provisional bequest under the will
of the late Mrs. Lydia H. Rollins, and the especially
generous remembrance contained in the will of the
late James M. Hanscom.
We would respectfully urge the careful reading
of the appended reports of department officials.
Respectfully submitted,








Dover, N. H., January 1, 1927.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF THE LABORATORY DEPARTMENT
To THE Board of Trustees :
The pathological laboratory started its function in
June, 1925, and has gradually increased its scope of
usefulness. Routine urine examinations are made of
all patients upon entrance and once a week during
their stay in the hospital. Gross and microscopic
examinations are made of tissues removed at opera-
tion. Other examinations are made following the
request of the attending physician.
Complete reports of all examinations are attached
to the history of the patient and duplicate copies of
these reports are also kept in the laboratory. We
are now working on the Kahn Reaction which is be-
ing favorably reported by many laboratories as a
substitute for the more tedious and complicated
Wasserman test.
The following is a list of examinations made dur-






Red blood count 28


























REPORT OF THE ROENTGENOLOGIST
To THE Board of Trustees :
Since September, 1925, the X-Ray department has
been equipped with the most modern apparatus ob-
tainable to do all kinds of diagnostic X-Ray work,
which has included fluoroscopy, steroscopy, pyelog-
raphy, cholesystography and regional diagnostic
work done during surgical operations, in the removal
of renal calculi and nuclei.
Reports of all examinations are attached to the
history of the case record in each individual instance
and become an integral part of the case record.
H. 0. CHESLEY, M. D.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen:—Your superintendent submits the
following report for the year 1926.
Number of patients in the hospital 32
Paying , 26
Free 6
Total number of patients admitted from Jan-
uary 1, 1926, to January 1, 1927 779
Number of paying patients 638
Number of part pay patients 34
Number of free patients 107
Total 779
Total number of accidents 83
Number of emergencies 86
Number of ambulance patients 44










Arterio sclerosis and chronic intestinal indi-
gestion
Carcinoma of gall bladder and liver
Carcinoma of intestines
Cholecystitis, acute and acute pancreatitis . .
Diabetes mellitus

























Sinus thrombosis with meningitis
Tonsilitis, acute and diabetes mellitus
Urethra, ruptured and sepsis










Occupations of those admitted
:
Agent 1 Mill employee 51
Apprentice 1 Navy yard employee 3
Asst. manager 1 News agent 1
At home 62 No occupation 9
Baby 99 Nurse, graduate ... 2
Baker 2 Nurse, practical .... 1
Blacksmith 1 Nurse, pupil 9
Block printer 1 Office work 3
Bookkeeper 1 Painter 4
Butcher 2 Peddler 1
Cashier 1 Plumber 1
Carpenter 6 Printer 1
Chauffeur 1 Proprietor boarding
Child 67 house 1
Church advertiser . . 1 Proprietor hotel .... 1
Clerk 6 Proprietor laundry . . 1
Clothier 1 Professor of animal
Cook's helper 1 husbandry 1
Domestic 11 Professor of pomolo-
Draftswoman 1 gy 1
Dressmaker 3 Railroad employee . 9
Druggist 2 Retired 6
Dye house employee 1 Roller 1
Electrician 2 Seamstress 1
Farmer 13 School boy 44
Fireman 1 School girl 36
Foreman 2 School teacher 6
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Foundry business . . 1 Shoe shop employee 13
Gas fitter 1 Social service worker 1
General helper 1 Steeple jack 1
Grain miller 1 Stenographer 1
Housekeeper 3 Steward 1
Housewife 180 Stone cutter 1
Ice dealer 1 Student 34
Laborer 24 S u p t. construction
Laundress 1 work 1
Lumber mill em- Surveyor 1
ployee 1 Teamster 1
Machinist 3 Telephone operator . 2
Manager grocery Truck driver 3
store 1 Waitress 5
Mason 1 Wood worker 3
Mechanic 6
Merchant 1 Total . 779
Residences of those admitted:
Alton, N. H 1 Nashua, N. H 1
Alton Bay, N. H. . . . 2 New Durham, N. H. . 1
Arlington, Mass. ... 1 Newfields, N. H. . . . 2
Barnstead, N. H. . . 1 Newmarket, N. H. . . 44
Berwick, Me., 5 New York, N. Y. . . 1
Boston, Mass 2 North Berwick, ]\^e. 6
Brentwood, N. H., . . 2 Nottingham, N. H. . 2
Bristol, N. H 1 Palmetto, Fla 1
Brookfield, N. H. . . . 1 Pascoag, R. 1 2
Brookline, Mass. ... 1 Phillips Beach, Mass 2
Concord, N. H 1 Portland, Me 1
Deerfield, N. H. . . . 1 Portsmouth, N. H. . . 3
Dover, N. H 503 Reeds Ferry, N. H. . . 1
Durham, N. H 22 Rochester, N. H. . . . 19
East Rochester. N. H. 1 Rollinsford, N. H. . . 11
Emery Mills, Me. ... 1 Roxbury, Mass 1
Epping, N. H 1 Rye, N. H 1
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Madbury, N. H. .
Manchester, N. H.
Melvin Village, N. H
Middleboro, Mass
Middletown, Conn.
Midway, Mass. . .
Milton, N. H
2 Salmon Falls, N. H. . 16
6 Sanbornville, N. H. . 1
2 Sandwich, N. H. . . . 1
2 Sanford, Me 7
1 Somersworth, N. H. . 33
3 South Berwick, Me. . 30
1 South Milton, N. H. . 1
1 Union, N. H 2
1 Waterloo, Iowa .... 1
1 Weymouth, Mass. . . 1
3 Wilmington, Mass. . 1
1 Wolfeboro Falls, N.
1 H 1
2 Woodsville, N. H. . . 1






























Diseases Peculiar to Infancy













Amputation, traumatic of hand
Amputation, traumatic of leg
Concussion
Contusion \\[
Dislocation, Shoulder '. !'.!..*!
Dislocation, Spine [[[
Dislocation, Tibia and Tarsus '. .'.











Ischium and os Pubis .!..!!'.!
Phalanx—Amputation ........
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Table of Medical and Surgical
Diseases
175 ^





Table of Medical and Surgical
Diseases
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Stricture of Cervical Canal—Dilatation-
Curettage
Stricture of Cervical Canal—Dilatation .
Tumors
Carcinoma of cervix—Cauterized ....
Fibroma of uterus—Excision
























Secundines, Retained—Dilatation-Curettage . . .
Septicemia, Puerperal
SECTION XXXIX.













Charges for patients have been collected as fol-
lows :
146 days at $6.50 per day $ 949.00
99 days at $6.00 per day 594.00
138 days at $5.50 per day 759.00
65 days at $5.00 per day 325.00
195 days at $4.50 per day 877.50
1,292 days at $4.00 per day 5,168.00
1,310 days at $3.50 per day 4,585.00
1,1801/2 days at $3.00 per day 3,541.50
2,365 days at $2.50 per day 5,912.50
2841/2 days at $2.00 per day 569.00
133 days at $1.25 per day 166.25
940 days at $.71% per day 671.43
2,127 days free
Total $24,118.18
Abdominal belts $ 162.00
Ambulance fees collected 179.00
Examination of specimens 727.00
Operating room fees collected 1,472.50
Received from special nurse service . . . 1,612.95






Abbie Sawyer fund $ 160.00
B. Frank Nealley fund 200.00
Emma Sanborn fund 120.00
Lothrop fund 45.00




Turned over to treasurer, per vouchers
on file $30,600.69
DONATIONS RECEIVED
Auto-strop razor, blades and strop: Theophilus
Dondero.
Books for patients: Dr. Jenkins, Jackson, N. H.
Candy for nurses' training school : Dr. and Mrs.
Lawlor, Dr. Sweeney.
Compress: Mrs. Waldron, Miss Mullen, Somers-
worth, N. H.
Flowers: Mr. Harold Brown; Mrs. Roy Wiggin
;
Mr. and Mrs. Henderson, Rochester, N. H. ; Mr. Wil-
liam Reynolds; Theta Chi House, Durham, N. H.
W. C. G. U. Mission; Mr. M. Desautels; Mr. Forest
Smith, Durham, N. H.; Hospital club; Meader's
Flower Shop.
Flowers for nurses: William Lanouette.
Flower vases: Miss Raitt, Miss Caswell.
Fruit: James Dowaliby.
Fruit for nurses : Mr. Robert Crosby.
Gifts for children's department: Dr. Robert Blais.
Lettuce : Mrs. Harry Tasker.
Magazines: Mrs. James Lawless; Mrs. E. A. Bil-
lings, North Berwick, Me. ; Miss Bessie Parker, Mrs.
Herrick Nichols.
Morris chair for maids' department: Edwin Ab-
bott.
Plants: Mr. Meader.
Rolls for training school, one dozen: Mr. Cox.
Rug for maids' department: Mrs. Mank.
Scrap books for children's department: School
girls of Durham, Evelyn Davis, teacher.
Supplies for children's department: Hospital
club.
Scrap books: Junior Girls' club of Durham, N. H.
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We have eighteen nurses in training, which is
less than our usual number. Patients requiring spe-
cial nurses have a registered graduate nurse. The
hospital pays this nurse and collects from the patient.
The year has been pretty well divided, as my
leave of absence with the extension on account of
my sister's illness and death kept me away five
months. I do not need to tell the board that I paid
my substitute for my absence. On my return we
were minus a dietitian, and I did the work of the
dietitian for two months and a half, together with
the usual work of running the hospital.
We have had fewer patients than the year before,
but one must take into consideration the fact that
there are two hospitals in Rochester and one more in
Dover, and naturally these hospitals receive a certain
percentage of the sick. About thirty-five per cent,
of the patients admitted here have come from out
of town.
Since we have become an accredited class A hos-
pital, the records have increased a great deal. The
report of the technician shows what a large amount
of work in that department has been done.
It has never been suggested by his honor, the
mayor, of by the board of trustees, that we are com-
peting with any hospital, and it certainly has not
occurred to the superintendent of the hospital that
such was the case. Patients as a rule go where they
prefer going, but even with an average of fifty-one
patients for the three hospitals in our immediate vi-
cinity, it seems to me that the work done at the
Wentworth hospital has far exceeded what we could
expect.
We have had no contagious diseases this year, the
only case of isolation being one of erysipelas,—in
this we were most fortunate.
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An accredited hospital and an accredited training
school, which is a city hospital, necessarily costs a
good deal of money. The only way to increase our
revenue that I can see is to raise the rates; this
makes the living conditions for the working man
harder than ever. We do not charge as much for
our private rooms as do most hospitals, but it seems
to be as much as the average person can afford to
pay. The matter of rates is a very perplexing one
to the majority of hospitals, and we are no excep-
tion.
The Hospital club has, as usual, come up for the
making of dressings and have practically resupplied
the children's department with linen at the cost of
over $100.00. We are very grateful for the kindness
and interest shown.
I wish at this time to thank the board and the
clerk for their kindness and courtesy.
Respectfully submitted,




To THE Board of Trustees :
I submit herewith the report of the treasurer of the
board of trustees of the Wentworth hospital for the
year ending December 31, 1926.
RECEIPTS
Balance from 1925 account $ 775.38
City appropriation $31,000.00
Grace P. Haskell, Supt. . . . 30,600.69
Interest on trust funds .... 1,556.00
Refunds 150.33





Groceries and provisions . . . 13,822.81
Ice 963.04
Medical and surgical sup-
plies 5,739.43








Free bed fund 831.00
Fuel and water 446.05
Miscellaneous 786.21
$63,687.64
Balance, cash on hand 409.76
Total $64,097.40
TRUST FUNDS
Caroline Hanson $ 400.00
Martha E. Hanson 5,287.45
James E. Lothrop 1,040.17
Nancy E. Lougee 1,874.43
E. B. Lane 1,046.91
Edmund J. Lane 5,016.67
B. Frank Nealley 5,487.53
Abbie M. Sawyer 4,390.04
Emma J. Sanborn . 3,294.05
Arioch Wentworth* 20,000.00




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
*$15,000.00 worth of these bonds, hypothecated with the Strafford National
Bank to secure a loan of $12,000.00 as partial payment to City of Dover, for
money advanced for Hospital equipment.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
To THE Board of Trustees :
The work of the department for the past year has
been largely of a routine character. The length of
time required to properly perform the work neces-
sary to keep lots placed under perpetual care in a
condition conformable with the requirements of the
trust is steadily increasing, yet the expense of such
additional labor involves no additional cost to the
department, as the income of the trust is adequate to
meet the increased expenditure.
The receipts from sale of lots during the past year
have been practically negligible, and have very ma-
terially affected the revenues of the department.
The expenditures were also increased substantially
$800.00 by the purchase of a motor truck and the
expense involved in moving filling from the high
school lot to the cemetery grounds. The last men-
tioned expenditure was in reality an economic meas-
ure, as a sufficient quantity of filling was secured to
raise a depression in the new addition to grade, the
filling in certain parts of such depression reaching a
depth of over six feet. The expense of this work was
limited to the cost of transportation, and made avail-
able for convenient development a large section of
the cemetery grounds.
The grading of the grounds in the vicinity of the
Grand Army lot is nearing completion, and has
greatly improved the appearance of the cemetery at
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that point. In certain parts of this area the grade
has been raised approximately ten feet.
The shade trees and shrubbery have been kept
clear of brown-tail moths and other tree pests, and
all broken limbs and other material have been
promptly removed.
The walkways and avenues have been maintained
free from weeds and rolling stones and present a
very creditable appearance. New metal signs have
been purchased to replace the rather unsightly
markers heretofore in use, and when placed in po-
sition will very materially enhance the appearance
of the premises.
The usual number of headstones and markers have
been placed in position during the year, and every
effort has been made with the means at command
to beautify those portions of the grounds for the care
of which no provision has been made.
We are still in hopes that some one or more of our
public spirited citizens will make it possible, by
their personal contributions, to improve the south-
easterly corner of the old cemetery area and make it
an ornament to the premises and a convenient rest-
ing place for those who have occasion to visit the hill.
The number of interments during the past year
has been 151, or about the general average of the
past ten years. The number of interments for 1917
was 156; 1918, 180; 1919, 145; 1920, 151; 1921,
144; 1922, 148; 1923, 147; 1924, 120; 1925, 161;
and the past year, as stated above, 151.
We give below a list of the interments for 1926:
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LIST OF INTERMENTS
FOR THE YEAR 1926
Path Ave. Lot
January
1 Martha L. Bateman L 445
1 Daniel Daley New Addition
1 Dorothy O. W. Smith Q 599
1 Smith child Q 599
2 Helen J. Murphy Geranium Catalpa 7
6 Katherine H. Brown Q 041
G Charles E. Remick Walnut 23
8 Maria B. Tasker 184
8 Maud S. Cheverell Catalpa 18
12 Xona Foss Watson 56
12 Roswell Meserve Geranium Catalpa 15
] a Roy E. Wiggin N 250
13 Angle M. Davis Parks ... J 32
16 Eli Ellis T 809
17 Harriet F. Beede P 442
18 James M. Hanscom K 741
20 Gertrude Mellen R 659
21 Mary E. Leighton R 741
28 Jessie Courser F 191
29 Charles G. Dame P 485
30 Charles F. Hanson F 028
31 Frank P. Stevens T 898
February
4 Mary A. Sterling I 76
4 George H. Richardson .... Geranium Catalpa 9
7 Ella C. Bickford J 1222
9 Gilman Hall J 1244
11 Charles Marshall P 371
12 Edward L. Frost L 306
13 Donald Lee West Catalpa 26
16 Edwin Gerrish Q 677
22 Charles H. Tasker M 1250
24 Azabah S. Kimball M 333
25 Ellen M. Merrill M 287
26 Annie E. Devln H 5
28 Elizabeth Gillis Walnut 15
March
1 William M. Bateman L 245








































Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
16 Perley R. Smith Walnut 15 6 11
18 Fannie M. Marshall C Flanders 6
20 John W. Gray N 207 4
24 Nellie A. Reynolds R 764 4
25 Margaret A. Cook O 438 2
27 Ruth E. Hasty L 275 5
27 Walter S. Wallingford S 760 6
31 Frank H. Briant T 866 1
April
2 George F. Piper H 38 1
6 James Upham Q 512 11
6 Olive F. Hartford K 226 4
9 Horace Stone Main 2 7
9 Sadie E. Stearns O 74 6
20 Lovie D. Clark P 500 2
22 Helen M. Turbaville Catalpa 25 12 9
24 Leon Colomy New Addition 3
27 Emma J. Hanson S 836 4
30 James H. Demeritt A 5 2
30 George M. Baker Q 552 12
30 Emily H. Sanborn Q 578 9
May
3 P'rank H. Chamberlain N 179 2
4 James T. Beavins B 116 3
8 Jacob Gowen D 39 4
19 George H. Bride Fuchsia Watson 26 6
22 Clara S. Caverly 335 8
27 Charles B. Wentworth D 87 12
June
9 William B. Curtis J 1224 9
12 Phoebe M. Howard New Addition 6
12 Martha A. Wiggin J 177 5
13 John E. Ward Geranium Catalpa 15 7 9
16 Herbert C. Grime H 39 1
19 Edith F. Lunt Watson 50 4 1
19 Fannie M. Bickford I 146 7
19 Annie B. Folsom N 145 4
20 Annie E. Persny J 1295 5
21 Edward D. York R 716 4
26 Charles H. Clough N 296 12




9 Valmore H. Caverly O 335
11 Mary E. Osborn Walnut 14
12 Frank H. Clark A 40
13 Emily Foster D 218
16 Gates child S 862
17 George W. Horlor Catalpa 21
21 Marjorie D. Pineo S 862
22 Ellen A. Ham P 364
24 Frank Locke New Addition
26 Alice M. Scarr T 833
26 Annie K. Home F 63
26 Charles H. Clough N 296
26 Cates child S 862
August
2 Lucy L. Friel Catalpa 16
3 Christine S. Venner R 687
6 Mabel F. Welton Catalpa 16
9 Matilda Garside M 225
14 Albert C. Tuttle N 130
20 Alfred Goodchild New Addition
21 Mary G. Howatt T 891
22 Fannie J. Burnham J 121
22 Fred Sayward O 269
23 Joseph W. Niles Walnut 33
23 Lucinda P. Dore M 94
29 Joseph A. Gate P 361
30 Samantha E. Hall U 934
30 Raymond W. Adams S 862
September
5 John F. Torr M 337
6 Ellen E. Hanson N 52
6 Anna K. Ham G 100
6 Edwin H. Foss J 1215
9 Margaret S. Ford P 346
10 Juliette Fernald R 714
11 Elizabeth A. Sterling T 859
21 Mary E. MacGowen Catalpa 18
23 Mina M. York Fuchsia Watson 1
26 Helen E. Sterling Front 65
October
2 Emily J. Butler O 442







































Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
6 Eileen H. Elwell K 182 11
6 Ellen E. Hanson N 52 2
6 Augusta N. Caverly T 855 6
0. Margaret S. Ford P 346 2
10 Juliette Fernald R 714 4
11 Millie Hobby Catalpa 25 2 9
J 1 Thomas W. Pierce E 137 4
15 Clara E. Taylor 343 8
24 Elizabeth A. Babb R 744 5
27 Margaret Rundlett In Tomb
27 Therriman child In Tomb
29 George R. Scates Q 537 4
31 Elizabeth F. Jackson K 1258 2
November
6 Clara L. Libby Catalpa 16 12 9
9 Mary T. Clark I 90 8
14 Harry A. Hayes Geranium Catalpa 8 19
16 Susah B. M. Hayes P 397 6
20 Walter H. Young Watson 32 6 1
21 Susan A. Raitt Walnut 4 5 3
22 Tyler child Catalpa 26 7 9
24 Percival Fernald Walnut 39 9 1
25 Ethel G. Mahurian S 793 2
26 Boulanger child S 863 10
30 Clara B. Abbott S 718 5
December
3 Helen A. Johnson A 3 5
5 Daniel A. Gage In Tomb
7 Reuben A. Davis I 32 11
9 Emma F. Jackson P 403 8
12 Sarah A. Canney P 551 2
12 James V. Meader 392 5
16 Youbell Jerome In Tomb
16 Minnie L. Nutter I 83 6
16 Orrin E. Nason Watson 5 6 1
20 Frank H. Marshall Geranium Catalpa 15 3 9
24 James R. Lennon R 672 3
27 Nellie Rollins J 252 10
28 Abbie F. Hoitt E 88 8
28 EdwartJ E. Farrand Geranium Catalpa 15 9 9
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK P. COLEMAN,
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926. Superintendent.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
COLLECTOR'S REPORT
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit here-
with a statement of the financial transactions of the










Work on lots $ 270.10 $1,248.39 $1,317.74
Care of lots 1,349.25 886.50 1,574.50
Interments 1,943.00 1,943.00
Rent of tomb 166.00 166.00
Income, trust funds 3,328.58 3,328.58
Income, Woodman '
fund 262.36 262.36
Rent, house and pas-
ture 198.00 198.00
Sale of flowers 92.50 92.50
$1,619.35 $8,128.33 $8,882.68
BOOK ACCOUNT
Work on lots $ 200.75





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To THE Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery :
I submit herewith the annual report of the treas-
urer of the board of trustees of Pine Hill cemetery
for the year ending December 31, 1926.
receipts
Balance from 1925 account $ 122.93
City appropriation 4,525.00
To sale of the following lots in ceme-
tery:
Mrs. Myra B. Remick, south half No. 23,
Walnut avenue, group 11 100.00
Mrs. Grover Philpott, graves No. 5 and
No. 6, lot 9, Catalpa avenue. Geranium
path, group 9 20.00
Mrs. Roswell Meserve, graves No. 1 and
No. 2, lot 15, Catalpa avenue, group 9 20.00
David Shevrette, graves No. 5 and No. 6,
lot 18, Catalpa avenue, group 9 20.00
Thomas Turbaville, grave No. 12, lot 25,
Catalpa avenue, group 9 10.00
J. T. Orr, second payment on north half
lot 22, Walnut avenue, group 11 .... 75.00
Mrs. John E. Ward, graves No. 7 and No.
8, lot 15, Catalpa avenue. Geranium
path, group 9 20.00
Laura H. Behan, second payment on
south half lot 52, Watson avenue,
group 1 20.00
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Frederick W. Ryder, grave No. 7, lot 26,
Catalpa avenue, group 9 $ 10.00
George R. Smith, M. D., graves No. 1, 2,
3, lot 7, Catalpa avenue. Geranium
path, group 9 30.00
Mrs. Abbie T. Doe, lot No. 1, Walnut av-
enue, group 11 250.00
Arthur O. Friel, grave No. 3, lot 16, Ca-
talpa avenue, group 9 10.00
Adrian Welton, graves No. 5 and No. 6,
lot 16, Catalpa avenue, group 9 20.00
Mrs. Clara L. Libby, grave No. 12, lot 16,
Catalpa avenue, group 9 10.00
Hubert K. Reynolds, graves No. 5 and
No. 6, lot 7, Catalpa avenue. Geranium
path, group 9 20.00
Herbert L. Lewis, grave No. 5, lot 8, Ca-
talpa avenue. Geranium path, group 9 10.00
Clarence W. Marshall, grave No. 3, lot
15, Catalpa avenue 10.00
$ 5,302.93
Income of cemetery, rec-
eived from collector:
Work on lots $ 1,317.74
Care of lots 1,574.50
Income trust funds:
Work on lots $ 1,075.00




Rent of house 168.00
Rent of tomb 166.00
Rent of pasture 30.00
$ 2,307.00
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Income Cora C. Furber fund $ 14.50
Income Tredick fund 225.00
Income William Woodman
fund 170.00
Income Stackpole and Davis
fund 20.00
Income Stephen Hardy fund 12.00
Income William B. Smith
fund 12.00
Income Elizabeth B. Smith
and Edwin O. Hills fund . 12.00
Income James M. Hodge and
Mrs. Olive Brock fund . . 4.00
Income Daniel Ham fund . 6.00




Salaries and wages $12,021.39
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. $ 22.75
Twin State Gas & Elec. Co. 15.76
G. J. Foster & Co 23.75
H. E. Senate 15.13
C. R. Caswell 19.40
Street commissioner 45.26
John Baty 18.00
George M. Stevens 67.50
H. C. Hacking 6.60
Tribune Pub. Co 6.50
D. Foss & Son 2.95
Strafford National Bank . . . 2.00
George H. Chesley 471.34
E. J. York 728.20
J. H. Seavey 252.71
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Dover water works $ 123.35
F. A. Rumery Co 330.00
H. E. Header 137.50
$ 2,288.70
Total $14,310.09





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1926
Charles E. T. Caswell, ex-officio, mayor of the city.
Ellsworth N. Brackett, ex-ofRcio, president of com-
mon council.
William H. Roberts, elected 1924, term expires 1927
John H. Nealley, elected 1920, term expires 1928
DwiGHT Hall, elected 1920, term expires 1929
RoscoE G. Blanchard,
elected 1908, term expires 1930
Archibald B. Paton, elected 1924, term expires 1931
Fred Hooper Hayes, elected 1900, term expires 1932
Clarence I. Hurd, elected 1901, term expires 1933










Finance Nealley, Roberts, Paton.
Building
—






Beatrice M. G. Jenkins.
Assistants,
Bessie L Parker, in charge of Children's Room.
Minnie P. Morrill, in charge of Cataloguing.






To THE City Councils ot the City of Dover:
The board of trustees of the Dover public library
submits herewith its annual report covering the work
for 1926.
The library is in excellent condition and doing
work creditable to the city. Because of its steady
growth, it has needed extra shelving, and as the
building had had fewer repairs than for some years,
it has been possible to put in shelves in one of the
storerooms up stairs, and thus relieve the crowded
condition in several departments. This shelving has
been made from material brought over from the old
rooms, when the present building was erected.
Having this material on hand made it possible to put
up these new shelves at comparatively little expense.
For details of administration and expenditures,
reference should be made to the reports of the libra-







Balance from 1925 $ 1,148.04
Annual appropriation 9,100.00
Fines 293.82
Lothrop fund income 45.00
Woodman fund income 250.00
Jaques fund income 125.00
Pray fund income 62.50
Hall fund income 23.38




















Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
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INVESTMENTS
Jaques fund, Strafford Savings Bank . . $ 441.92
Pray fund, Strafford Savings Bank .... 137.19
Woodman fund, Strafford Savings Bank 237.47
Lothrop fund, Strafford Savings Bank . . 38.66
Hall fund, Strafford Savings Bank 28.50
Lane fund, Strafford Savings Bank .... 7.08
Woodman fund, 5 per cent. American
Tel. & Tel. Co. bond 5,000.00
Lothrop fund, 4V2 per cent bond Massa-
chusetts Gas Co 1,000.00
Hall fund, 414 per cent. U. S. Govern-
ment bond 550.00
Jaques fund. Brown Co. 51/2 per cent.
bond, 1946 2,000.00
Pray fund, Brov^n Co. 51/2 per cent, bond,
1946 1,000.00
Lane fund, Penn. Public 5 per cent, bond
1954 500.00
FINANCE COMMITTEE^S REPORT
To THE Trustees of the Dover Public Library :
This is to certify that we have examined the finan-
cial accounts of Ellen M. Galucia, treasurer, from
January 1 to December 31, 1926, and find them to
be correctly cast, properly vouched and the balance
on hand to be as represented. We have also exam-
ined the several investments and find them to be as





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To THE Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library :
Gentlemen :—The report of the librarian, show-
ing the work of the librarj^ for the year 1926, is here-
with presented.
THE year's growth
Whole number of volumes January 1, 1926 . 51,981
Volumes purchased 566
Volumes received by gift 56
Bound periodicals 272
Total number of accessions 894
Received from the U. S. Government,
but not accessioned, 3,300 volumes
and pamphlets.
Worn out volumes withdrawn 143
Total increase for the year 751
Total number of accessioned volumes De-
cember 31, 1926 52,732
the year's work
There have been issued 65,229 books, an increase
of 1,397 over last year. This may not seem a large
increase, but it must be remembered that our city
does not grow in population and that a number of
non-bookish forms of recreation are widely popular.
But whatever the figures of circulation may show,
no one who watches the daily working of a public
library from year to year can fail to be impressed by
the steady increase in intelligent demand upon it,
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and its growing recognition as a resort for those who
desire not only recreational reading, but help on
business and technical subjects. Many questions are
asked and answered by telephone, and by mail from
distant points. These mail questions are usually in
regard to early local history and genealogy. If the
library is not able to answer them by a reasonable
amount of time in searching our own books, re-
course is had to those individuals in town who have
made special study along these lines and who gener-
ously put their knowledge at the disposal of the li-
brary. It has thus been possible to answer, with
some degree of fullness these requests for aid. At
the time of writing this report, there are letters
awaiting reply from Portland, Maine, Maiden,
Massachusetts, and Moberly, Missouri.
children's room
From this room were sent out 13,616 books, an
increase of 1,188 over last year. More than just
storage of books takes place in this room. For little
ones who cannot yet read are provided picture puz-
zles and stereoscopic views, that they many early
learn to love the room and know it for their own.
Help is given to parents and teachers in book selec-
tion. Anniversaries of public interest are fittingly
noticed, and every year the record of bird arrivals is
kept by an exhibition of bird pictures, with dates as
reported by different observers. These date records
have been kept for sixteen years.
For several years during the winter, reading clubs
have been formed here, whose members should read
a specified number of books from lists prepared for
them. This year the club, including boys and girls,
numbered thirty-two; twenty-four finished the
course, and were presented with diplomas signed by
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the mayor, the secretary of the board, the librarian
and the children's librarian. These diplomas were
presented at a special meeting of the club held in the
lecture room, with appropriate exercises, and both
children and parents were much interested in the
outcome.
PERIODICALS
The library subscribes annually for one hundred
and twenty periodicals and receives forty by gift.
At the end of the year one daily newspaper is bound
for preservation and the other newspapers and mag-
azines of ephemeral value are sold or given away.
The others are bound and go into circulation or ref-
erence use. These bound magazines formed last
year 6 per cent, of the total circulation, the largest
per cent, of any one class outside of fiction. But their
more important use is in the reference department.
In no other way could be answered the innumerable
and varied questions that come from high school
pupils and college students, and debaters and study
clubs. A magazine that costs fifteen cents a single
number, or even thirty-five cents, and stays on the
reading tables for the current month, is then circu-
lated perhaps six or eight times, and when the vol-
ume is made up is bound at an expense of perhaps
one dollar and twenty-five cents and goes into gen-
eral circulation or reference use, certainly justifies
its expense, and the library would be sadly crippled
without the store of information that these maga-
zines, made available by indexes, furnish. The filing
of the periodicals is done by Miss Morrill. It is work
demanding care and accuracy.
The United States Government sends several use-
ful periodicals free; the Pan American Bulletin, the
Labor Review, Public health reports, Public roads,
Radio service, the Congressional Record, and other
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magazines. Government also sends many useful sci-
entific and practical publications, educational pam-
phlets, children's health circulars, farmers' bulletins
and agricultural research work. These are all made
accessible to the public and are increasingly used.
The shelves for storage of the material that the
„.iary is constantly acquiring have been for several
years unduly crowded. Relief nas now been provid-
ed by the construction of shelving in the larger store-
room up stairs, making it possible to keep here in
orderly and accessible form some of the sets of vol-
umes not often used, but urgently needed when
needed at all.
EXHIBITIONS
In these days when advertising, or publicity work
as it is now called, is resorted to not only by business
concerns but by churches, educational institutions,
and many libraries, this library has done little ex-
cept through exhibitions interesting to the public.
Four of these exhibitions have been held this year.
The first was in the spring, on the occasion of Better
Homes Week. Books were then displayed on archi-
tecture and building, house plans, decoration and
furnishing, sanitation and hygiene. In connection
with this was shown a collection of several hundred
attractive health posters, made by school children,
under the direction of the school health nurse. It
proved a most popular exhibit, and brought many
visits from parents and friends of the young artists.
During the fall there have been three exhibits.
The first, under the direction of Miss Parker, was
raaue up of especially desirable books for children
and followed the custom of most libraries, being
known cnroughout the country as Children's Book
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Week. It was visited by many children and parents
and set the standard of excellent books for young
people, not only for library reading, but for Christ-
mas gifts which should remain in the home.
The second exhibition was on the week of the an-
niversary of Armistice Day and consisted of a dis-
play of more than two hundred war posters, Ameri-
can and foreign. This collection was made by Miss
Devin, during the World war. It was a collection of
much interest, both from the historic and artistic
points of view. It is now packed away to remain un-
til the passing of years shall again bring it into notice
and recall the stirring events of that war time now
happily past.
The third exhibit, only recently brought to a close,
was that of amateur photography and was under the
direction of Miss Jenkins. Shown in connection with
it was the collection of pictures of historic houses of
Dover, inaugurated by the local chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution in connection
with the Boston Society for the Preservation of New
England antiques, which offered prizes for the best
collections exhibited. The secretary of the society
came from Boston to see the exhibit, and the films
of the photographs exhibited were afterward sent
to the Society to remain as their property in Boston,
but the photographs themselves were presented to
the library here to form part of our Dover material
in the historical room. It is a most valuable gift,
comprising about one hundred and fifty photographs
of old houses, exteriors, doorways, stairways, panel-
ing and old time furnishing. These pictures are to
be mounted in a scrap book, one house on a page,
with historical notes regarding the date of building,
the families occupying the place, and the present
ownership. It will form a collection of unique his-
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toric value, probably not to be duplicated elsewhere
in the state. The library already owns many pic-
tures of local interest, the early garrison houses, pres-
ent day and former public buildings, residences and
street scenes, numbering about three hundred and
fifty, also a postcard collection, numbering about
two hundred and fifty, and of especial interest, a col-
lection of portraits of Dover men, from the days of
Hanserd Knollys and Jeremy Belknap, down through
the years to the present time. This collection num-
bers more than a thousand and includes men in all
walks of life. Whenever an exhibit of these por-
traits is made, people come and sit for hours over
albums and scrapbooks, recognizing old friends and
reviving memories of a long ago past. Mention has
been made in these annual reports of the financial
value of the collections in the historical room, but it
may not be amiss to specify here that the room con-
tains the first Dover papers.
The Phenix—1792 and 1793.
The Sun—1796 to 1818, not complete.
Local Record—1869 to 1872, incomplete.
The Enquirer—1828 to 1900, complete.
The Gazette—1825 to 1873, complete.
Foster's Daily Democrat—1872 to date, nearly
complete.
Dover Daily Republican—1880 to 1900, incom-
plete.
Evening News—1911 to 1913, incomplete.
These are all Dover papers. There are also many
pamphlets relating to early Dover, old clubs and so-
cieties, old fire companies, the first schools here and
church records.
In addition to the Dover material, the room con-
tains an almost complete set of New Hampshire town
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histories, many family genealogies and complete
files of:
New England Historical and Genealogical Reg-
ister, 80 volumes.
New Hampshire Genealogical Record, 7 volumes.
Mayflower descendant, 26 volumes.
Granite Monthly, 57 volumes.
Granite State Magazine, 6 volumes.
Maine Historical and Genealogical Recorder, 9
volumes.
Collections of the Essex Institute, 61 volumes.
New Hampshire Law reports, 80 volumes.
York deeds, 18 volumes.
Soldiers and sailors of Massachusetts, 17 volumes.
Provincial and State papers of New Hampshire,
33 volumes; including the Revolutionary Rolls, 4 vol-
umes.
These are valuable books to own and constitute
riches in themselves. But the real wealth of a libra-
ry consists not only in the abundance of its posses-
sions, but even more in the desires and purposes of
those who have the material in charge, and who by
patience and tact and scholarship make it available
to the public. In this regard this library is unusually
fortunate, for the assistants here make unwearied
efforts that every person using the library shall find
the information he seeks, no matter how obscure,
or the pleasure he desires, however varied his tastes.
The librarian takes pleasure in making public recog-
nition of this willing and efficient service. And to
the trustees, as for many years past, she returns
grateful acknowledgments for their long continued








Cash on hand January 1, 1926 $ 7.50
Received from fines 347.12
Received from reserve cards 6.00
Received from out of town registrations 19.00
Received from sale of 1 volume Dover
Historical collections ' 2.50
Received from sale of old fixtures .50
Received from sale of old paper 1.00
EXPENDITURES
Paid to the treasurer
Expended for incidentals as by itemized
monthly report to the trustees



















Adult fiction . .
1922
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Number of days open for circulation of books 304
Average daily circulation 214
Largest circulation in one day 572
Smallest circulation in one day 68
Number of books lost in circulation 3
Registration of adults in town 177
Registration of out-of-town borrowers 19
Registration in children's room 183
Total registration during the year 379
Reading room attendance, week day 13,050
Reading room attendance, Sunday 1,190
Children's room attendance 12,693
ACCESSIONS

















Many hundreds of periodicals, consisting of un-
bound files, duplicates and incomplete sets, care-
fully arranged for consultation.
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STATISTICS IN THE FORM RECOMMENDED BY THE
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Report for the year ending December 31, 1926.
Population of city, census of 1920, 13,029.
Terms of use. Free to all inhabitants of the city.
Total number of agencies: One central library.
Number of days open during the year, 304.
Hours open each week for lending, 72.
Hours open each week for reading, 76.
Adult
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Books and music $ 1,047.73
Periodicals 358.45
Binding 448.55
Salaries, library service 5,647.81







In accordance with the laws of the State of New
Hampshire, the school committee of the city of Do-
ver presents its report for the year 1926, it being the
fifty-fifth in the series of reports of the city district.
THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 1926
CHOSEN BY THE PEOPLE
Members Term Expires
Melvin B. Pray Ward 1, Jan., 1928
Luke H. McEwan Ward 1, Jan., 1927
Ernest C. Lord Ward 2, Jan., 1928
Charles A. Cloutman Ward 2, Jan., 1927
Frank R. Bliss Ward 3, Jan., 1928
Frances S. Hall Ward 3, Jan., 1927
James F. Whitehead Ward 4, Jan., 1928
Elizabeth C. Sawyer Ward 4, Jan., 1927
George E. Brennan Ward 5, Jan., 1928
Michael Duffy Ward 5, Jan., 1927
Hon. Charles E. T. Caswell, Mayor, ex-officio.
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS
Members Term Expires
George D. McDuffee Ward 1, Jan., 1927
Helen Pollard Ward 2, Jan., 1928
Elwill S. Shortridge Ward 3, Jan., 1927
Norman E. Seavey Ward 4, Jan., 1928
Ruth E. Holt Ward 5, Jan., 1927
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Annual meeting—The second Thursday in Janu-
ary, at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday in each









Finance and Claims:—Whitehead, Caswell, Sea-
vey, Bliss, Shortridge, Sawyer, McDuffee (ex-officio).
Text-Books:—Bliss, Hall, Holt, McEwan, Pollard.
Music and Drawing:—Duffy, Whitehead, Pray,
Sawyer, McEwan.
Health:—Bliss, Pray, Shortridge, Holt, Pollard.
High School:—McDuffee (ex-officio). Bliss, Pray,
Hall, Duffy, Lord.
Grammar School:—Hall, Seavey, Brennan, Pol-
lard, Cloutman.
Primary Schools:—Pray, Whitehead, Shortridge,
McEwan, Holt.
Suburban Schools:—McEwan, Sawyer, Holt, Lord,
Cloutman.
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Industrial Training:—Seavey, Pray, Shortridge,
Cloutman, Lord.
Evening Schools:—Sawyer, McEwan, Duffy,
Whitehead.
Truancy:—Brennan, Holt, Lord, Pollard, Clout-
man.






Office hours:—On school days, 8 to 8.30 A. M.;
Mondays and Fridays, 7.30 to 8.30 P. M.; Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 5 P. M. ; Saturdays,












FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1926-1927
All schools open September 7, 1926. Fifteen
weeks to December 17, 1926.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open January 3, 1927. Eight weeks
to February 25, 1927.
Vacation one week.
All schools open March 7, 1927. Eight weeks to
April 29, 1927.
Vacation one week.
All schools open May 9, 1927. High school seven
weeks to June 24, 1927. Grade schools 6 weeks to
June 17, 1927.
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1927-1928
All schools open September 6, 1927. Fifteen
weeks to December 16, 1927.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open January 2, 1928. Eight weeks
to February 24, 1928.
Vacation one week.
All schools open March 5, 1928. Eight weeks to
April 27, 1928.
Vacation one week.
All schools open May 7, 1928. Grade schools six
weeks to June 15, 1928. High school seven weeks to
June 22, 1928.
*'no school signal"
The ''no school" signal, viz.: 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2,
struck at 7.40 o'clock, A. M., shall be considered as
a notification that no forenoon session will be held in
any of the graded schools; when struck at 7.55, the
signal shall apply to the grammar and primary
schools only. The signal for no afternoon session
shall be struck at 11.15 A. M. or 12.45 P. M. The
steam gong to be used in addition to bells.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND CLAIMS
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
To THE School Committee:
The committee on finance and claims of the school
committee herewith submits a report of the receipts
and expenditures for the year ending December 31,
1926.
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1926 $ 104.99
Appropriation 107,000.00
Tuition 4,263.50




Rent of assembly hall (high school) . . . 25.00
Drew funds 76.00
Perkins' Medal fund 28.00
Income from M. A. and M. T. depart-
ments 130.00
Sale of books 12.62
Refund, Gregg Publishing Co 11.71
Refund, oil drums returned 28.00
Refund, evening school payroll 22.00
Refund, coal account 328.90
Total receipts $117,237.50
Total expenditures 116,972.99




Salaries of district officers . $ 225.00
Superintendent's excess sal-
ary 1,800.00
Truant officer and school cen-
sus 749.35








Flags and appurtenances . . 53.87






Janitors' salaries $ 5,481.68
Fuel 7,215.46
Water, light and janitor sup-
plies 2,249.31




Health supervision $ 1,480.05
Transportation of pupils . . . 6,449.31













Expended for eyes $ 76.00
Total expenditures $116,972.99
JAMES F. WHITEHEAD,










To THE School Committee:
I have the honor to submit herewith my ninth an-
nual report, which includes the special reports and
the usual tables and statistics.
the new addition to the high school
The outstanding event in the school department
this year was the ''New Addition to the High School."
This is the first ''new building" program which has
been accomplished by a Dover school committee
within a period of 23 years. It is rather an ambi-
tious program and involves a considerable outlay of
money. That additional school space was needed
is made evident by the manner in which its concep-
tion by the chairman of the board was approved by
the school committee and put through by the mayor
and city government. A bare sketch of the action
of the school committee and the city government
is shown by the following records:
Dover, N. H., Jan. 7, 1926.
To THE School Committee:
The committee on high school herewith sets forth
certain conditions obtaining in our school system,
and makes a recommendation to relieve and to rem-
edy them:
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CONDITIONS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
(1) This building is crowded for the use of high
school pupils, as two of the rooms are occupied by the
7th and 8th grades, making it necessary to use a
small teachers' room and the assembly hall as class
rooms.
(2) Furthermore, there is no suitable place in
this building where students can eat their lunch in
clean and sanitary surroundings. The present ar-
rangements for lunch are unsatisfactory in the ex-
treme.
(3) We have a director of physical training who
is doing good work, but the development and growth
of this training is hampered by the lack of a gymna-
sium. One should be built into our school system in
order that our boys and girls may receive the full
benefit of our system of physical training—such a
gymnasium could also provide a suitable assembly
room for all the high school students, which is im-
possible in our present small hall.
CONDITIONS IN THE MECHANIC ARTS DEPARTMENT
This department has grown in numbers and equip-
ment until the present quarters in the basement of
the city building are crowded beyond what is neces-
sary for its best work, and no room is left for ex-
pansion. Even this year, part of this department has
overflowed into the ward room, crowding and incon-
veniencing the manual training department.
Our present quarters in the basement of the city
building were a makeshift at best, and as this de-
partment has grown, are at present wholly inade-
quate, especially in the matter of heat and toilets,
for the best work. A new building should provide
for this.
CONDITIONS AT THE SHERMAN SCHOOL
This building has long years ago been declared
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unfit for modern school purposes. It is the oldest
school building in our city. A new building should
provide for the three grades housed there. In view
of the conditions outlined, the committee on high
school recommends to the school committee that a
request be transmitted to the mayor and city councils
asking that early action be taken, with a view to
building an addition to the high school, to provide:
(1) Suitable accommodations for the mechanic
arts department of the high school and the manu-
al training department of the grade schools.
(2) A gymnasium.






Committee on High School.
The city government replied to this communica-
tion as follows:
Dover, N. H., Feb. 5, 1926.
Norman E. Seavey, Secretary of School Committee:
Dear Sir:—I am enclosing herewith copy of the
resolution adopted by the city councils last evening,
appointing a committee tq serve jointly with a com-
mittee of like number from the school committee, to
take under advisement the communication and ac-
companying recommendations submitted by your





Resolved by the City Councils of the City of
Dover :
That a special committee consisting of his honor,
the Mayor, Aldermen Wentworth and Dame, Coun-
cilmen Brackett, Varney and McKenney, be, and
hereby is appointed to serve jointly with a like num-
ber of members to be appointed by the school com-
mittee, to consider the subject of additional accom-
modations for the pupils in our public schools, said
joint special committee at its convenience to submit to
these councils such report and recommendations as in
its opinion the exigencies of the case may seem to
warrant or that will best serve the public welfare.
Any expense incident to such investigation, upon the
approval of the Mayor, to be paid from the appropri-
ation to be provided for contingent expenses.
The following six members of the school com-
mittee were appointed to serve jointly with the six
members from the city councils: Chairman George
D. McDuffee, James F. Whitehead, Norman E. Sea-
vey, Frances S. Hall, Frank R. Bliss and Melvin B.
Pray.
This joint special committee reported in part as
follows:
''We find, after investigation, that the statement
of school conditions is a true statement and that the
recommendation for an addition to the high school
to remedy these conditions is fullj^ warranted. We
have carefully examined the plans submitted by
three architects for a building to meet the needs of
the schools and unanimously recommend the- plans
of Architect J. Edward Richardson of Dover. The
main features embodied in these plans are as fol-
lows:
(1) The floor space furnishes the mechanic arts
department over 12,000 square feet, or about twice
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the size of the present floor space in the basement
of the city building. This relieves the crowded con-
dition there and will allow this important depart-
ment of our school system additional facilities for
better work.
(2) A gymnasium, 60x90 feet. This will pro-
vide facilities for improved athletic work now a part
of the regular curriculum of our public schools. In
addition to this, there will be seven class rooms. It
provides space for the two grades now located in the
high school building and the three grades now lo-
cated in the Sherman school. The plans provide
further for a new chimney and new boilers to serve
the present high school and the library and also the
new proposed addition. This change is recommend-
ed in order to do away with the present faulty venti-
lation of the present high school building.
We find that the approximate cost of such a build-
ing will be $204,800.00, of which $7,000.00 would
be a proportional part of the cost for the new boilers
to serve the present high school and the library, and
$10,000 for equipment, making an approximate total
cost of $214,800.00. We recommend that a commit-
tee be appointed to take immediate steps to secure
bids on the construction of such a building and the
incidental costs.
J. E. WiGNOT, Secretary High School Build-
ing Committee, Dover, N. H.:
The city government replied as follows:
Dover, N. H., May 7, 1926.
Dear Sir:—I am enclosing a copy of a resolution
adopted by the city councils last evening, which I
trust you will bring to the attention of your commit-





Whereas, these councils view with favor the re-
port and recommendations of the joint special com-
mittee appointed by the city councils and the school
committee to procure plans and estimate of cost of
an annex to the high school building, and accept
said report as a report of progress. In the interest of
public policy, however, it would seem desirable that
definite information be obtained as to the ultimate
cost of carrying out the plans as approved by the
school committee before committing the city of Do-
ver to an enterprise where the aggregate cost may
vary materially from the estimate as submitted in
said report. Therefore be it
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of
Dover :
That said joint special committee be and hereby is
instructed to continue with the work committed to
it, and secure bids from competent contractors for
the construction of the proposed annex agreeably
to the plans submitted by J. Edward Richardson, ar-
chitect, and approved by the school committee, and
report in detail to these councils for final action be-
fore the contract for the construction of said annex
is awarded.
The joint special committee ''continued the work
committed to it" and secured bids from eleven contrac-
tors ranging from the highest, $229,820, to the low-
est, $184,980, on the general contract; and, on the
heating contract, bids from seven contractors ranging
from the highest, $42,490, to the lowest, $27,500.
A detailed report was made to the city government,
whose action is stated substantially in the following
communication:
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Dover, N. H., August 7, 1926.
Mr. Norman E. Seavey, Secretary of the School
Committee, Dover, N. H.:
Dear Sir:—I am enclosing herewith copies of
three documents which were severally passed by the
city councils at a special meeting held for that pur-
pose on Friday evening, August 6, 1926.
(1) A resolution accepting the report of the
joint special committee appointed to secure plans
and estimates of cost of constructing and equipping
the proposed annex to the high school building.
(2) A resolution concurring with the school com-
mittee in approving the plans submitted by J. Ed-
ward Richardson, architect, for such annex, and the
appointment of six members of the city government
to serve with an equal number of members from the
school committee as a building committee.
(3) A resolution authorizing the hiring of $233,-





The building committee of twelve members was
finally authorized to get down to the business of
having the proposed new addition built. A detailed
report of their many meetings would be too volumin-
ous to incorporate in this report. Suffice it to say
that the committee worked hard, and long, and har-
moniously. No bickerings of any sort marred the
deliberations of this body of eleven men and one
woman. The examination of architects' plans had
been conducted without a trace of partiality and
with uncommon labor and patience. Specifications
were gotten out as soon as it was humanly possible
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by Architect J. Edward Richardson, and actual con-
struction was begun early in the fall. It should be
completed, equipped and ready for use when schools
open in September, 1927.
However, the new building does not complete the
plans to remove the crowded condition of the high
school. To accomplish this, there still remains the
work of remodelling the assembly room of the old
building into classrooms. This remodelling was one
of the essential features of the building program
and, if this were left undone, the high school would
still be left crowded and crippled for room. When
this remodelling is done, the building program as
planned will be complete, and the greatest improve-
ment in our school system within a generation will
have been accomplished.
The ''Better Schools League" of Chicago says:
"Few people realize how important a factor are
our public schools in the prosperity and growth of
a community—purely a commercial viewpoint. We
measure the products of our schools in terms of cul-
tural and educational value, their spiritual influence,
their part in developing better citizenship, their
work in equipping our youth to meet the problems
of life. These primary products are of first impor-
tance and it is a wholesome condition that they are
so stressed. However, we often overlook the fact
that a community without an effective school sys-
tem may be not only lacking in these essential ele-
ments, but likely to be equally as far behind in mate-
rial prosperity.
''When the time comes for a family to change its
residence, a location accessible to an efficient school
is of first concern. This is true in intra as well as
inter-city movements. Realty values are affected by
proximity to the class room. A good school will sur-
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round itself with a solid population of industrious
families; families whose wants must be supplied,
who build up church memberships, patronize shops
and stores, give their patronage to the professions,
and thus fill the arteries of trade with the blood of
business.
'The Better Schools League calls attention to this
pnase of school influence, an influence that aids in
building up the business welfare of a district as well
as leading in the mental and ethical development of
its youth. A substantial, sightly and well-equipped
school plant, manned by a teaching force of per-
sonality and power, with adequate facilities for
study and play, is a source of prestige, a worthy as-
set to city district or country town. Such a school
atmosphere makes for stability and solidity in the
property surroundings, increasing land values
through its influence on the character of the neigh-
borhood and on the volume of trade.
*'We have the testimony of a former cabinet mem-
ber who has said that ambitious citizens will go
where education may be had for their children. The
same point is emphasized in the story of another
prominent American who tells of his father's leaving
the back-woods of the Ozark Mountains because
there were available but three months of school.
'My father packed our belongings in a covered wag-
on,' he relates, 'and went to a new state—and we
moved out of a three months' school into a nine
months' one, with a free high school.'
"This leads us to wonder how desirable are new
residents to a community who are not sufficiently in-
terested in their children to inquire regarding school
advantages before establishing a new home. It has
been said, 'We can judge of a civilization as well as
an individual by the way childhood is treated.'
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'This is a view of a by-product of our schools, a
form of public service to the community that should
impress residents who have no occasion to utilize
the schools as well as -non-resident property owners,
both of whom sometimes feel that they have taxa-
tion without proportionate benefits.
'The importance of the products and by-products
of our schools may be summarized in the words of
Herbert Hoover, 'If we were to suppress our educa-
tional system for a single generation, the equipment
would decay, the most of our people would die of
starvation, and intellectually and spiritually we
should slip back four thousand j^ears in human prog-
ress. We could recover the loss of any other big
business in a few years—but not this one.' "
ADDITIONS TO THE TEACHING FORCE
While the outstanding event of the year has been
the "New Addition to the High School," an event
of great importance occurred in the primary schools
early in September. It developed that an uncom-
monly large number of children presented them-
selves for admission in the four first grades, all of
which enrolled over 50 pupils, and one over 60.
This was surely a crowded condition beyond the
point where good work could be expected. An addi-
tional first grade teacher became a necessity. The
vacant room in the Sherman school was speedily
put into condition by the committee on school house
repairs, and the school committee elected Miss Doro-
thy Latham as teacher of the new Sherman first
grade. Without a doubt, we shall need an additional
second grade room and teacher in September, 1927.
It was found, also, that the increase in the number
of students in the mechanic arts department of the
high school was so great that an additional teacher
became a necessity. Mr. Walter D. Hayes, a grad-
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uate of Bowdoin College, was elected. This addi-
tion to the faculty relieves both the high school
proper and the mechanic arts department.
CHANGES AND TRANSFERS IN THE TEACHING FORCE
The following high school teachers resigned or
declined to renew their contracts for another year:
Hazel W. Hollenbeck, Gertrude L. McDaniel, Mary
Jenness, Maurice P. Smith, Alice Fernald.
The following teachers were elected to fill these
vacancies: Marjorie D. Groah, Myrtle L. Grover,
Mabel Hayes, Ernest F. Forbes, Esther H. Young.
The following elementary teachers resigned or
declined to renew their contracts for another year:
Esther M. Thierault, fifth grade, Sherman school;
Mabel S. Fanning, eighth grade. Central school;
Marjorie S. Smith, Upper Neck school; Zennie B.
Collins, first grade. Pierce school; Albert B. Hoag,
manual training.
Ella M. Folsom was transferred from the Sher-
man eighth grade to the Central eighth grade and
Edna I. Ordway was transferred from the Hale, first
grade, to the Pierce, first grade.
The following teachers were elected to fill these
vacancies: Gladys M. Warren, fifth grade, Sherman
school; Julia Bishop, eighth grade, Sherman school;
Ruth K. Raynes, Upper Neck School; Frances M.
Cartland, first grade. Hale school; Cecil A. Graves,
manual training.
TUITION RATES
The rate charged outside towns for tuition in the
high school has been raised from $70 to $90. When
one considers that the average cost per pupil in t
high schools of the state last year was $155.22, a tui-
tion charge of $90 seems a very moderate one.
The rate for elementary pupils is also very low
in comparison with the average cost per pupil in
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the state. The tuition charge in Dover is $30 per
pupil per year for the grammar grades, and $25 in
the primary grades. The average for the state in
the elementary schools is $79.13.
I commend to your earnest consideration the re-
ports of the headmaster and special teachers.
They are worthy of careful thought because they
show in some detail the work of our schools. It
should be a source of satisfaction to you that our
schools are generally spoken of in the community as
good schools, our teachers always referred to as
excellent teachers; and, that you, yourselves, are
looked upon as a thoughtful, intelligent body of men
and women who have shown a deep appreciation of
the responsibilities of your office and a broad civic
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leave school at the completion of their work in the
eighth grade. So far as my knowledge goes, this is
not true in the ungraded schools of the surrounding
towns.
Nearly all of these boys and girls, who finish the
work of the eight grades, are anxious to graduate
from some academy or high school.
On account of our educational facilities, the major
part of these young people enter our school.
That pupils might be distributed in class divisions
of reasonable size, under competent instructors in
their departments, the school committee has been
ready to employ additional teachers as needed.
In a school of the size of Dover high, parents
should not expect individual instruction, but they
do expect that the management shall so classify stu-
dents that they may have an opportunity for good
classroom teaching.
Two-thirds of the annual failures come from the
freshman class. In many cases this is due to a failure
on the part of the students to adjust themselves to
the requirements of the secondary school program.
It is very difficult to convince such pupils that they
should remain in school, even though it may take
five years to obtain a diploma.
After completing their program in the high school,
many five-year students have made commendable
records in post-graduate work. This fact should en-
courage the young people to remain in school.
ENROLLMENT OF CLASSES
Term 1.
Candidates for diplomas in June, 1927:
1st year 2nd year 3rd year 4th year Totals
Boys 86 64 36 33 219
Girls 79 52 36 36 203
165 116 72 69 422
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Graduates of the city grammar schools:
The tabulation below will give the per cent, of





The per cent, of admissions for the past nine years
:
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Total average 51 49
The enrollment for the past term was two hun-
dred nineteen boys and two hundred three girls.
Enrollment by courses:
Class Sci. Com'l M. A. D. A. Gen. Total
BG BG EG BGBG BG
Seniors 2 17 13 12 8 5 10 2 69
Juniors 2 14 12 4 15 9 4 9 3 72
Sophomores 12 21 24 1 2 19 24 10 2 1 116
Freshmen 11 20 29 2 50 43 9 10 165
27 72 78 1 8 96 84 28 22 6 422
Enrollment by subjects:
English literature and rhetoric 427
American history 76
Modern history 26
Zoology and botany 94
Mathematics (not including commercial arith-
metic) 346
Physics 68
Industrial history and commercial geography 30
Bookkeeping 45
Business law and political economy 21




Greek and Roman history 28
Freehand drawing
Domestic arts (four classes) 26
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Commercial arithmetic and penmanship ... 57
Mechanic arts (four classes) 82
MECHANIC ARTS PUPILS BY CLASSES
Seniors 8 or approximately 11.6^;^ of the class.
Juniors 9 or approximately 12.5 5; of the class.
Sophomores 24 or approximately 20.7% of the
class.
Freshmen 43 or approximately 26% of the class.
Entrance enrollment for the past nine years:
1918
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boards, bookends, book racks, magazine racks, ta-
bles, library tables, porch chairs, foot stools, tabo-
rets,, cedar chests, desks, hall seat, chairs,
WOODTURNING
Circular tables, stands, taborets, floor lamps, reading
lamps, candle sticks, rolling pins, collar and jewel
boxes, screw driver handles, bench vise handles,
legs for stools, tables and stands.
PATTERNMAKING
Patterns for an edge sander completed, complete
set of patterns and core boxes for a bench lathe,
ten-inch bench drill press, patterns for repair parts
when necessary for repairs and upkeep of equip-
ment, patterns for gears, guards, brackets, pulleys
and back-rest.
MACHINE SHOP PRACTICE
Two bench drill presses completely finished, three
others partly completed, a bench lathe nearly fin-
ished, two bench vises completed, gears, worms,




Seniors 5 or approximately 7.2% of the class.
Juniors 4 or approximately 5.5% of the class.
Sophomores 10 or approximately 8.6% of the class.
Freshmen 9 or approximately 5.4% of the class.
All young women interested in domestic projects
should enter this department. It is an excellent op-
portunity to obtain a training which will be of in-
estimable value in the home.
On parent night, November 12, much of the work
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completed during the past term was displayed for
inspection.
After suitable rooms have been provided and
equipped for this work, it is expected that the enroll-
ment will increase.
INSTRUCTION TRIPS
The following is a list of the trips taken in connec-
tion with the domestic arts work
:
1. Pacific Mills.
2. American Woolen Company.
3. Bro-Be-Co.
4. M. & M. Bakery.
5. Royal Restaurant.
6. Twin State Gas and Electric Company.
7. Keenan's Electric Store.
8. Mrs. Jenness' home.
9. Mrs. Pinkham's home.
10. Dover Water Works.
11. P.F.Casey.
12. Littlefield, Frary & Company.
13. E. Morrill Furniture Company.
14. F. W. Hanson Company.
15. Domestic Science Department.
16. Lothrop's Music Rooms.
17. Morton's Studio.
18. Prime Furniture Company.




Underwear: Bloomers, slips, step-ins, envelopes,
pajamas.
Outside garments : Woolen dresses, cotton
dresses, silk dresses, blouses, skirts.
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A newspaper commented as follows:
'The prize speaking contest, in which students at
the local high school took part last evening at the
assembly hall in the school building, proved to be
one of the keenest competitions which has been put
on here for the coveted Perkins' gold medal. The
eleven contestants showed marked ability through-
out and gave the judges a difficult task in making
their selection of the winners. The work of the con-
testants was generally conceded, by those making up
the large and appreciative audience, as the finest
which has characterized an event of this kind in Do-
ver. That there are a great many capable speakers
in the local high school was impressively demon-
strated by their clever work last night. The music
for the occasion was furnished by the high school or-
chestra ; and its work, as in the past, was commented
on highly. The young artists responsible for the
musical selections deserve much credit for the fault-
less manner in which each was rendered."
PRIZES
The class of 1927 won the trophy for excellence in
scholarship. The gold medal for excellence in ora-
tory was awarded to Elizabeth Wingate Smith. The
second prize, a five dollar gold piece, was presented
to Annie Vickery Header.
COURSES OF STUDY
The six courses of study in Dover high school are
sufficiently varied in character to meet the needs
of the pupils.
The students who entered higher institutions in
September, 1925, made commendable records. In
September, 1926, about forty-five matriculated in
normal school, college or university.
The registrar of the University of New Hampshire
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told me that Dover, without its graduates in sur-
rounding towns, sent to the University two and one-
half times as many students according to population
as any other town in the state. This proves conclu-
sively that Dover boys and girls are anxious for a lib-
eral education.
FUNDAMENTALS
It was suggested by the state department that
high school pupils keep active the skills acquired in
the elementary schools. Consequently, during the
second semester, a considerable time was devoted to
the fundamental processes in arithmetic, spelling,
geography and writing. This consumed the first
fifteen minutes after the morning exercises for four
days each week. The pupils and teachers were in-
terested in this new departure, and apparently ex-
cellent results were attained.
Examinations in two of the above-mentioned sub-
jects were sent out by the state department near the
close of the school year in June to the various high
schools in the state, with a view to ascertaining
whether or not the secondary schools give reason-
able time and attention to the fundamentals of the
elementary grades. Such tests were given, corrected
and returned to the state officials at Concord.
DRAMATICS
On March 19, the senior class presentea m the
opera house, 'The Charm School," a comedy in
three acts, by Alice Duer Miller and Robert Milton.
As in former years, the actors did remarkably well
for amateurs. The play was a dramatic and finan-
cial success.
A newspaper commented on the play as follows:
*'The Dover high school seniors staged a strictly
modern play last night before a capacity audience
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at the city opera house, a play with a message, en-
titled, ''The Charm School," a comedy in three acts,
based on Alice Duer Miller's story. It was the first
time in several years that the school has departed
from the classic forms of drama. The piece proved
a big hit with the audience. The cast, composed of
ten girls and six boys, was exceptionally well pre-
pared for the performance as the result of ten weeks
devoted to rehearsals under a dramatic coach of
much experience."
The cast of characters was as follows:
Austin Bevans Allen L. Paterson
David MacKensie George C. Cornell
George Boyd ' Daniel N. Perkins
Jim Simpkins Melville L. Clark
Tim Simpkins John W. Hill
Homer Johns Harry R. Smith
Elsie Benedotti Louise M. Hughes
Miss Hays Louise S. Young
Miss Curtis Edmee A. Boulanger
Sally Boyd Marie J. McGrail
Muriel Doughty Dorothy A. Sewell
Ethel Spelvin Anna K. Buckley
Alex Mercier Hope A. Amsden
Lillian Stafford Maude E. Morse
Madge Kent Beatrice E. Clark
Dotsie Amelia G. King
The musical feature of the evening was the play-
ing of the high school orchestra, under the direction
of the music teacher.
The proceeds of the play were used to purchase
much-needed bookcases for the second corridor and
oflfice, and also reference books. It is intended each
year that additions will be made until the school has
a supply of reference books in connection with all
subjects on the daily program.
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ASSEMBLY PERIODS
Committees consisting of teachers and scholars,
were appointed early in the fall to arrange pro-
grams for assembly periods on Thursday of each
week. The pupils were always ready to co-operate
in this departure from the daily routine. The week-
ly assembly period w^as one of the most interesting
features of the student activity. On such occasions,
the music instructor had charge of both instrumental
and vocal selections. This teacher presented some
very interesting programs at these gatherings. She
was full of enthusiasm and inspired the student body
in this work. The character and quality of her in-
struction were of a high order, and her weekly efforts
were universally enjoyed.
Many written themes, on leading topics of the day,
were prepared by pupils under the guidance of the
teachers in the various departments, and presented
on these occasions. The programs were sufficiently
varied in character to lend interest to all concerned.
Frequently, men and women, specialists in their own
work, were invited to address the assembly. Such
contributions were welcomed by the pupils, and
tended to break up the monotony of their daily
routine.
The character of the weekly assembly programs
may be noted from the following:
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A Talk on ''The Constitution of the United States"




The athletic council had charge of all athletic ac-
tivities. Approximately one hundred and seventy-
seven students out of a total enrollment of four hun-
dred and twenty-two contributed ten cents weekly
for the support of the same. In addition, tickets
were sold to interested citizens at $1.00 for each
series of games. During the year an excellent show-
ing was made in football, baseball and basketball.
No scholastic standard was set to entitle a pupil to
participate in these sports, except, that every can-
didate must be a regular student in the school, pur-
suing the required work in one of the six curricula.
Before a pupil could engage in a contest, a letter
was required of his or her parent, giving consent of
the latter to the participation of his son or daughter
in athletics, and his willingness to assume all respon-
sibility for possible injury. Through money received
from the athletic contests, and the student body, the
school was able to support good, healthful exercise
along this line.
Class schedules were arranged for both boys and
girls, in order to give as many as possible an oppor-
tunity to share in athletics. The management aimed
to keep the same free from outside interference. It
must be remembered that the better citizen will be
the one who played the game fair, and lost, rather
than the one who cheated to win. Under no condi-
tion will the opportunity to take part in athletics be
abused. Parents should insist that their sons and
daughters be required to pass a physical examina-
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tion before they are permitted to participate in such
activity. Possibly the physicians of the city would
give their services to aid such a worthy object as the
health of the young people in our schools.
This publication has increased in popularity and
subscriptions during the past year. The editorials
showed the sincere efforts of the young writers, who
endeavored to instill into the hearts of their school-
mates the great lessons of truth, service and respon-
sibility.
DEBATING
Debating proved to be the most interesting sub-
ject for the senior work. Local, national, and inter-
national topics were discussed. The ''champion"
debaters in each section met in an interclass contest
at the end of the year. This departure from the
regular method of class-room instruction was suc-
cessful. The social instinct was given an opportu-
nity for development, use and self expression. De-
bates have a tendency to increase open-mindedness,
besides finding unexpected leaders and improving
class-room spirit and general attitude of the students.
The leaders in these ultra activities developed con-






MARCH—"Pomp and Circumstance" Elgar
SCHOOL ORCHESTRA
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Address to the Graduates
LEE S. McCOLLESTER, D. D., Tufts College, Mass.
MINUET—A L'antique Paderewski
THE ORCHESTRA
SOLOS— (a) "May Day Morn" Slater
EDITH LOUISE STONE
(b) "The Lure of the Sea" Mason
DOROTHY ELLSWORTH NASON
(c) The Armourer's Song DeKoven
HARRY RUSSELL SMITH, JR.
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Presentation of Certificates and Prizes
A MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
SONG—"Hail Us, Ye Free" Verdi
THE SENIORS
MUSIC—Class Ode.
Words by MARY FRANCES BARTON
Music by LEONA MARYBELLE LAPRISE
Now our High School life is ending.
We must bid a sad Good Bye
To the many sunny hours
We have spent at Dover High.
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That their work was not in vain;
To our duties we will scatter,
Some may journey to afar,
But we'll ne'er forget our High School
No matter where we are.
And when life seems dark and dreary,
A fond Light will shine above;
We'll be ever cheered by mem'ries
Of the teachers that we loved.
We will prove that we are grateful,
That their work was not in vain;
If we carry on their efforts




Classical :—Gladys Pearl Marguerite Allen, Hope
Adelaide Amsden, Edmee Adeline Boulanger, Anna
Kathryn Buckley, Aleen Beatrice Hall, Elizabeth
Benton Hatch, Louise May Hughes, Grace Florence
Lockwood, Dorothy Ellsworth Nason, Allen Lemont
Paterson, Daniel Nahum Perkins, Agnes Marie Red-
den, Heloise Elsie Richard, Dorothy Augusta Sewell,
Edith Louise Stone.
Scientific :—James Leon Brown, Melville Laforest
Clark, Roslyn Caverly Durgin, George Wentworth
Emerson, Jr., Alfred Charles Flayhan, Albion Reed
Hodgdon, James Matthew Jackson, James Philip
McCann, James Daniel McShane, John Herbert
Meader, Lawrence Rudolph Nealley, Harry Russell
Smith, Jr., George Edward Tuttle, George Wilder
Watson, Cecil Agnew Wentworth, William Milner
Whiteley, Louise Shackford Young.
Commercial:—Mary Frances Barton, Bernice
Helen Bumford, Rose Frances Carville, Ruth Mildred
Davis, Yvonne Claudia Dube, Aletha Viola Hersey,
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Arline Evelyn King, Doris Evelyn Landry, Leona
Marybelle Laprise, Susanna Monks, Maude Eastman
Morse, Mary Theresa O'Brien, Eleanor Mauritia
Redden, Elsie Maud Stimpson, Ruth Evelyth Wal-
lace.
Domestic Arts:—Alma Ernestine Brandeis, Bea-
trice Ethel Clark, Amelia Grace King, Ruth Hazel
Langley, Eloise Lord, Hazel Irene Smith, Helen May
Sterling.
Mechanic Arts :—Elmer Vincent Andrev^s, Byron
Andrew Berry, George Gate Cornell, Sylvester
George Fitzgerald, Harold Alton Howell, Joseph
Arthur St. Peter.
General:—Thomas Clifford Couser, Evangeline
Durgin, Edith Gertrude Kelley, Margaret Lang,
Marie Jeannette McGrail.
The following graduates entered post-graduate
institutions in September:
University of New Hampshire :—Hope Adelaide
Amsden, Mary Frances Barton, Edmee Adeline
Boulanger, Anna Kathryn Buckley, Rose Frances
Carville, Beatrice Ethel Clark, Melville Laforest
Clark, Thomas Clifford Couser, Evangeline Durgin,
Roslyn Caverly Durgin, Alfred Charles Flayhan,
Malcolm Daley Goodwin, '25, Albion Reed
Hodgdon, Harold Alton Howell, James Matthew
Jackson, Grace Florence Lockwood, James Philip
McCann, Marie Jeannette McGrail, Elizabeth
McRae, '24, James Daniel McShane, Dorothy
Ellsworth Nason, Daniel Nahum Perkins, Heloise
Elsie Richard, Dorothy Augusta Sewell, Harry
Russell Smith, Jr., Edith Louise Stone, Ruth
Evelyth Wallace, George Wilder Watson, Cecil Ag-
new Wentworth, Louise Shackford Young.
Dartmouth College:—Thomas Cushing Dunning-
ton, '25.
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College of New Rochelle :—Louise May Hughes.
Beaver College:—Doris Ann Lockwood, '25.
Wheelock Kindergarten :—Elizabeth Benton
Hatch.
Keene Normal:—Ronald Everett Nutter, '25, Ce-
cil Newton Heath, '24, Eleanor Mauritia Redden.
Plymouth Normal :—A'een Beatrice Hall, Ruth
Evelyn Horlor, '25, Edith Gertrude Kelley.
Elliott Hospital, Manchester:—Hazel Irene Smith.
TEACHERS
The teaching force in the high school consists of
men and women who are, for the most part, special-
ists in the subjects that they are called upon to teach.
Such action, under competent management, usually
brings good results.
The success of our students in the colleges and
normal schools proves that the pupils are well
grounded in the secondary subjects. The pupils in
the University of New Hampshire have made an ex-
cellent record in their post-graduate work.
Much of this success is due to the co-operation of
the citizens of Dover. Good schools are the result
of loyal citizens and faithful teachers. Parents, as
a rule, stand ready to second the efforts of the in-
structors. Under such conditions, Dover should
send out young people amply prepared to meet the
responsibilities of life.
PARENT NIGHT AND EDUCATION WEEK
As a part of the observance of Education Week,
the headmaster and faculty of Dover high school
were "at home" to the public on Friday evening,
November 12.
From seven-thirty to eight-thirty the teachers re-
ceived in their respective class-rooms all the parents
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of the students and other citizens of Dover who were
privileged to visit the school.
During the hour, the mechanic arts department
was in operation for the inspection of the public.
At eight-thirty the teachers and their guests were
gathered in the assembly hall to enjoy an hour of
entertainment. The program included vocal and
instrumental music. The feature of the evening was
an address delivered by Dr. E. L. Silver, director of
the State Normal School of Plymouth, N. H.
Parents and citizens were present in goodly num-
bers to demonstrate their interest in the education
of the youth of our city.
DEFICIENCIES
If the students failed to pass in their daily work,
deficiencies, in accordance with the rules of the
school committee, were sent to parents, stating that
their children were below passing grade.
As I have stated on the deficiency blank, most of
the failures in the high school are directly due to the
fact that the pupil does not devote enough time to
study out of school. The whole matter of home study
is so vital to scholastic success that its importance
can hardly be over-emphasized.
On one afternoon each week, teachers return to
the school to assist pupils in need of help. The
teaching body wishes to do all in its power to make
the high school course of the individual pupil a com-
plete success. Teachers consider no time better
spent than that used in consultation with parents,
and would suggest visits at any convenient time to
confer about the work of the school.
In addition to the notifications above, personal
letters are mailed, so that parents might know the
exact numerical standing of their children in school.
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If the pupils were in the senior class, such letters
were sent three times during the year, so that there
might be no misunderstanding about graduation in
June.
OPENING OF SCHOOL IN SEPTEMBER
Greater care should be taken in choosing a course
of study. Apparently, too many pupils are allowed,
without the consent of the parent, to select the pro-
gram of work to be pursued in the high school.
Frequently, after a month or six weeks, the pupils,
realizing their mistakes, desire to change their
course. Such freedom should not be tolerated; it is
detrimental to the pupil, class and teacher. Parents,
if in doubt, should consult the headmaster before
the opening of school in September. Please give
this matter due consideration.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I wish to express my obligations
to the school committee, the superintendent of
schools, and to the teachers who have so loyally as-









Number of graduates of the high school during
the last ten years:
Per Cent.
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
1917 21 45 66 31 68
1918 14 29 43 32 67
1919 4 30 34 12 88
1920 15 24 39 38 62
1921 20 20 40 50 50
1922 22 29 51 43 57
1923 29 36 65 44 56
1924 31 39 70 44 56
1925 29 35 64 46 54
1926 25 42 67 37 62
The September registration of the high school for
ten years has been:
Per Cent.
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
1917 116 163 279 42 58
1918 110 160 279 41 59
1919 134 156 290 46 54
1920 157 162 319 49 51
1921 198 191 389 55 49
1922 190 215 405 47 53
1923 180 202 383 47 53
1924 190 192 382 49 51
1925 198 199 397 49 51
1926 219 203 422 52 48
The classical curriculum fits for an academic
course at college and for normal schools. It should
b^ chosen by those who wish to be lawyers, physi-
cians, clergymen, teachers and the like.
The scientific curriculum fits for a scientific course
at college. It should be taken by boys who wish to
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become civil, mechanical and electrical engineers or
to do other similar work.
The commerce curriculum fits for their work
clerks, cashiers, bookkeepers and stenographers. It
is the curriculum for those who wish to engage in any
form of mercantile or clerical work.
The mechanic arts curriculum trains artisans. It
is for those boys who are to do skilled mechanical
work. Under this head come plumbing, steam fit-
ting, drafting, and mechanical and electrical work.
The domestic arts curriculum trains for the work
of the home and for normal schools. It is for the
election of girls who wish to become nurses, dress-
makers, milliners and teachers, and for those who
desire a thorough knowledge of the activities of the
home.
The modern language curriculum offers a larger
choice of subjects than do the other curricula and
is open to pupils whose aim is a high school educa-
tion rather than a training for any particular object.
Pupils admitted to the high school, with the ap-
proval of their parents, must select one of the above
curricula and take for graduation all the subjects
therein. Changes from one curricula to another may
be made only by making up all branches included in
the chosen curriculum. The work of any curriculum
may be completed in four or more years, and extra
studies may be taken only wuth the principal's con-
sent, approved by the superintendent.
REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Members of the School Committee:
There seems to be little new to report at this time.
This is partly due to my illness in the middle of the
year, and the time given in preparation for the state
board examinations. It is necessary that my report
be more in general, rather than in detail, and without
statistics, because there has been no place where
such might be kept.
ine grade work this year has been chiefly in the
formal classroom work, with tne emphasis laid on
good posture, muscular control and alertness. Class-
room games have been used to some extent to finish
up the lesson. It is hoped to make games a part of
each lesson when the opportunity is given to select
and prepare them for use. A selection of play-
ground games was partly made this summer^ with
the idea of having supervised play in the spring and
fall. Time has not yet been found to complete the
selection. After several years in athletics and
games, I have come to the conclusion that through
these we can do a great deal in the prevention of
poor posture, and aid body control. It is my hope
and desire that very soon athletics and games may
be made possible for every boy and girl in our
schools so far as they are physically fit. To carry
out such a program, physical examinations should
be given to all. To provide such should be the next
step in our physical program. It is necessary to
know with what we are dealing, so that no injury
will result. One of our boys who graduated last
year, a football player, was barred from all activi-
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ties this fall at the University because of a weak
heart. His activities here no doubt did him great
harm, and might have been prevented had it been
known. I ask you, members of the school committee,
to give this every consideration, for the welfare of
your boys and girls or your son and daughter who
may be playing.
Other activities included a baseball league for the
boys in the seventh and eighth grades, there being
three teams in each league. This proved more satis-
factory than one league taking in the two grades.
A beginning was made in playground baseball for
the girls, and though started late, gave promise of
being a success and a good sport for the girls. An
experiment was made with a marble tournament in
the third and fourth grades, which went through •
with much enthusiasm. Indoor work had to be given
up for lack of space, and such will be the case this
year.
The high school work, as in the past, has been
chiefly with the major sports. The athletic teams
have been fairly successful and have tried their best
at all times. It was shown that even in defeat they
had the right spirit, for the results of a very impor-
tant game drew out this fact. The attitude of the
team was such that it made a great impression on
one of the central board officials and resulted in a
very fine letter to our headmaster, speaking of it as
very unusual. That in many respects meant more
than a victory. Our football season was not so suc-
cessful from the point of victories, but it did show
that there was a steady improvement in spite of
practice conditions. A baseball league was conduct-
ed for the classes and playground baseball for the
girls two times a week. It is hoped that with the
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new addition and facilities, a well organized intra-
mural program can be organized so as to afford an
opportunity for all to take part in some form of ath-
letics.
Respectfully submitted,
E. A. F. ANDERSON,
Director of Physical Education.
REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC
To THE Superintendent of Schools :
For almost five years I have been supervisor of
music in the schools of Dover. I enjoj^ the work more
eacn year, I know the children better, and appreci-
ate more fully the co-operation of teachers and
school officials. Still it seems difficult to write a re-
port of what we have done, my thoughts are so busy
with what I want to do that any achievement of the
past is overshadowed.
The phase of our work which stands out promi-
nently is the spirit of co-operation. We have worked
together, the community spirit is growing.
Sawyer school, grades three and four, each gave
an operetta last spring, for which Miss Henderson
and Miss Belyea worked very hard. The children
delight in these imaginative plays, and in some ways
they are exceedingly beneficial. They take a great
deal of time and strength and involve considerable
expense. When each school building has an assem-
bly hall, and such performances can be undertaken
by the whole executive force, we should have one
every year in each school.
The same problems confront us when any musical
entertainment is undertaken in the high school,
namely, how to find the time and place for necessary
drill, and how to finance the affair.
Meanwhile, the interchange of talent is constant-
ly encouraged. Diff'erent grades in the same build-
ing sing and listen to one another. The little chil-
dren in the Sawyer school sing for the upper grades
and vice versa, and grade schools and glee clubs
visit the high school.
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At the Christmas assembly the girls' glee club of
the Sawyer school, under the direction of Miss Davis,
and Central eighth grade, led by Mrs. Folsom, played
the part of the ''Waits," singing carols just outside
the hall.
Miss Murphy took her seventh grade to the Went-
worth Home, and Sherman eighth grade sang for
them just before Christmas. The high school or-
chestra has been to the Home twice this year, and
all received such cordial appreciation that they felt
amply repaid for their efforts.
Miss Hanson and I went with her boys' glee club
to sing for the Kiwanis Club, and later for the Ro-
tary Club. The orchestra played at the Christmas cel-
ebration of the Rotary Club. The hearty welcome
and keen interest shown by the members of these
organizations, and the ready response of the young
people to requests for their services show a fine so-
cial spirit. Are we not all one family?
A great man once said, "The study of music ex-
alts life." I am more certain each year that every
child can sing, and enjoy singing, and that every in-
telligent child can learn to read music, if the right
material is put before him, his curiosity, and so his
interest is aroused, and his attention secured. I have
made a beginning with class lessons on the piano. I
have not the space nor equipment for real class les-
sons, that requires desks and seats, a school room, in
fact. We do not wish to try to make pianists of all
the children, but the piano key board gives the best
opportunity to learn how music is made, and rapid
progress can be made with class work. The really
musical child may be discovered and the dull child
be stimulated to effort. We hope some day to have
a class in each building.
We had three assemblies devoted entirely to music.
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Mr. Bilodeau, the cornetist, Mrs. Redman, the pian-
ist, and Mr. Manton, director of music in the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, each gave a fine talk and
musical program. The students assisted with solos
and orchestral numbers. We greatly appreciate this
courtesy on the part of people high up in the pro-
fession, and hope to welcome them to our assem-
blies again this spring.
Our high school orchestra rendered the usual
service at prize speaking, the senior play and gradu-
ation. It also took part with two other school or-
chestras in a concert at Berwick academy. I was
able to keep this concert from being competitive. Of
course, comparisons were made, but each orchestra
played its very best without the expectation of any
reward. It was not a contest. It seems to me that it
is time to let co-operation replace competition in
every line of human endeavor, and there can be no
better work for music to accomplish than this very
thing. Make the children love music, make them
want to learn about it, and they will want to play
and sing, and to hear others, just for the pleasure
it gives themselves and other people. Why should
we try to ''beat" someone in all our work and play?
Last May I attended the orchestra and band con-
test of the New England Music P'estival Association.
It was a wonderful experience, the sight and sound
of those thousands of boys and girls, playing, first
with their separate groups, and then in one grand
ensemble. But the prizes awarded did not make it
any finer. They rather detracted from the whole-
some effect. It is impossible for human judgment to
be absolutely fair, conditions, equipment and oppor-
tunities vary so widely. Our orchestra could not en-
ter the contest if I wished it to do so, it is not well
balanced, for we have no bass instruments. But I
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venture to express the wish that some public spirited
individuals or organization will arrange for the trans-
portation of the members of our orchestra to Boston
next May, that they may see and hear the bands on
the common, and go to the great Arena to see and
hear the orchestras, and perhaps play in the ensem-
ble. It would be a great event in their lives, and
they would come back to their home city with a
broader outlook on life, and a deeper appreciation of
their opportunities.
I wish to thank you, Mr. Superintendent, and mem-
bers of the school board, for all your help and en-
couragement. May I suggest the great need of in-
struments in the orchestra, and express the wish
that some recognition of the work of members of
the orchestra, and the newly organized band, by the





REPORT OF SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING
To THE Superintendent of Schools and Members
OF THE School Board :
I herewith submit my second annual report of
drawing.
I regret that there were not enough pupils who
elected drawing in the high school this year to carry
on the course. The extra time given by the discon-
tinuance of the high school course I have given to
the three rural schools. Until the snow came I visit-
ed each school once a week. Since then I have sent
monthly lesson plans and suggestions for school-
room decoration to each teacher.
Every room has a half-hour lesson each week, ex-
cepting the eighth grades, which have forty min-
utes. Besides the lessons, I plan a simple decoration
each month for every room. The children are very
enthusiastic about assisting with the decoration of
their own rooms.
In the fall, nature study was taken up in all eight
grades until it was no longer possible to secure speci-
mens. This was done through the medium of crayon,
water color and colored papers and scissors.
At Thanksgiving all the grades correlated either
their history or language with drawing in a project.
The time between Thanksgiving and Christmas was
spent on Christmas projects. The upper grades
made reproductions of rose windows from various
cathedrals of Europe. The lower grades made cards,
calendars, book marks, boxes and Christmas decora-
tions.
The first of the year we studied lettering, the dif-
ferent kinds and their uses. Some grades made mot-
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toes. Other grades applied their knowledge of let-
tering to posters. The upper grades made posters
for Education Week. Many of these were used for
advertising. We also made posters for Clean-up
week, Fire Prevention week, Safety First week and
Health week. Last spring we had an exhibit of our
Safety First and Health posters in the Dover public
library. Throughout the year we study color. It
plays a part in every lesson, whether it is nature, de-
sign, landscape, costume design, interior decoration
or appreciation.
As the spring advances we take up nature study
again. Each grade does more advanced work in
the spring than in the fall term.
This year every child has an envelope to keep his
work in. Every envelope has the child's individual




REPORT OF THE SCHOOL NURSE
To the superintendent of schools and to the school
committee of Dover, New Hampshire, the following
report of the school nurse and supervisor of health,
from January, 1926, to December, 1926, inclusive, is
respectfully submitted.
Visits to schools 409
Visits to schools for physical inspections .... 138
Visits to schools for follow up work 58




FINDINGS OF PHYSICAL INSPECTIONS
Eyes, 24 cases, treatment secured 6
Ears, 16 cases, treatment secured 6
Malnutrition, 275 cases, gained in weight ... 260
Pediculosis, 30 cases, treatment secured 30
Orthopedic defects, 5 cases, treatment se-
cured
^
Speech defects, 4 cases, treatment secured . .
Gland disease, 2 cases, treatment secured .
Defect of breathing, 2 cases, treatment se-
cured
2
Adenoids, 9 cases, treatment secured 6
Tonsils, 9 cases, treatment secured 6












The dental clinic of the District Nursing Associa-
tion is taking care of the teeth of a number of our
children whose parents can not afford to do it, and
the clinic will continue this care so long as it may
be needed, if the child will do his part, which is to
keep his teeth clean by brushing them at least twice
a day.
There is more attention paid to cleaning the teeth,
but cleaning will not do the whole thing. "A clean
tooth never decays" is rather a misleading statement.
To build good teeth, (1) they need good building food
from the pre-natal period through life. (2) they
need food that has to be chewed, like crusts, toast
and other hard foods, for the sake of the stomach,
and to develop the jaws properly. (3) they should
be cleaned at least every night and morning. (4)
they need dental care. "Visit your dentist at least
twice a year."
There is increasing help given by parents in re-
porting communicable diseases of all kinds, more es-
pecially skin diseases and pediculosis. Sometimes
these diseases are acquired through no fault of the
victim, and if promptly reported, may be promptly
treated and cured.
We hope when the new school building is opened
there may be some provision made for our back-
ward children, so that they may succeed in some-
thing. Every child needs to succeed at something
every day. Success is one of the best stimulants for
further effort.
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May Day Child Health Day was observed in the
different class rooms by health songs, plays and
talks, by posters shown in some of the stores and by
articles in the local papers. The posters made by
the children and shown in the public library were
interesting and attractive and were seen by many of
the parents and friends of the young artists. Many
of the local organizations expressed their approval
of the observance of the day and their desire to be of
help to the children of the community. They have
Helped in many practical ways, and we are truly
grateful for their interest.
FRANCES HYDE, R. N.
REPORT OF TEACHER OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE
To THE Superintendent of Schools :
Sir:—I herewith submit my third annual report of
domestic science in the Dover grade schools.
The number of pupils registered in this department




The course of study is that recommended by the
state department in the school year 1924-1925. This
program has not been altered since that time.
During the month of September every girl in the
department canned at least one jar each of vegeta-
bles and fruit. The processes of jam and jelly mak-
ing were also illustrated in the same practical way.
Much interest was shown and much profit derived
from a demonstration lesson in the use of commer-
cial pectin.
General cooking follows the canning season.
Plain meals are prepared and served simply—yet
correctly. Proper balance of the diet is considered
and thrift in the selection and purchase of foodstuffs
is emphasized.
Five luncheons were served during the year.
Four of these were at the expense of the Hi-Y and
one was financed by the senior class. This is an
admirable plan in many ways if great care is taken
to make it a simple and not a too frequest feature of
classroom work.
Half of the school year is devoted to plain sewing.
It is interesting to note how a girl's enthusiasm for
needlework develops as her proficiency increases.
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Handwork is followed by machine practice and the
use of commercial patterns. Repair of wearing ap-
parel by darning and patching is also considered.
During Better Homes Week in April an exhibit
of the girls' projects was offered in the library. The
great success of this departure from routine activity
was made possible by the splendid co-operation of
the librarian and her staff. The showing was divid-
ed into two parts, one of which was devoted to sew-
ing done entirely at home by the children. The dis-
play would seem to indicate that this field of edu-
cation finds immediate expression in the lives of the
pupils. The school display was large and varied.
Every girl showed two school projects and thirty
dresses formed one unit of the display.
While domestic science for the grades is made as
elementary as possible, it is not advisable to over-
look entirely the products, implements and devices
which science is constantly developing for the house-
hold. Then, too, though the work of this depart-
ment is outlined as cooking and sewing, there is am-
ple opportunity to include good manners, health,
thrift, sanitation, improvement of surroundings and
the many things which are necessary in successful
homemaking.
In closing this report, I wish to thank you and all
those whose co-operation and interest add to the
pleasure of our endeavors.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. CAVANAUGH,
Teacher of Domestic Science,
REPORT OF THE MANUAL TRAINING
INSTRUCTOR
It is with pleasure that I submit this report to
the superintendent and school board of the public
schools in the city of Dover.
Manual training in the grades starts in with the
sixth grade. It is carried on by a group system,
which means that projects are graded according to
difficulty in making them.
In the sixth grade the boys are given the simplest
ones to make. These include broom holders, meat
boards, bread boards, and several others are simply
cut out from stock on which a pattern has been
traced. Of course the boys are instructed as to the
uses of the simple tools and also how to care for
them. I have noticed that the projects which are
the most popular with the sixth grade boys are the
ones which are cut out with the small coping saws.
Thus the reason for the group system. By this
process the boy is compelled to go through the whole
system, starting with the simplest projects and going
up through the difficult ones.
In the seventh and eighth grades the boys are
more interested in the difficult projects than they
are in the simple ones. They have either made or
are making the following: Shelves, taborets, book-
cases, hall trees, tables, electric lamps, drawing
boards, skiis, serving trays and farm implements,
such as troughs, milking stools, cages and hose reels.
It will be well for me to write a few words regard-
ing the home mechanics course, which is oifered to
the boys of the eighth grade who have completed
the group requirements. This course is offered as an
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incentive for the boys to do good work in manual
training and then to get away from routine work
and go on to a variety of repair jobs which are to be
brought from home. The boys are urged to bring
things to be soldered, glass to be set in window
frames, electric bells to be repaired and rough metal
work.
I have been disappointed in the progress of the
home mechanics course, which should be very popu-
lar if I could only get better co-operation between
the parents and the pupils. The boys would get a
great deal of experience in doing little repair jobs
around the house if a little enthusiasm could be
aroused. I hope in the future that the course will
grow more popular and thus give the boys more ex-
perience in doing odd jobs.
The manual training this year as a whole has been
of a fair grade of workmanship, but there is always
plenty of opportunity for improvement, and it is my
ambition to keep the work of the year up to a high
standard of workmanship and quality.
During the remainder of the school year, I shall
endeavor to make the boys realize the importance of
doing good work in manual training, for the prin-
ciples of manual training and home mechanics are






To THE School Committee:
I respectfully submit the following report for the
school year ending December 17, 1926.
Number of complaints from teachers 158
Number of complaints from St. Charles's
school 64
Number of complaints from St. Mary's acad-
emy 4
Number of complaints from other sources . . 2
Whole number of complaints received 228
Number of cases of absence investigated . . . 226
Number of cases of tardiness investigated . 2
Number of children found absent without
good reason 69
Number found to be truant 13
Number found at work illegally 1
Number of visits to schools 266
Number of visits to families 272




Dover, N. H., January 5, 1927.
SCHOOL CENSUS
To THE School Committee:
Information to be furnished by enumerator:
1. (a) Number children (5-16) found by enumer-
ator: boys, 1,220; girls, 1,241; total,
1,241.
(b) Number of these found not to be in school
:
number 5-8, 187; number 8-14, 9; num-
ber 14-16, 37; total, 233.
(c) Number of these children enumerated and
to be accounted for in schools, (a-b),
2,228.
Information to be furnished and completed by su-
perintendent:
2. (a) Number of children in public schools in the
district September 30, 1926: total reg.
1,588 (under 5, 0; over 16, 186), 5-16,
1,402.
(b) No. children in parochial or private schools
in district Sept. 30, 1926. Total Reg. 892
;
(under 5, 11; over 16, 17), 5-16, 864.
(c) No. children (5-1 6) living in district but at-
tending H. S. or Acad, outside, 0.
(d) No. children (5-16) living in district but
attending El. school outside, 0.
(e) Total number of children accounted for
in schools (a-b-c-d), 2,266.
3. Number of children (5-16) reported in 2 (a) or
(b), who live in other towns, 38.
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4. Whole number of resident children (5-16) ac-
counted for, 2,228. 1 (c) equals 4; 2 (e)
minus 3 equals 4.
5. Number between the ages of 10 and 16 not able
to read and write in the English language, 8.
6. How many of these illiterate children were born
in New Hampshire 8 ; elsewhere in the Unit-
ed States? 0; in foreign countries? 0.
7. Number 10 years of age or over who, on Septem-
ber 30, were in grade I, 1 ; in grade II, 2.
8. Of the children (8-14) reported in 1 (b) as not
registered in any school, how many are ex-
cused by the school board on account of phy-
sical or mental disability? 9.
9. Of the children (14-16) reported in 1 (b) as
not registered in any school, (a) how many
have completed the course of study for ele-
mentary schools? 34; (b) how many have
been excused by the school board because of
physical or mental condition? 1; (c)how
many have been excused from attendance by
the commissioner of education? 2.
10. Number of defective children between 5 and
16 : blind, ; deaf and dumb, ; feeble mind-
ed, 6; total, 6.
There have been labor certificates issued as fol-
lows : regular, 45 ; vacation, 45 ; age and literacy,
14 ; evening school certificates, 4.
S. E. TAYLOR,
Enumerator.





















Number under 21 years of age 14
Number 21 years of age and over 46
60
Schools maintained 4
Nights in session (average for 4 schools) ... 77
TEACHERS
Martha M. Sherry, George Nossiff, George Tam-









Number of male teachers . 9
Number of female teachers 48
Number of teachers who have graduated from
a normal school or training school 31
Number of teachers who have graduated
from college 16
Number of teachers who have a state certifi-
cate 33
Number of teachers who have a state license 23
Number of teachers who have a state permit 1
ATTENDANCE
Number of pupils enrolled by grades during the

















The following resolutions were adopted January
4, 1918:
Resolved—That the "No School Signal" will be
2-2, 2-2, 2-2, 2-2, on the fire alarm bells, followed by
the 2-2, 2-2, on the siren whistle on the Williams'
Belt factory.
When given at 7.40 A. M., it means that no fore-
noon session will be held in either high or grade
schools. When sounded at 7.55, the high school will
be in session, but not the graded schools.
The signal for no afternoon session shall be given
at 11.15 A. M., or at 12.45 P. M.
VISITS
By the superintendent, to all schools 486
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ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
High School—Ethel C. Allen, John Barr, Aletha
D. Berry, Maurice A. Blais, Byron A. Berry, Frances
L. Bodwell, Melvin F. Boomer, Marion E. Bowen,
Edmee A. Boulanger, Alma E. Brandeis, Eleanor T.
Brennan, Thomas J. Brennan, Helen D. Brown,
James L. Brown, Henry J. Carrier, Maurice J. Car-
rier, Rose F. Carville, Winfred S. Caswell, Robert P.
Caverly, Howard C. Chandler, Warren D. Chandler,
James A. Collins, Burt D. Cook, Eleanor F. Cook, Ida
A. Custeau, Laurence G. Daniels, Stephen Dompkou-
ski, Dorothy B. Dyer, Glenna M. Estey, Gordon R.
Fawcett, Timothy D. Flynn, Edward S. Folsom, Paul-
ine N. Gallagher, Clarence W. Garland, Lena A.
Goulet, Robert W. Greene, Harold F. Grimes, Aleen
B. Hall, Elizabeth B. Hatch, Marjorie K. Hatch, Leo
J. Herlihy, Dorothy E. Horn, Albion R. Hodgdon,
Harold A. Howell, Arthur H. Hughes, Carroll E.
Jackson, Herbert W. Jackson, Elinor G. Jones, John
F. Keefe, Edith G. Kelly, Beatrice L Kimball, Earl
F. Kimball, Amelia G. King, Doris E. Landry, Vergil
M. Landry, Margaret Lang, Ruth H. Langley, Lucien
W. Leblanc, Grace F. Lockwood, Almon M. Lord,
Evelyn A. Lowell, Phyllis E. MacGowen, Robert E.
Mauricette, John R. McGraw, Eugene S. Meserve,
Susie Monks, Evelyn G. Morrison, Ruth E. Morrison,
Dorothy E. Nason, Laurence R. Neally, Bernice A.
Nelson, Edward J. O'Brien, Mary T. O'Brien, Francis
E. O'Gorman, Margaret J. Orr, Marietta M. Osborne,
Alice Pemberton, Daniel N. Perkins, Ellen Z. Piper,
James A. Piper, Frances E. Platts, Valmore R. Re-
naud, Margrette J. Rinaldi, William A. Rogers,
Pauline S. Seavey, Raymond B. Seymour, Oscar E.
Shevenell, Doris Smith, Elizabeth W. Smith, Frank
H. Smith, Muriel V. Smith, John Y. Sowerby, Ethel
E. Steeves, Samuel Stevens, Charles E. Tasker, Mary
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C. Thomas, Gusto R. Thorin, Herbert J. Tinker, Her-
man W. Toof, Wilbur L. Tremain, Lester E. Twom-
bly, Daniel H. Vickery, Mildred A. Walker, Richard
D. Watson, Andrew R. Wentworth, Lloyd H. Went-
worth, Elizabeth J. Wilson, Frances M. Winslow,




Grade 8—Donald Dyer, Maisie Friars, Pauline
Jones, Lois Watson.
Grade 7—Robert Bowen, Avis Caswell, Donald
Nason.
Sawyer:
Grade 8—Edna Eloise White, Irene Marie Turner,
Anita Marie Roux, Lucy Pemberton, Mary E. Fresne,
Cora Agnes Ellsmore.
Grade 7—Willis A. Marshall, Marion A. Vincent,
Lewis R. Watson, Doris E. Williams.
Grade 6—Robert P. Chase, Arthur Watson, Her-
bert Wilbur.
Grade 5—Roy D. Estey, Paul F. Lockwood, Jame-
ley A. Otash.
Grade 4—Phyllis Colomy, Viola A. Marden, Thel-
ma L. Smith.






Grade 8—Peter Antonopoulos, Thelma H. Cilley,
Harold M. Foss, Basil G. Markos, Lee R. Martin,
James E. Piper.
Grade 6—Charles Apostolopoulos, Malcolm Cook,
Dorothy Keay, Benjamin Kennard, May Kennard.
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Grade 5—Florence Ellsmore, Norma Foss.
Belknap:
Grade 7—James B. Haigh, Alice D. Law, Marion
R. Moody.
Grade 6—Byard C. Belyea, Marion E. Cutler,
Norman A. Cutler, Cho Kong Lee, Raymond L. Par-
ker, Henry R. Smalley.
Grade 6-5—Ruby E. Piper.
Grade 5—Lucille E. Coffin, Ernest F. Haigh, Ed-
gar D. Hall, Samuel P. Hunter, Robert G. North,
Frank L. Patterson.
Hale:
Grade 4—Dorothy L. Friars, Dorothy J. Galla-
gher,, Walter Scott, Donald H. Wormell.
Grade 3—None.
Grade 2—Walter E. Apschnikat, Fred Fisher,
Marjorie L. Wallace.




Grade 4—Charles L. Bean, Lois M. Taylor.
Grade 3—C. Wesley Fitz.
Grade 2—Vincent B. Drake.
Grade 1—Tyler P. Foss.
Varney
:
Grade 4—Robert J. Forbes, Stanton E. Hanson,
John E. Story, Alice M. Tibbetts.
Grade 3—Harold Potterton.
Grade 2, Ernest Beede, Doris Hayes.
Grade 1—None.
Upper Neck:
Grades 1 to 7—None.
Lower Neck:
Grades 1 to 7—Winfred L. Belanger.
Back River
:




Frederick Allen, Harold L. Bartley, Ida M. Bas-
com, Helen Bateman, Mildred Bennett, Gladys Bum-
ford, Irene Couser, Donald Dyer, Frederick Ellis,
Rose Eschman, Julia Federico, Dorothy Forbes,
James Forbes, Maisie Friars, Aristide Gagnon, Ros-
well Gaunya, William Sherman Grover, Phyllis Ham,
Evelyn Hanson, Edward Hayes, Alberta Holt, Paul-
ine Jones, H. Wellington King, Evelyn Knox, Fred-
erick Nightingale, Charles Oulton, George J. Pa-
quette, Dorothy L. Parker, Willis O. Pepin, Barbara
L. Pineo, Robert A. Potter, George H. Rogers, Nellie
M. Scott, Rae Shuman, Mildred Stanley, C. Edgar
Stevens, Hadley Tremain, Louis E. Watson, Muriel
Williams.
SAWYER SCHOOL
Inger M. Berg, Dorothy Burke, Oliver Cook, Leslie
Dore, Harley Caswell, Norman Cassell, Malcolm
Clay, Everett Hanson, Agnes Ellsmore, Elizabeth
Fresne, Walter Korn, Ethel Kennard, Harry King,
Phyllis Lamb, Paul Lord, Raymond Linscott. Leo
Langlois, Francis McAdam, Alice Orr, Lucy Pember-
ton, Beatrice Rowe, Paul Roberts, Norman Quimby,
Marion Ricker, Stephen Scruton, Olive Sleeper, Her-
mon Sproul, Irene Turner, Eunice Thompson, Iva
Tuttle, Leo Vigent, Lottie Vigent, Walter Woodman,
Merle Wiggin, Mary E. Wilbur, Edna White, John
Wentworth, Kenneth Young, Anita Roux, Maze!
Mangun.
SHERMAN SCHOOL
Peter Antonopoulos, Thelma Cilley, Napoleon J.
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Cote, Florence Daeris, Antoinette C. Drouin, Ruth I.
Feinburg, George B. Fleming, Harold M. Foss, Jr.,
Catherine R. Frizzell, Bernard H. Frost, Ida H. Gold-
stein, William A. Grimes, Iva S. Hudson, John W.
Jackson, Roger F. Jenness, Theodore Karkavelas,
William K. Kincaid, Peter J. Lampros, Dorothy Lap-
ham, Eileen MacMullen, Basil G. Markos, Lee R.
Martin, Donald E. McFadyen, Albert H. Mercier,
Charles R. Otis, James E. Piper, Catherine Poulos,
Bernard F. Sears, Jr., John Shaheen, Bertha M.
Smith, Charles Spiridondes, Paul A. Wolcott, Eunice
A. Wood.
LIMITS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
The following table of limits gives the general out-
lines of the districts, which are subject to changes
as may be necessary from time to time.
GRADE VIII
Sherman School—East of Central avenue. Ham
street and south to and including Stark avenue.
West to Central avenue from the B. & M. R. R. to
and including Silver street to Belknap street. Subur-
ban districts.
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the city hall limits.
Central School—All the southern and western part
of the city not included in the above limits.
GRADE VII
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the B. & M. R. R., east to the
Cocheco river, and Fourth street west of the Coche-
co river.
Central School—South of the Sawyer limits to Sil-
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ver street, and as far west as Belknap street; south
on Central avenue to Stark avenue and east of these
streets. Suburban districts.
Belknap School—All of the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Sherman School—On the east side of Central ave-
nue, Ham street and south to and including George
street and Payne street. On the west side from the
B. & M. R. R. to and including St. Thomas street and
west to Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford,
Fresh Creek, Garrison Hill district and Blackwater.
GRADES VI, V
Sherman School—On the west side, from the B. &
M. R. R., to and including St. Thomas street and west
to Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford, Fresh
Creek, Garrison Hill district and Blackwater.
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Fourth street, west of the
Cocheco river, the B. & M. R. R., between Cocheco
and Central avenue and the northern Sherman limits.
Belknap School (b)—South of the Sherman limits
to the lower end of Central avenue and as far west
as Locust street.
Belknap School (a)—All of the southern and
western part of the city not included in the above
limits.
GRADES IV, III, II
Sawyer School—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is Cocheco river;
the eastern boundary is Park street.
Pierce School—East of the Sawyer limits and as
far south as Portland street.
Varney School—East of Central avenue south
from the Pierce limits to George street and west to
Payne street, west of Central avenue, south from
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Sawyer limits to Silver street and Rutland street and
including these streets.
Hale School—South of Varney limits to rural dis-
trict. Pupils from Garrison Hill district and Black-
water will be transported to the school having the
smallest number of pupils.
GRADE I
Sawyer School—The northern and western part
of the city. The southern boundary is the B. & M.
R. R. tracks and Fourth street west of the river, the
eastern boundary is Central avenue.
Pierce School—East of the Sawyer limits and south
to Portland avenue.
Varney School—East of Central avenue south
from the Sherman limits to Silver street and Rutland
street and including these streets.
Hale School—South from the Sherman and Var-
ney limits to Watson street and 227 Locust street.
Sherman School—South of the Pierce limits to
Washington street.




Monday—8.20-1.30, Central VIII; 1.30-3.30, Sher-
man VIII.
Tuesday—8.30-10.30, Central VIII; 1.30-3.30,
Central VII.
Wednesday—8.20-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30,
Belknap VII.
Thursday—2.30-10.30, Sawyer VI; 1.30-3-30, Bel-
knap VI A.




Monday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VIII; 1.30-3.30,
Sherman VIII.
Tuesday—8.20-10.30, Central VIII; 1.30-3.30,
Central VII.
Wednesday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30,
Belknap VII.






Monday—8.30-9, Sawyer I; 9.9.30, Sawyer II;
9.30-10, Sawyer III; 10.30-11, Dover Point or Back
River; 1.30-2, Pierce I; 2-2.30, Pierce II; 2.30-3,
Pierce III; 3-3.30, Pierce IV.
Tuesday—8.30-9, Sherman V; 9-9.30, Sherman
VI; 9.30-10, Sherman VII; 10.25-11.05, high school;
1.30-2, Belknap VII; 2-2.30, Belknap VI; 2.30-3,
Belknap VI and V; 3-3.30,Belknap V.
Wednesday—8.30-9, Sawyer IV; 9-9.30, Sawyer
V; 9.30-10, Sawyer VI; 10-10.30, Sawyer VII;10.30-
11, Sawyer VIII; 11-11.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-2, Hale
I; 2-2.30, Hale II; 2.30-3, Hale III; 3-3.30, Hale IV.
Thursday—8.30-9, Central VII; 9-9.30, Central
VIII; 10-10.40, high school assembly; 1.30-2, Varney





Monday—11.02-11.42, high school; 1.30-3.30,
Sawyer school.
Tuesday—830-10.45, Belknap school; 11.02-11.42,
high school; 1.30-3.30, Varney school.
Wednesday—8.30-10.10, Sherman school; 11.02-
11.42, high school; 1.30-3.30, Varney school.
Thursday—8.30-10.45, Hale school; 1.30-3.30,
Pierce school.





John B. Calcutt, residence, 136 Court street.
5.30-11.30 A. M.; 12.30-4.00 P. M. Six days per
week.
SOUTH SIDE
Frank H. Welch, residence, 178 Silver street.
Varney—8.00-8.30, 11.00-11.30 A. M.; 2.45-3.30
P. M.
Belknap—8.45-9.15, 10.30-10.45 A. M. ; 2.00-2.30
and 3.30 P. M.
Hale—9.30-10.15 A. M.; 1.30-1.45, 3.45-4.00 P. M.
NORTH SIDE
Branch McKay, residence, 6 Granite street.
Sawyer—8.15-9.00, 10.05-10.30 A. M.; 1.25-2.15
and 3.45 P. M.
DOVER WATER WORKS
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
Gentlemen:—The board of water commissioners
herewith submits its thirty-ninth annual report, to-
gether with the report of the superintendent, for the
year 1926.
The members of the board for the past year were
:
Mayor Charles E. T. Caswell, president; Luke H.
McEwan, vice-president; Ellsworth N. Brackett,
president of the common council, clerk; John Clancy
and Gerald A. Scarr.
The filter beds have been scraped and cleaned
regularly during the year and filled with sand, tak-
ing 358 loads of sand. The receiving basin has been
emptied and cleaned.
A new six inch DeLaval centrifugal pump has been
purchased to be installed at the pond station.
An eight inch 2,400 gallon DeLaval centrifugal
pump has been ordered for the high pressure station.
We laid 2,460 feet of six inch pipe and set two
hydrants on the Durham road; 600 feet of six inch
and one hydrant on Sixth street ; 400 feet of six inch
and one hydrant on Florence street.
The quality of the water during the year has been
good.
The height of the water in Willand pond is now
fifteen and one-half inches below zero. This is very
low. A large amount of water has been pumped
during the year.
We found a break in the main on Washington
street, the water flowing directly into a stone sewer.
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Many consumers used more water than usual during
the year.
We had a Pitometer company, a leak finding com-
pan,y of New York, make a survey in 1925. Prac-
tically nothing was found. We hope that the
amount of water to be pumped will decrease and
that frequent rains will cause the water level in the
pond to reach a higher mark.
The payment of $10,000 in 1927 will be the final
payment on the water debt.
A detailed statement of the work done this year,
the changes and improvements made, the receipts,
expenditures, and the amount of uncollected rates,
may be found in the superintendent's report, which
is annexed to and made a part of this report.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
RECEIPTS
January 1, 1926, cash on hand $ 9,156.38
Collected and paid to the city treasurer . 51,666.62
Total ?60,823.00
EXPENDITURES
Expenditures for the year 1926 $51,343.53
January 3, 1927, cash on hand 9,497.47
Total $60,823.00
Respectfully submitted,






Dover, N. H., December 31, 1926.
DOVER WATER WORKS
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
To THE Board of Water Commissioners:
Gentlemen :—In accordance with the rules gov-
erning the duties of the superintendent, I submit my
annual report for the year 1926, it being the thirty-
ninth annual report of the department.
At the high pressure station we have ordered a
new eight inch DeLaval single stage centrifugal
pump, 2,400 G. P. M., to be driven by an 150 H. P.
550 volt, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 1760 R. P. M. induction
motor.
This pump is to take the place of the old Blake
steam pump, which was installed when the water
works were first started, and which for many years
has been used as an auxiliary pump. It is now in
such bad condition to repair it would be prohibitive.
This new pump will be much more efficient than
our present electric pump, which is an older type.
We shall use the new pump and have the present
pump as an auxiliary in case of accident.
At the low pressure station the motor-driven cen-
trifugal pump in well No. 1 has been run every day
during the year; it has run twenty-four hours a day
since July 1.
The new six inch centrifugal pump which you
have purchased for this station and which will soon
be in operation, will be used as an auxiliary. This
station will then be well equipped.
The outside of this station was painted during the
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summer. The coal shed, for which we had no fur-
ther use and which was falling to pieces, has been
torn down and the grounds graded about the station.
The water in Willand Pond reached its highest
mark May 1, thirty-five and three-quarters inches
above the zero point; at the close of the year it was
fifteen and one-half inches below, forty-six inches
lower than one year ago. Owing to the dry season,
a very large amount of water has been pumped. We
found a break in the main on Washington street,
the water flowing directly into a stone sewer, and
many consumers have used more water than usual
this year.
An analysis of the samples of water by the state
chemist shows it to have been in a very satisfactory
condition during the year.
The distributing system has been extended 600
feet on Sixth street with one steamer hydrant set,
400 feet on Florence street and one hydrant, 2,460
feet on the Durham road and two steamer hydrants
added.
The hydrant on Third street, in front of the Kim-
ball Tavern, has been changed to one with a steamer
connection. The aerator and sedimentation basin
have been cleaned several times during the year.
The sand in both filter beds have been raked and
scraped as usual. In November twelve inches of
new sand were put in each bed, taking 537 cubic
yards.
The receiving basin was emptied and given a
thorough cleaning. The reservoir will have to be
repaired this summer, the paving stones above the
water line have been raised by the action of the
frost. I would also recommend putting a new fence
around the pumping plant.
Services added 33
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Services discontinued . 2
Repaired inside street line, charged to owner 60
Repaired outside 40
Shut off for owner to make repairs 6
Frozen 5
Number of services at date 2,166
Meters repaired












In use at date 1,852
Hydrants added to system 4
Hydrants repaired 3
Gates set in hydrant branches 2
Distribution system leaks 8
Gates repaired 4
New gates set 4
The follownig is a monthly statement of the ele-

















Rainfall in inches as recorded at the pumping


























































MONTHLY STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
AND EXPENDITURES






























Jan. 1, 1926, cash on
Bills due previous
to Jan. 1, 1926:
Sales of meters ... $





Bills sent to consumers
:
Sales of meters . .$ 103,09
Service piping . . . 752.76
Fixed rates 8,749.05






Fixed rates $ 86.08








Sale of meters ... $
Service piping














CLASSIFIED EXPENSE FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
Distribution piping
:
Pay roll $ 2,798.30
Gates 104.21
304
Freight and express 520.35
Cast iron pipe 2,138.38
Trucking 23.00
Lumber 22.79














Pay roll $ 1,609.64
Pipe and fittings 538.23
Brass goods 356.53

















CLASSIFIED EXPENSE FOR GENERAL MAINTENANCE
General:
Pay roll $ 4,304.96




Refund on metered water
bills 38.95
N. E. Water Works Assn. . 6.00
Gasoline 54.80
Rent of office 200.00
Freight and express 5.22
Insurance 178.86
Stationery and supplies . . . 147.38
Lights for the toboggan slide 39.66
Directory 5.00
Hardware 3.79
Pipe and fittings 2.16— $ 5,350.95
Distribution Piping:













Wood work .75— ? 1,105,57
306
Meters:




Books for reading meters and
looking for leaks 11.00
Tools 1.83
Printing 33.85
Freight and express 2.20
Badges 4.00







Pay roll $ 88.44
Freight and express 26.06
Machine work 4.85
Rent of springs 40.00
Hardware 1.60
Pumping Station:

















Cast iron specials 10.55











Repairs on pump 23.34
Taxes 19.08
Hardware 40.39
Freight and express 8.65
Electric power 949.01
Pipe and fittings 38.21
Lumber .49
Service Piping:





Pipe and fittings 72.47












































Paid city of Dover, reduction
of debt $12,000.00
Paid city of Dover, interest . 812.50
$12,812.50
$51,343.53







For the year ending December 31, 1926, in form
recommended by the New England Water Works
Association.




Population at date, 13,029.
Date of construction, 1888-1889.
By whom owned, City of Dover.
Source of supply, pond and springs.




Builders of pumping machinery, George F. Blake,
Lawrence Machine Co., DeLaval Pump Co., Westing-
house and General Electric Co.
Description of fuel used, electricity and coal.
Average price of coal per gross ton, delivered,
$8.00.
Coal consumed for the year, 57,300 lbs., for heat-
ing.
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Average static head against which pump works,
168 feet.
Average dynamic head against which pump works,
185 feet.
Electric driven pump—description of power:
Alternating, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 550 volts, 1,700
R. P. M.
1. K. W. H. of electricity used, 328,014.
2. Pumpage by electricity, 289,175,000 gallons.
3. Gallons pumped per K. W. H., 810.9.
4. K. W. H. used per 1,000,000 gallons pumped,
1,233.
5. Total pumpage for the year, 289,175,000 gal-
lons.
Cost of pumping, figured on pumping station ex-
penses, $10,750.69.
Per billion gallons pumped, $37.17.





Alternating, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 550 volts, 1500
R. P. M.
Average static head, 18 feet.
Average dynamic head, 25 feet.
K. W. H. electricity used, 49,756.
Gallons pumped per K. W. H., 4,286.
K. W. H. used per 1,000,000 gallons pumped, 233.
Total pumpage, 213,270,000.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER
Estimated total population at date, 13,029.
Estimated population on lines of pipe, 12,600.
Estimated population supplied, 12,600.
Total consumption for the year, 289,175,000 gal-
lons (Venturi meter).
812
Passed through meters, 129,052,455 gallons (con-
sumers' meters).
Percentage of consumption metered, 45 per cent.
Average daily consumption, 791,899 gallons.
Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 60.7.
Gallons per days to each consumer, 62.8.
Gallons per day to each tap, 319.4.
Cost of supplying water, per million gallons, fig-
ured on total maintenance, $94.47.
Total cost of supplying water, per million gallons,
figures on total maintenance plus interest on debt,
$97.28.
STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEM MAINS
Kind of pipe, cast-iron and wrought-iron, cement
lined.
Sizes, from 4-inch to 16-inch.
Extended, 3,460 feet during the year.
Total now in use, 27.724 miles.
Number of hydrants added during the year (pub-
lic and private), 4.
Number of hydrants (public and private) now in
use, 246.
Number of stop gates added during the year, 4.
Number of stop gates now in use, 302.
Range of pressure on mains, 54 lbs. to 114 lbs.
SERVICES
Kind of pipe, wronght-iron, cement lined, and
cast—iron.
Sizes, 1 to 8 inch.
Extended, 1,462 feet.
Discontinued, 84 feet.
Total now in use, 20,1170 miles.
Number of service taps added during the year, 33.
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Number now in use, 2,166.
Average length of service, 47 feet.
Number of meters added, 27.
Number now in use, 1,852.
Percentage of services metered, 85.5.
Percentage of receipts from metered water, 83.
Number of motors added, none.
FINANCIAL
RECEIPTS
Balance brought forward: maintenance . $ 9,156.38
From water rates
:









Management and repairs . . $27,318.95
Total maintenance 27,318.95
Interest on debt 812.50
Payment on debt 12,000.00
Water works construction
:
Extension of mains 8,060.11
Extension of meters 355.64





Recorded in the Office of the City Clerk,
Dover, N. H.
Prior to the year 1877, the marriage records of
Dover are very incomplete, many years being entire-
ly missing.
In order to preserve all available evidence of
these early unions, and to provide an easily acces-
sible record for the future historian and for those
w^ho may find it either necessary or desirable to
trace their ancestry, v^e begin in this issue a tran-
script of marriage intentions beginning v^ith the
earliest book in v^hich such records appear.
The present list embraces the period from Janu-
ary 1, 1824, to January 1, 1840, giving the full name
of the prospective groom and bride, and the date


























































Eliza L. Wiggin Feb. 11
Elizabeth Saltmarsh Feb. 11
Lydia Ham Feb. 11
Elizabeth Ann Hussey Feb. 18
Eliza Waldron Feb. 18
Lydia B. Harris Feb. 18
Lois Bean Feb. 25
Mrs. Mercy Tibbets Feb. 25
Delia Paul Feb. 25
Agewyna Hodgdon Mar. 1
Sophronia Anderson Mar. 4
Harriet Watson Mar. 11
Sarah R. Grant Mar. 11
Susan Smith Mar. 18
Lydia G. Chandler Mar. 18
Mary Ricker Apr. 1
Elizabeth Watson Apr. 8
Mary Torr Apr. 15
Patience Horn Apr. 22
Dolly Ingalls Apr. 22
Eliza H. Merrill Apr. 22
Prudence Hall Apr. 22
Rebecca Bishop May 7
Hannah Norton May 7
Sarah Leighton May 20
Harriet B. Lougee May 27
Lydia Jones May 27
Abigail Thing May 27
Eunice W. Page June 16
Mary P. Durgin June 16
Elizabeth Colomy June 17
Mary Jones June 17
Mary Jane Pearson June 17
Susan McDuffee June 17
Maria Giles July 1
Susan J. Gile July 1
Ann Trickey July 22
Abigail Farnham July 29
Charity Tucker July 31
Ann Peaslee Aug. 12
Mary Whitehouse Aug. 12
Abigail Hanson Aug. 12
Nancy Wilson Aug. 12































































































Lydia G. Smith Mar. 22
Mary Jane Guy Mar. 29
Emmela L. Prime Apr. 2
Frances White Apr. 5
Charlottee Lougee Apr. 12
Mary Ann Hanson Apr. 12
Margaret Swain Apr. 19
Esther P. Hart Apr. 19
Sally Edgerly Apr. 26
Susan W. Cutler May 3
Sarah Meader May 17
Mary L. Buckminister May 17
Betsy Jones May 24
Elizabeth Chesley May 24
Eliza H. Demeritt June 7
Sarah Bancroft June 7
Nancy Rundlet June 14
Ann Tredick June 14
Sarah Coffin July 12
Irene W. Leighton July 12
Deborah Stiles July 26
Esther Ham July 26
Lydia Goodridge July 26
Sally Dore July 26
Elizabeth Bickford Aug. 9
Phoebe Hanson Aug. 16
Harriet Bowen Aug. 23
Martha Littlefield Aug. 30
Nancy Davis Aug. 30
Elizabeth A. Wallingford Aug. 30
Mary Glidden Sept. 6
Hulda T. Clark Sept. 6
Rebecca Shillaber Sept. 13
Mary Rundlet Sept. 20
Harriet Putnam Sept. 20
Hannah Porter Oct. 4
Hannah Cooley Oct. 11
Sarah Ellison Oct. 11
Jane Brown Oct. 11
Prudence Church Sept. 27
Deborah Emerson Nov. 1
Elizabeth Trickey Nov. 1
Nancy Falls Nov. 8




































































































































































































































































































Lydia S. Horn Sept. 4
Caroline D. Curtis Sept. 4
Rebecca Tredick Sept. 11
Mary McKenney Sept. 11
Margaret McDule Sept. 11
Mary Walker Sept. 11
Betsy W. Gray Sept. 18
Mary Ann Wendell Sept. 25
Emily Dunn Sept. 25
Phoebe Vickford Sept. 25
Harriet N. Meader Oct. 2
Irena Tibbetts Oct. 2
Mary E. Wiggin Oct. 9
Martha Ham Oct. 9
Eliza Blaisdell Oct. 16
Ann Dunn Oct. 23
Jane Young Nov. 13
Lucinda Fuller Oct. 30
Mary Ann Jenkins Nov. 13
Harriet A. Torr Nov. 13
Abigail Twombly Nov. 13
Catherine N. Tredick Nov. 20
Jane Whitehouse Nov. 27
Lucy Ham Nov. 27
Frances Gray Nov. 27
Judith S. Plumer Dec. 11
Jane Ann Harlow Dec. 11
Hannah C. Nutter Dec. 11
Mary Hartford Dec. 11
Annar Hull Dec. 14
Adeline C. Watson Dec. 18
Mary M. Randall Dec. 18







































































Sarah Dealing Feb. 5
Kavinia Burrows Feb. 19
Mary N. Smith Feb. 19
Nancy Gray Feb. 26
Olive Varney Mar. 12
Ann Clark Mar. 12
Hannah Green Mar. 19
Abigail Emerson Mar. 26
Eliza Jane Kelley Mar. 26
Mary Gate Mar. 26
Sophia Pray Mar. 29
Mary Green Apr. 9
Betsy Tuttle Apr. 23
Sarah T. Willey Apr. 26
Martha Drew Apr. 30
Marty T. Perkins Apr. 30
Mary A. Cook Apr. 30
Harriet M. Leavitt Apr. 30
Elizabeth P. Cook Apr. 30
Deborah Tibbets May 7
Jerusha Sheckley May 28
Sally C. Leighton May 28
Hannah Meader June 4
Mary J. Brewster June 4
Fanny Hatch June 11
Mary R. Elkins June 18
Clara Twombly June 18
Sarah Ricker June 25
Lucinda Seavey July 2
Charlotte A. Twombly July" 23
Caroline Spurlin July 23
Mary Jane Ricker June - 23
Sarah Ann Emery July 30
Harriet B. Riley Aug. 20
Sarah A. McDuffee Aug. 20
Matilda S. Adams Aug. 20
Elizabeth C. Wheeler Aug. 27
Harriet S. Bruce Aug. 27
Hulda Jenness Aug. 27
Martha Ann Straw Sept. 3
Jane Kay Sept. 3
Clarissa Betton Sept. 3
Elizabeth Hodgdon Sept. 10





















William M. D. Rogers

































































































































































































BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
REGISTERED IN THE
CITY OF DOVER, N. H.
FOR THE
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